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Abstract

Specirneus of a-phase (b.c.c.) solid-solutions of iron-rich FeAu (1.10 a.t %

Au) and FeCu (1.07 at % Cu) \'ere tlìermallJ¡ aged a.t 700"C for different

time du¡ations. Precipitation zurd growtlt of tlte secondar¡' phase eAu (f.c.c.)

and eCu (f.c.c.) took pla.ce in the FeAu ¿nd FeCu allovs respectively, during

the heat treatment. The specimens rvere polished and tlten studied uuder

a transmission electron microscope. The size, densit5' artd shape of the pre-

cipita.tes rvere determined for diflerent aging conditions. The knowledge of

these parameters are fitted to a recent theory of strortg and rt'eak dourain

s'all pilnirg by a randon arra.y of inhomogerteities, s'hich allou's values of

the coercive field I1" , to be predicted. C¡itical cornparison betu'een the ob-

sen'ed and the calculated coercive fields ri'ere then made. A pinning index p'

w¿s derìr,ed and used to characterize the pinning behaviou¡ of the specimerts.

\4¡hen É'is close to or la.rger than 1, the pinning is deflnitelS'strong, else the

pinling is rveak.

Based on the strong and rveak pinning models, the relationships be-

trveen the a.c. susceptibility X"."., and lhe effective l,¡ias field 11 , are derived

for ferrornagnets u'ith random inhornogerteities. It is found that x'hen 11 is

less than H., X"... remains iudependent of I/. \\¡hen I1 is larger tltan I/",

ao,". is proportional to I/-112 (or H-3lz if dernagnetizing effect due to the

unpaired spins on the surface of the l¡owed wall is considered) and .I1-1 for

strong aud rveak pinniug respectively. A phase-locked magnetornete¡ was eltt-

ploled to rneasure the a.c. susceptibilities of tlte FeAu and FeCu specirnens

afler different durations of aging, as a functiot of bias field. The da.ta rvere



refined and analysed under tlte light of the nervly developed relationships.

The pinning regime of the specimens rvere then determined.

Expressions for the fluctua.tion field, ,9,, (a function of the magnetic

ïiscositl'coefÊcient) for the pilning models {'ere derived. T}re relatiolships

betrveen coercive field and the activation volume of the domain rvall in the trvo

piruring nodels rvere also deduced. Tbe activation t'oluure rvere calculated for

each case and rvere put into the appropriate 5,' expression for tlle,5, r'alues

to be deterrnined. The resulls l'ere studied ald compared rvith the rvorks

dole b¡, \\rohlfarth arrd Barbier.

The results oblained from these ini'estigations cotlverge tou'ard a single

conclusion. The pinnilg regime il the as-quenched FeAu specimen (zero age)

and the lou'-age FeCu specimens is rveak. For the prolonged age specinens

of FeAu and FeCu, strong pinning is ¿ctive. Tltis claim was verified by the

eìectron microscopic studies of the rnagnetic features aud microst¡ucture in

these specirnens by using Lorentz microscopic techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction



1.1- Domain Formation and Magnetization
Process

The {ormation of domain structure reduces the magnetostatic energy coll-

siderably, therefore it should be expected that a ferromagnet wouid continue

to subdivide into smaller and smaller domains indefinitely. However, the

boundaries between domains, called domain rvalls, require a finite energy to

forn. Thus subdivision wiil stop lvhen more energy is required to fo¡m the

uerv wall area than is saved by ilie reduction of the magtletostatic energy.

The process of magnetizing a multi-domained specimen to saturation

will consist of converting it to a single domain in which the magnetization

is paraliel to the applied ffeld. This may happen in two rvays: (i) domains

oriented favourably rvith respect to the applied field may grow by displace-

ment ol the domain rvalis, at the expense of those unfavourably oriented, or

(ii) the domains may rotate to be parallel rvith ihe applied fie1d so that the

domain walls disappear.

The magnetization process can be described by the magnetization cu¡ve

shorvn in figure 1.1. The domain wall motion is the process which requires the

least magnetic energy to start the magnetization process and is therefore first

to occur as the applied field is increased from zero. At a sma.ll applied freld,

the donrain walls move through small distances and retu¡n to their original

positions upon removal of the field. The wall displacement is reversible and

corresponds to the initial portion (O,4) of the curve.



Fig. 1.I. The magnetization 1, as a functio¡r of the field I{



For large appiied field, the donrain rvalls are found to jump discontin-

uously througir larger distances and do not return to their original position

upon removal of the field. This behaviour indicates the existence of some

form of barrier to the wall's motion, which the wails cattnot ovelcome utt-

iess they have acquired suficient energy, in the applied field, to crossorer

them. This region of irreversible wall movement corresponds to the long

center portion (BC) of the magnetization cutve.

When all the unfavourable domaius have been elirrinated, rotation of

the nagnetization in the remaining domains begins and saturation rvill be

acliieved rvhen all tlie magnetizations reaches alignment rvith the applied

fietd. This stage correspolds to the top portion (D) of the curve.

When the applied field is removed, the magnetization retained by the

specimen in ze¡o field is termed remanent magnetization or remanence (1¡)'

The reve¡se applied field necessaty to reduce tl.re magnetization from its

remanence to zero is knorvn as the coercive field or coe¡civity (II").

7,2 Magnetic Ilardness

L.2,L Introduction

A large coercive freld is an unique characteristic of haril magnetic mate¡ials'

If ¿ material is magnetically hard, it is difficuli to alter its domain configura-

tion or displace its domain tvalls away from their static positions. Magnetic

hardening must therefore be caused by a (or some) mechanism(s) whicir keeps

tlre rvalls pinned. or trapped' until a field equivalent to the coercive freld i¡



applied to have them released.

L.2,2 Chronicles

Many theories of magnetic hardening have been suggested in the past - 60

years. The following is a brief description of some of them

In 1932 Becker[1], in the straiu theory, suggested that st¡ess variations

within a ferrornagnet mighi be a dominant factor in determining the resis-

tance to domain rvall motion. Kersten[2], in 1944, extended the pinning idea

to non- magnetic inclusions as pinning sites lvithin the material. At about the

same time, Néei[3] introduced the idea of secondary domain microstructure

to the description of the interaction between the domain wall and large inclu-

sions. The single-domain theory rvas proposed by Stoner and Wohlfarth[4] in

1948. This theory deals with the existence of single domain particles rvhich

are in their most stable uniformly magnetized state. The irrreversible mag-

netization process takes place by means of rotation of magnetic moments in

the particle. Al1 these theo¡ies have beeu widely used to explain magnetic

hardness of some magnetic materials.

In 1971, Gaunt[5] developed a model of domain wall pinning by ran-

donr inhomogeneiiies in ferromagnets. The thermai activation efect was

introduced to expiain the ulpinning process. A ferv years later, Gaunt and

Mylvaganam[6] exte¡rded this study to continuous and discontinuous planar

pinning sites in permaneut magnets. Recentiy, Gaunt[7] applied the theories

of mechanical dislocation pinning to the magnetic domain wall pinning by



random distributed inhomogeneities.

1.3 Present Study

The magnetic ìrardening behaviour of i¡on-rich binary alloy systems, such as,

FeAu and FeCu we¡e observed and reported by Köster and Braun[8], Dyk-

stra[9], Qureshi[10,11] and Wilmesmeier and llassen[12]. It has been known

thai the secondary phase precipitates interact rvith tl.Le domain walls and hin-

der their free movement. Nevertheless, this is a rather complex phenomenon.

The main reason is that the degree of magnetic hardness not only depends

on the amount of precipitate phase, but also on numerous other parametets,

such as, the particle size, shape, randomness of their distribution, orientation

and tl.re coherency with the primary matrix.

In the present study, ihe processes governing magnetic hardening in

the iron-rich FeAu and FeCu alloys were studied, and rvere then explained

under the light of a recentiy developed domain wall pinring iheory. The

remainder of this section outlines the steps taken toward this goal.

A model describing the interaction betrveen a 180' domain wall and

a Êingle inclusion is synthesized in Chapter 2 This gives an expression for

the interaction potential and hence the coercive fieid equation in term of the

pinning force.

In Chapter 3, the theory of ferromagnetic domain wall pinning by a

random array of inhomogeneities is presented. The conditions for strong

and weak pinning (rvith or rvithout the presence of demagnetizing effect due



to unpaired spins on the surface of the bowed wall) are laid out and the

expressions for the coercive fleld as a function of temperature for tl.re trvo

cases are derived.

Chapter 4 desc¡ibes the experitnentai inst¡uments we used and also

illustrates the methods we practised. The magnetic data rvere measured

by a simple magnetoureter aud a phase-locked magnetomete¡. Electron mi-

croscopy rve¡e used to yield information on the physical dimension, nature

and distribution of tlìe inlìomogeneities that rvas present in the iron matrix.

This rvork rvas done rvith a JÐMl2OCXII t¡ansmission electron microscope.

The merits of choosing the iron-rich FeAu and FeCu alioys as our te-

search materials and their syntheses are described in Chapter 5. Tlie prepa-

ration procedures of the specimens are also presented.

The experimeutal results are reported in Cliapter 6, follorved by the

analyses and discussion of these results in Chapter 7. A conclusion was

drawn and it was found that both FeAu and FeCu alloys undergo a pinning

transition ({rom rveak to sirong) with aging time. The aged FeAu and the

prolonged aged FeCu specimens have a strong pinning regime, while weak

pinning is active in the as-quenched FeAu and the lorv-aged FeCu specimens.

Chapter 8 discusses the formation of secondary closure domains Crit-

ical size of a particle fo¡ their formation in the a-i¡on matrix is deduced.

Chapter 9 and 10 show the derivation of the relationships between the a.c'

susceptibility and the efective bias field, and the fluctuation field (magneiic

viscosity coeficient divided by the irreversible susceptibility) expressions for



strong and weak pinning respectively. Their diferent behaviours in the two

pinnings were utilized as toois to characterize the pinning regines of the

studied alloys.

Finally, Chapter 11 iliust¡ates some of the Lorentz elect¡on microscopy

work on domains and domain walls. These micrographs are used to positively

verify the conclusion of the pinning regimes in tire alloys made in the previous

chapters.



Chapter 2

trnteractïon Model



2.1 Interaction Potential

Any interactiol rray be expressed as a poteutial. lVhen a domain wail is

pinled at, .o1', the origir, il the absence of an applied fieìd, the restoring

(or pinling) force should be the satne in both directions. It is therefore

reasonable to look upon the rvall as sitting in a symmetrical potential rvell

n'hich inc¡eases for a srnall displacement away from the pin and then tails ofl

as slron'n in figure 2.1. This potential U(z'), ca:n be expressed as, b¡' ¿¡1 sv.tt

functiol,

IJ (zt) = n., ¿t2 - urr'a (2.1)

s'here rcr and n2 are constants. The higher order terms are neglected. To

find the positions of the maximum and minimum U, we difierentiale U(zt)

anð. set d,U f dz' to zero, rve then obtain,

¿nd

ff 
^umin - v

U"""" -- n?l4nz

at z'=0

at z' : t(¡412n)à

The depth oI the potential AU, is therefore nll4n2. Subtract this term

ftotn U(z'), U(z') becomes a negative (attractive) potential. If a donain rvall

at the bottom of potential seeks to escape, a piuuing {orce, / , has to be

l0



Fig. 2.1. A symmetrical potential well, t/(z')

Fig. 2.2. The profile of the pinning force, J(2,)



overcolne) and /(z') is given b1',

(2.2)

Diferentiating eqn 2.2 and set the resultilg expression to zero, the maxintun

and nrininur.n pinning force (/-", and f, ;.) arc found to be aL z' : -(#)|
and z' : +(#)ä respectively. The profile o{ the pinling force is given in

figure 2.2.

Hot'ever, it is more convenient to consider the situatior u'here tlte

domain rvall is pinled at the origir rvith the maxirnutn magnitude of pinning

force, i.e. the slope of Uþt) is maximum al zt = 0. To approach this problern,

we set z' : zt" I q ¿nd transform U(z') to U(4). Therelore rervriting the

poiential,

f V) = -(#) = -2nt z, -r 4xz z,s

(J(zt) : g1"' +t¡) : n1(z',+rt)'z - n2(z'"+rt - (*) (2.3)

In expanding eqn 2.3 ald leglecting the higher order 4a term, r'i'e obtain

u.t,þù : -t;l + f!1, ": n1 - 4n2 z'"r¡s

At ? = 0, I/(4) is equal t" -(#) We also find the maxirnurn U þù^,, is

- 0 at ? = +(fr)å, a'd the minirnu'r Uþ),*h i. - -(*) at ? : -(#)f .

Therefore, the portion o{ the potential, of interest, betrveeu the interval 4 :

-(fl;)å and ? = +(#;)å is symmetric about tlte origin The profile of U(7)

(2.4)

12



Fig. 2.3. A modified potential well, I/(1), with maximum siope at the origin.

(#;)å

Fig. 2.4. TL",f(rl) profile corresponds to U(r¡)



is sketched in figure 2.3. Diferentiating eqn 2.4, the pilning force is tiren

given by,

rØ: -(#) = -ff,l I n1! 12 n2 z'.r¡2 (2 5)

Let 4 : Q, /(q) becornes -(ä) "'" ", u'hich is its minimum value. Tire pinning

force is zero at a = +(flt)å. When the domain ivall is at -(#;)| the rvail

experiences no force. When the rr,all is moved to +(fl;), and beyold, il no

longer interacts rvith the potential hence /(4) = 0. Figu¡e 2.4 shorvs the /(7)

profile correspolds to the U(4) profile of figure 2.3.

Recalling eqn 2.4, tet /, : (l)z'.q ail, å : (fr)å, t,e can express the

pinning potential in term of z as,

u(z) = f"(z - fF - (2 6)

Thìs expression is only valid for the portion of the potential betweett

*ó and -ó. It gives a minimum value of U at, z -- -b rvhere the t'all will

be trapped in zero field. The pinning potential rises to zero al z : b anð

is assurled to remain zero beyond this value. Tìre irleraction energv is also

supposed to rise to zero again al z - -3ò [14] as shown in tlie sketch of

figure 2.5, and ô is termed the interaction range parameter. The absolute

restoring force per pin is tlLerefore, on differentiating eqn 2.6 $'ith respect to

2b.

3)

T4
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z, given by

f(") t: ¿(1 (2.7)

At the origil, z = 0, the rnagnitude of the restorilg force is maximum

and is equal to /, (for siniplicity, rve u'ill be using / as the ntaxirLrum pinning

force per pin in the rest of the tliesis).

2.2 Basic Concept of Domain 'Wall Pinning

In recent years, considerable progress h¿s been made in understauding the

origin of magnetic pinning in ferrornagnetic materials. The effect of inhorlo-

geneities ol pinning t'as first recognized by l(ersten[2] and later discussed

by Néell3]. The basic corcept is that the domailt u'all has a definite energy

determined by its rvall area, and hence it has a strong teudency to siick to tite

inhornogeneities in order to reduce the total rvall area and hence the total

wall energy. In addiiion, s'hen the domaiu rvall is pinled on the ilhomo-

geneities, this may lead to redistributiou of interlal magnetic poles iIi the

matrix. This results in a reductioli of magnetostatic energy artd euhances

the rv¿ll's tendelcy io stick to the inhornogeneities.

The interaction between the dornain rvalls ¿nd a rattdom arra5' of pius

is a rather complex st¿tistical problem. It is there{ore reduced to the consid-

eratior of tlre force required to ntove the rvall over a, unit step.

Consider that a segment of a 180' domain u'all of a¡ea ,4 is in the

vicinity of a potential U(z) of an inhomogeueitv and a field ff is acting in

du
| )-

,2"\
b2)

i6



the direction of the magnetization. The magnetic energy changes as the rvall

rnoves by -2H I Az lvhere 1 is the saturation magnetization per ulìit \rolume.

Thus the total energy experienced by the dornain rvall is then,

Er=u(z)-2HIAz (2 8)

The rv¿11 g'i1l sta.y at a position determiued by the equilibrium condition,

d. E,__,,:- : fì
d,z

and tlÌerefore,

dU
E __ 2HIA (2 e)

¿f ltas to reach naxirnum before the s'a1l is released from tlie pin and this

is the maúrnum pinning force per pin /. Helce, the critical field required to

unpin the rvall is

2IA
(2.10)

The maximum pinling force, /, depends on the nature of the pin and its

interaction *'ith the wall. We will examine / in more detail in Chapter 7.

The area ,4 of the dornain rvall associ¿ted rvith an indii'idual inhornogeneity

requires a statistical treatment for its cor¡ect determinatiol and ihis rvill be

dole in the follorving chapter.

t7



Chapter 3

Domain \Mall Fínning Models



S.L Introduction

There is a close analogy betweetr the coercivitt' of ferromagnetic materials

containing inhomogeneities, and the yield stress of trvo-pliase binary alloys.

In the magnetic case the domain rvall rnay be pinned at inhonrogeneities and

a coercive field, 11,, is required to release the wall {¡on the inhomogeneities.

Assuming that the inhomogeneities are identical the coercive field, f1", can

be expressed as in eqn 2.10, i.e.

HO:

In the rnechanical case a dislocatio¡r rnay be pinned at precipitates and the

yield stress roó' is required to release the dislocation from the pinsf3T]. The

I'ield stress equatiol in the dislocation theory is

(3.1)

u'here I is lhe length of the dislocation betrveen pin sites, ro is the shear

stress and ù'is the Burger's vector.

The development of this model of dornaiu rvall pinning was derived

directly from the steadv state criterion of the Friedel[l3] model for dislocation

pinning. The nodel states that for strong pins,lhe dislocation bows out

bets'eel ihe pins ulder the applied stress and breaks arvay at roó'from a pin

before moving forrvard to interact rvith another pìn. Friedel has shorvn that

r
2IA

f
T.O:L

19



rvher the dislocation is in this steadt'slate ulpilling, the length f, is given

bri

r=t\t+
co.Í

(3.2)

rvhere 7¿ and co are the dislocation line tension and the pin concentration per

unit area respectiveiy. For strong pins, the steady state dislocation length

per pin, 4, is always smaller than the ruean dislocation length per pin f,",

i.e. L < Lo.

Gaunt[7] derived a similar condition for strong nagnetic pins. The

tre¿tment is 'r'alid if tÌre stead¡, 5f¿f6 area per pin ,4, durilg unpinning is less

tlran the initial mean area per pin ,4", (i.e. A al H < 11", defined by eqn

2.10). The pilning parameter, B, is defrned as follorvs,

p=

B > 1, is the coudition for strong pinning. In strong pinning ,4, > ,,1,

applying eqn 2.10 with this conditioti shorvs tltat the field initially applied to

move the dornain rvall is smaller than the field applied after the ulpinning

process is steady. Under such condition, the wall borvs out betrveen the

pins like a buttored cushion, due to the pressure frotn the applied field. On

breaking away frorn one of the pins, at the criiical field, fI', the wall will

su'eep out a volurne containing, on the average, one replacement pin.

Horvever, if P < 1, the pinning is said to be rveak and the Friedel steady

state model lails. This rveak pinning nodel will be described in detail after

A"
Ã
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the next sectiol.

3.2 Strong Pinning Model

Consider a 180" domain waJl parallel to the x-y piane interacting rvitlt a

random array of inhomogeneities of average volurne density p. On applying

a field 11, parallel to the magnetization direction z, the ri'all rvill borv out in

the z-direction as shorvn in figure 3.1. The area pe¡ pin is rZf rvllere Z1 is the

average distauce betu'een pins. Let .R be the radius of curvature of tire borved

u'all and å1 is the maximuru displacement of the rvall before breakaway. The

volume or srvept oul by the field per pin is therefore,

(R2 - z2)nd.zxrRhl (3.4)

The radius .Lr of the base of the blister (bos'ed portion) catl also be

estimated and gives

L?,= R'-(R-h1)'z=2Rh1 (3 5)

When 1{ increases sufficieltly, the ivall rvill break arvay from the center

pin and rvill bou' out from the tu'o outer pins as illust¡ated in flgure 3.2.

Tlrerefore .Ll becomes tr! rvhich equals to 4Ll anà ä1 becomes å.2. The

volume o{ the nex' blister is lorv

U2 = TRh3

2I

¡Æ

ur= I
J R_hi

(3.6)



Fig. 3.1. A 180" wall pimred in x-y plane. Dotted lines f6¡ 1{ = $, solid
lines indicates bou'ing rvhen a field, Il, is applied paralìel to x.

<_--_->

4,t;l/ <- I
----i/---> ,

,,'i 5
Æ 

--å

Fig. 3.2. Solid curves indicates the initial domain wall position in an
applied field I{. Dotted curve shows the wall after breakaway

, from the center pin.

1n,, Ï,,
1-- 2Lt ------>

1->
H
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The total volume su'ept out betrveen breakarvay froln the ceuter pil

and establislrment of a nerv stead'E state, usiug equs 3.4 and 3.6, is given by,

The surface tension tlieor5' of Gaunt[14] gives 111 = o1, rvhere 7 is the domain

v'all energy per unit area, so that eqn 3.7 can be written as,

Aa = SrYPJ 1", (3 8)

The Friedel steady state criterion requires that on breakaway, the rvall srveeps

out a volume containiug, on average) one replacenent pin, i.e. Aup : 1,

hence

(3 e)

(3.10)

and .4 is proportional 1o H-i. The rririmum value of the applied field 1l

required to starl the rvall movernent is the coercivity, lI". Putting ,4 of eqn

3.10 inlo eqn 2.10, the coercivity is given by,

hrLlf\axa, - 4a. = l
H

SrLlHIp:,1

The a¡ea ¡1 associated rvith a single pil is therefore,

, \I
,t -rz \1t'l )'

' (3HIp)i

-- 3p f'
"' = 4".r I

ta

(3.7)

(3. i1)



and the maximum stead¡' 5l¿1s area per pin is

2¡i'v
"- 3pÍ

P=fu=o4str,fit+rfii

(3.12)

Thus 11, depends on the square of the maxinurn pinnitg force rather than

directly on the pinning force as rvould be predicted if ,4 is the rlrean area per

pin (i.e. ,4,) independent of the applied field 11.

Recalling eqn 2.10, the initial mean area per pin ,4. is ¡fi. From eqn

3.10, the u'all area per pil in the steady state is

, rI
l1t'l )2AtrT I =

(3H I p)i

arid tlre maximurn A occurs at H : H, because -FI is ahvays equal or larger

than I1, (for the Friedel steady state).

For the strong pinning model to be applicable, eqn 3.3, the Gaunt

pinning paraneter, B, has to be larger than 1. Putting eqns 2.10 and 3.10

into eqn 3.3, p is given by,

(3.13)

A nerv pinning index B' is introduced, rvhich rve believe, is a mo¡e efeclive

parameter to determine the pinling regime. B and B' are related by the
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following equation

(3.14)

hi the steady ulpinued state o{ strong pinnilg, 
"¿ 

is always larger thau 1,

because the minimum value of -FI to start the steady state unpinuing is 11".

When É' is close to or larger than 1, the pinning is definitely stroug. If

Btis verv much less than 1, then the pilning is rveak. p' cal therefore be

expressed by,

þ' :0.4e t tfil+ (3.15 )

3.2,'1. Demagnetizing Effect

The domain wall borving rvill produce uncompensated poles (or unpaired

spins) rvhich rvill give rise to demagnetizing energy. This effect ¡nodifles the

borving so tliat the l¡lister is elongated in the lnagnetization direction aud

this elongation rninimizes the dernagnetizing energy. The base of the blister,

therefore, l¡ecornes elliptical and the trvo principal radii of curvature have to

be considered.

The b¿sic procedures to resolve the v¿1ues of .4 and llo il this case is:

(i) estirnate the total energy of the blister, r'hich must include tìre surface

energy, the magnetic energt'and the denragnetizing elergy, and (ii) rninirnize

the total energ)' \{ith respect to the height of the blister to obtain optimal

values for the radii of the blister.

Let 2l ard 2m be the x-y axes of the b¿se and å. the heigltt of the

p = p'(+).



blister. The chord tlLeorem gives

12 x 2R¡h and nzz x 2Rnh (316)

ivhere ,?¿(>> å.) and 1?-(>> å.) are the radii of curvatute. The volume of

tlre blister is taken "" 
olf. An ellipsoid u'ith semi-axes I > m >> h ard

magnetizecl in the I direction has a dernagnetizing factor. This demagnetizing

factor, N, had been estilrrated accordilg to Osborn[15]. For a very flat

ellipsoid, the demagnetizing fa.ctor, 1{ is given by

N : +"1!yt - "'¡+1R';!) (3.17)

rvÌrere 1(' ¿nd .Ð' are the complete elliptic iltegrals rvhose argument is e :

G - É), Expression 3.17 is thel simplified and can be approximated as

- - T'mi lL

l2
(3.18 )

The blisler is however not a complete ellipsoid but has a, r'olume df¡, ap

proximatel¡' three-eighths of a ellipsoid. The demagnetizing energy .Ð¿, of

the blister is therefore

(3.1e)

The total energ¡' of the blister, øB) rnust include the surlace energy, .Ðg

¿D



tlie denragnetizing energ¡', Ep, and the uagnetic energJ' since ihe blister is

subjected to an applied field 11. Thus the total energy is given by,

t'here

rl¡nh
Ee - Es + no +zHI(i)

h."
Es = 1nlrn(l. + 2p + 2rn )

(3.20 )

(3.21)

(3.23)

(3.24)

l\4inimizing eqn 3.20 with respect to the blister height å., ald using eqn 3.16,

v'e obtain,

(3.22)

There are two extreme cases that have to be considered. If the demag-

^L I -
rretizing tern úJ3fi1!1 in eqn 3.22 is much less than 7, the expression reduces

to tlre usual surface tension ard magneto-equilibriurn, ;.e. 1(fi+ fi) = ZH I,

and tlie previous results of section 3.2 will be recovered. At another extreme,

this terr.n is rnuch greater than 1. It therefore follows tliat in this lirnit,

-zt!*l ¡z

h +!-::-:' )R;1 +1R;t :2¡7/

o,="'r\iIn and. R"*:

Fronr eqn 3.16, * : 1S, therefore

^l

HI

P
m,2

r2tt m, 12

1A^
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and I can be expressed in terms of m as

t = (rÐÈ041)+m?

Frorn eqn 3.16 ,lz can be rvritten as,

(3.25 )

1 ^.HLh-(:)m,('_:') 1l.zz¡

The volume borving out per pin is zrl. After breakau'ay, ul becomes ø!, the

volume srvept out on breaking arvay froru the center pir.L is,

n = f,n,n;' (3.26)

and from eqn 3.23, u'e obtain

ll'u:uz-4Ðl

Since lf : 4Il and znl = 4rn3, GarnllTl obtains

(3.28)

. 12 nt2Ao':3n( -l"r) (3.29)
ñí f¿ir'

Again, using eqn 3.16; eqn 3.29 cal be rvritteu as

Lu' = 6nlmh ( 3.30 )
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Applying lhe Friedel steadv state criterion, thal

one replacernent pin, i.e. Attp = 1, this gives,

ïnltnhp : 1

Frorn eqns 3.25 and 3.27, eqn 3.31 becomes,

Ao' contains, on average)

(3.31)

(3.32)

The stead5' state area ,4 is tlie base area of the blisier rvhich is equal to z'lm.

Using eqn 2.10 (i.e. f :2IAH) a¡d eq¡ 3.25, f can be rewritte¡ as,

f2 u f7 2.t .2.!tôt, !1 _

6rtrnh.p - 3ît(14)- 5(;)5(f )r-r : t

Í : 2ntml I : zni 1t+¡-? ç!)? u t^?,
7

H.:0.s5(4I)i

Ðlirninating rr¿ between eqns 3.32 and 3.33 gives, the coercivity (the minin'Lum

ã required to establish the steady state unpiruring),

(3.34)

and using eqn 3.25 and 3.32, the area of the l¡ase of the blisier in tenn of

applied field l/, is,

A(H) : 0.791i n-i p-i (3.35)

DO



Wlien 1l = 11", substituting eqn 3.34 ilto eqn 3.35, rve obtain,

a - 7.4¡'l2I,a 1tr
' po Ío'

For the Friedel steady state rnodel to apply, tl.rerefore

+
,4^ = r > A( H\ = olçn? u-i o-i- 2H"I

And this can be expressed b¡' the Ga.unt pinning parameter

H
ß : ßt( .:l\i > 1, , \H,

or by tlre pinning index, P' > 7. P' in the demagnetizing case is given by,

T!

Bt = o.6q_1,1'_¡
Ití H:

Recalling the demagnetizing term in eqn 3.22, if this term, ù#t

less than'7, the demagnetizing efect does not have to be considered

fore, rve can rvrite,

nzlì rntr 12_<<1
r4t

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

is rnuch

Tliere-

(3.3e)

Squaring expression 3.39 and using eqn 3.36, the coldition for neglecting the
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demagnetizing effect in strong pinniug is

3.2.2 Activation Energy

The treatment o{ the previous sections calculated the coercive {orce t'ithout

considerilg the lhermal effects. In section 3.2.1, the Friedel steady state con-

dition leads only to a thermal-free coercive force, 11o. It is horvever possible

that at finite temperature, the wall carì escape the pins in a field II", rvhicli is

less than ä", if an activation energy E" is therrually supplied. The expression

for tlie required activation energy for an area.4 per pin rvill be derived as

follorvs.

Recallilg that the total energy, -E?) experierced by the domain u'all

ri'hen it is moving in the z-direction and interacting rvith an inhomogeneity

is given by eqn 2.8, i.e.

Er:U(z)-2HIAz

Diflerentiating tlie above expression rvith respect to z, to flld the equilibriun

t'all position, gives,

0.3374
- --;- (( I

p Í'l

#:rt-zHrA)-ttfrl

(3.40)

(3.41)
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and tlìe secorìd derivative is,

It corresponds to a maximunt tvhen < 0 ¿nd minimum t4ren ) 0. Equate

eqr 3.41 to zero ald obtain

d2Er n,Ír,
-\ ro./o,z.

z": +bll-'zLlf1+

u" = fllq - 2H I AlÈ t-L

(3.42)

(3.45)

(3.43 )

rvhich are the statiolary states of the domain u'all in the presence of the

field. According to eqn 3.42, the negative sign zo corresponds to an energy

minirnurr and the positive sign z" to atì energy maximurn.

Substituting the trvo zo values into eqn 2.8, the E7ç.",¡ a:r.ð, E7ç^¡^¡

corresponding to the lnaximurn and miuimum erìergy c¿uì be obtained. Let

E, be the activatiou energy required b¡, the doln¿in rvall of area Á to crossover

aD energJ' barrier for an escape from a pin, and is equal to,

E": Erþ^",) - Er@;^)

Frorr eqns 2.10 and 3.43, eqn 3.44 can be expressed as,

(3.44)

As rr'as shown in the section 3.2.1, the steadl' sta.te t'all area per pin,

4, is a function of lhe a.pplied -r9. Neglecting tlre demagnetizilg efect, ,4 is



proportional to 11à (eqn 3.10). I{ence putting / -- zH.I A(O),l'here ,4(0) is

the area in field -F1,, eqn 3.45 becomes,

r" = 1f ¡r,¡¡i - tfit+Ê (3.46)

Takilg the demagnetizing effect into consideration, ,fÍ is proportional to /1

(eqn 3.34) and ,4 is proportional to 11-i (eqn 3.35), hence eqn 3.46 car be

modified to,

n"=1!p¡¡t-{fii+Ê

Äl an absolute temperature T , the uaiting time, r, for a segment of

dom¿in rvall to cross an energy L¡arrier of a magnitude equal to E is given

bv,

(s.47)

(3.48)
tì

r-1 : C 
"*p( l"f:)

t'here C is the frequency constant of order 1010 to 1012óec-1, i.e. there are

1010 to 1012 attempts to cross the barriers in a second[14], and À? is the

Boltzmal energy. And E can l¡e expressed as

E = kT In(rC) (3.4e)

Assunre tlrat the unpiuning process takes - 1 sec, therefore E = 25kT.

According to eqls 3.46 and 3.47, if the applied field "É1 is t1., the

required activatioll elerg¡' Eo is zero. The dorrair.L s'all segment can break



awa.v lvitllout the assistance of therlr-ral activatiol, or at absolute zero. The

critical fieìd required for ulpinning is therefore .É1".

\4¡hen fI < .FI,, the required Ð" is finite, and ihe doma.in rvall can

still breakaway as lolg as the temperature is sufficieutly high to fuifil ihe

energy requirernent. And u'e therefore can set the .Ð of eqn 3.49 for the

E" in eqns 3.46 ald 3.47. Therefore, the coercivit¡, 11", il the case rvithout

dernagnetizing efrect rvill follorv tlte equation

.H- , .75kT ."t__:ìã-1_t_ìã,Ho, ' ,4bf ,

H-., .7skT ,(ol'=t-(W)'

(3.50)

And rvith demagnetizing efect, 11" rvill follou'the equation,

(3.51)

Substiluting eqn 3.34 into eqn 3.51, rve obtain

H" : 0.BEt-i l-ilo^ f G- 4.51 x to-s¡-3¡21å (3.52)

the coercive force at a given temperature.

3.3 Weak Pinning Model

ln tlris nrodel, B < 7,, i.e. the initial mean area per pin ,4" is smaller than the

steadl,state area per pin ,4. Therefore, a.ccording to eql 2.10, i... H" = ,tn-L,,

the field required to start the wall movement, 11,, is already larger than the
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field required to achieve the stead¡' state, hence, the Friedel steady state

criterion fails. Although the u'all still borvs out bett'een pils in an applied

field, the unpinning process is not by a. pin b1'pin basis like the case in strong

pinning. The wall t'ill breakaiva¡' from rnany pins simultaneously and tl.re

process is cooperative.

In the rveak piruring case, tlie interaction bet*'een the wall and the

pins is over an exteusive area. If the pin distributior is uniform, segmelts

of a domain rvall are exposed to both positive and negative values of the

illteraction potential, then the total pinning force on the domain t'all cancels

out in the average. Tlterefore, the coercive field t'ill be zero.

For a random array of individual rveak pinning sites, of volurne density

p, the pinling force, therefore, can only comes {rom the statistical fluctu¿-

tions of the pin distribution. Hence, there rnust be a higlier density of pins

rvithin the rvall than au'ay frorn it.

Borvir.Lg of the domain t'all is still possible il this case, but the blister

corresponds to a maximurn energy. The pin density in the blister regiou must

shorv a fluctu¿tion belorv the mean densit¡', rvhile in the minimum energy

plane rvall, a fluctuation above the nlean density p. The blister volume z

rvill contain arì average of zp pins. Since the pin distribution is of random

nature, it can be described bt' a Poissolì distribution {ulctiol. The statistical

fluctuatiorr (i.e. standard deviation) of the pil distribution will be - Jup
or 1f ler unit volume. The effective dersity of the pinning sites within tlie



pinned rvall is, therefore, taken as,

p' : (1i
u

(3.53)

A unit area of plane u'all will contain an average of ú"p/ efecti ve pins

per area (u'here f" is the thickuess of the domail t'all). The pinning force F

per uuit area of the *'all is then given by,

F=ft"p':ft"(:), (3.54)

The follorvirLg section rvill derive an expression for the activation volume

of the blister, t,, in the rveak pinning case.

3.3.1 Activation Energy and Volume

Recall that eqn 2.7 preselted the pinnilg force per pin associated ivith the

potential U(z) described in eqn 2.6. Let e/ l¡e the pinning euergy per uuit

area, the magnitude of pinning force per unit area can tìren be,

Flt - aì
' b2,

(3.55)

rvhere F is the maximum pinnilg force per uuit area, z is the distance perpeu-

dicular to the rvall anrl å is the range parameter equals to ] of tire minimur¡

tlrickness of the domair t'all (i.e. b = +) In zero applied field, the rvall is

plana.r and at the rninirr. unr energ¡' positiou.

d.e'

ã.2

Ju



If a field I1 is applied parallel to the x-y plane, tlte net restorirrg force

per ulit nrea upolr the rvall is,

dE+. _
d,z

.2
F(r -;) -2Hr

E": Ei(maa) - E7þni'n)

ø":þr,^'a - fr¡

(3.56)

(3 5e)

rvhere E{. is t1.Le tot¿l energ¡'of the wall per unit area. The rnaxinLum ¿nd

ninimum energy positions of the pianar rvall are theu given by, in the *'eak

piuning case,

2HI.tz": ib\I- F ), (3.57)

respectivelr'. At the point of inflection, z = 0, lhe coercive field is given by

2H"I: F (3.58)

Therefore, the energy barrier,

overcone for escape has,

the dolnaiu rvall of area ,4, lhat nrust be

This equation suggests ihat if ,4 is large, lhe energy barrier rvill be

large and the applied fleld must reacir äo for the escape of the rvall to occur.



Tliis, horvever, neglects the possibility of rv¿r.ll curv¿ture, and, if wall bol'ing

is considered, the rvall nìav escape at a leld lotver than //o.

The follorving are the steps to be taken to deiermine the activation

energy required {or the borved portion of the dornairrvall to break free in the

weak pinning case:

L obtain the equation for the equilibrium condition

2. set up a diferential equation to describe the borved portion of the rvall,

i.e. the blisier

3. use nurnerical integration to obtain the activation energy required

4. obtain volume o{ blister by integration over appropriate variables.

Il the presence of an applied field, the surface tension force per unit

area. acting at a poilt on the blister is ,y( ,R, 1 1 Ã;ì ) rvhere .R1 and .R2 are

the principaì radii of the blister at that ¡:oirt. The piruring force F and tlie

surface tension force try to restrain ihe blister, rvhile the magnetic force due

to the applied field tries to enhance its grorvth.

To reduce the complexit¡'of the problern, a cylindrical coordinate sys-

tem is utilized. Conside¡ a point ol the blister defined b¡' (r, z) as shorvn

in ligure 3.3, rvhere r is the distance in the x-y plane from the center of a

borving blister. Let the talgent at ihis point make an angle y'r rvith the plale

lvall. Then, for a segment of the blister surface, if all the forces per ulit area
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Fig. 3.3. The blister in cylindrical coordinates



are resolved ir the z-direction, the equilibriurn coldition is,

(3.60 )

Fronr the trigonornetric rela.tionship, secztþ : Iltan2þ, cos ry' can be rvritten

as

cosry' = [1 +(z')'zlt (3.61)

\'lÌere z/ : f. When the curvature is expressed in cylindrical coordinates,

-R1 a,nd .R2 cal be expressed as

F(r - v)+r(f, + fr)...ø = 2H I costþ

where z" = fr. Substituting from eqns 3.61 ¿nd 3.62 into eqn 3.60, assuming

that the slope of the blister is gradual, that is, z'is srnall and (z')2 << 1, eqn

3.60 becomes

,,. z' F-zHI Fz2
r 1 'ybz

-r"[r+1"'¡'1] -"'T (3.62)

(3.63)

1

ìl
¡11

1-r 
Rr-

Therefore, neglecting tlie dernagnetizing effect and assuming that the cur-

vature of the domain rvall is small. the bot'ed wall must satisfv tire al¡ove

equation.

The boundar¡' conditio¡s for the desired solutio' are

1. r --+ oo

-ñ -- " -
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2. r -'-¡ 0

z" : L z' -- 0 z -- z1 (height of the blisr'er)
T

(3.65)

For greater simplicity, eqn 3.63 can be reduced to a dimensionless form

bJ' the substilutions of

\\itlt Z' : d# 
=

(3.66)

(3.67)

; so eqrÌ 3.63 becomes

(3.68)

and the boundary conditions are;

1. Ð? -+ oo

tTll ,71 
^ 

t7 (3.6e)

2. $? --+ 0

Z' :0 Z: Zt (3.70)

The difiereutial equation eqn 3.68 and lhe boundary corLditions rvill allorv us

to deterrnine the total activation energy later on in this chapter.

vt
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The activation energ¡' Eo required to produce the blister state consists

of trvo parts; (i) the extra rvail elergy required lo create the blister, E" and

(ii) the extra magletic ar.Ld interaction energy,.Ð¡.

The first part is given by,

ø., = t l* 2nr(secl - 7)d.r (3.71)

Fronr eqr 3.61 and assuming that (z')2 ( 1, then sec9 = I + (|)(z')'z. Ðqn

3.71 can be rvrilten as,

Ðt = 11 [* ¡"'¡'rd, (8.72)| ,I

In the reduced dinensiorless form, eqn 3.72 becomes,

8., = r1b2(r -'ff1I.* n(z),dn (3.23)

E¡ is given by,

E, = [* E'7þ)2trrd,r (g.74)- J"

rvhere .Ði,(z) is the lotal energy of the u'all per unit ¿rea at z. Also .Ð/ calì

be rvritten as,

Et : l"- 2nrll(z - # 'u, - 2H r zldr (3.75)



Il the reduced dimensionless form, eqn 3.75 becomes,

'rTIf ¡ó Ð 1

Et :2r1b2(r - ":-l I G + z - :z\ndftT Jo J ó

The total activatioll energy required to produce the blister is,

E": E, I Et

Frorn equs 3.73 and 3.76. E" is then given by,

E, : 2¡tb2(L -'4ll l* f? * t - 
ti *!ç'¡'¡nan, F',t"'3 3 2'

and u'e can rvrite

E" = 2ntbz(t -Tr*"

(3.76 )

(3.77)

(3.78)

s'here N" is the iltegral in eqn 3.77. To determine 1{o, numerical integration

has to be perforned.

Recalling eqn 3.68 and using eqn 3.70; u'ìren $ù --+ 0, eqn 3.68 becornes

(3.7e )
n, 0-zl)

and ivlren Z atà Z' are expar.Lded in a Taylor series about W, they become,

z(n + AJ) : z(ft) + aJ z'(n) ¡ (-!¡2"1n¡-¡ 14J'¡z-1n¡ (8.80)



A T2

z'(ft + AJ) : z'(n) + AJ z"(n) + (^-:L)zttt(n)

rvhere AJ is a small interval in ft.

Furthermore, differentiating eqn 3.68, gives,

E" = 3rtb2(1-'ff1

(3.82)

To solve Àr" , an initial value of Z1 was chosen. Let AJ : 0.05, ilien

rrsing eqns 3.79, 3.80, 3.81 and 3.82, r'alues ol Z, Z', Z" ald Z"' r'ere obtained

at Sl = 0.05. These values rvere taken as the starting points and therl values

oÍ Z a:¿d its derivatives t'ere then calculated at ft : 0.05 + AJ: 0.10. The

procedure rvas repeated untìl a table of values of Z a:nd its derivatives irad

been obtained. Z1 was then varied coarsely until the boundary condition

(eqn 3.69) Z : -1 at large $ì u'as satisfred. It then had to be fine-tuned

until it obtained a non-oscillatory solutions at large $è.

No t'as nunerically calculated by Gaunt and Mylvaganam[6]. The

value of 21 selecled. ivas 3.789. The correct value of Z(UI) at a given $ù rvas

then obtailed. A calculated profile of the blisler is shorvn in figure 3.4. it is

cylinderically syrnrnetric about the Z-axis. N" is {ound to be 4.929, i.e. the

area under the profile f¡orn $ì = 0 to û? *' oo.

Therefore, rel'riling eqn 3.78

zt'
F-r
JI

(3 81)
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(3.83)



Fig. 3.4. Reduced wa.ll displacement Z is plotted as a function of the
reduced radius ft . The original plane wall was al Z = -L.

Fig. 3.5. Maúmum energy rvall profiles for fields 111 and H2(H1 > H2)
z coordinate of profiles rvere shifted so that the minimum energy
planar waìls coincide at z = 0. For all flelds, the bliste¡ volume
remains constant.



At the absolute zero of ternperature, the activation energf is nil. The

critical field required for unpinning is then 11". Since, F :2H"1 , eqn 3.83

can be rervritten as,

At finite temperature, the activatioll energy, Eo, required to enhance unpin-

ning is provided lhermally, therefore, the u'ali can escape the pins il a field

11" smailer than 11". 11" can be expressed as,

E"=3'7b,Q*#)

H- = H^tr - 
25kr 

I
ó r'l D"

The volulne of the blister is given by,

(3.84)

(3.85)

, : l"* zn,"d, (3.86)

This expression can l¡e reduced to dimensionless form by the substitutions

of eqns 3.66 and 3.67, it becomes,

^,L2 ¡ø,:; J. z"nzan (3.87)

The integral in eqn 3.87 cau be estima.ted by summing up the volume under-

neath the blister profile (partially shorvn in figure 3.4) u4rich is found to be
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31. Therefore, the activatiou volume or the blister volume is

,, _ 3hb2.F (3.88)

Eqn 3.88 suggests that the volume ¿, srvept out is independent of the applied

field and depends on1]' ol J, 6 aud F. Horvever, r is a furction of applied

fleld, r : r'o is given b¡',

r = ro = (ó7)åF-i(¡ - 2äl)-is-t" (3.8e)

for a blister o{ $t : $ì, whel¿ Z = 0, ald ro is the range of the blister. Thus

at the zero temperature coercive lìeld fI,, ro is infinite. The height of the

blister tends to zero for all ¡ at field H". 
^t 

this coercive field, the wall

remains planar. Hou'ever, at finite temperature, lvhere the activation energ¡'

is finite, the blister rvill be forrned before unpinning occurs. Despite that the

blister volume o rerìrains urìchanged, the shape of the blister is changed witlr

lield, its profile is shou'n in figure 3.5.

The rnaximum pinning force F per unit area o{ lhe domain rvall, can

ther be rervritlen bJ'puttirìg eql 3.88 ilto eqn 3.54. \4¡e obtain

F=n^^14-Í'Pt"" -Yu 3I1b2
(3.e0)



3.3.2 DemagnetizingEffect

\\¡lien the rvall breaks arvav at frnite tenrperature, by forrning a, blister o{

activation elergy 8", there rvill be a demagnetizing energy, due to unpaired

spins, contributing to tliis energy. Tlie demagnetizing term rvill produce

asymmetry betrveen the æ and 3r directions of the blister. The ecluation

representing tlie ivall becomes,

(1 + á)Ã¡1 + 1Ã;' : 2HI - F(t - (3.e1)

Where F is the maximun pinning force per unit area under the demagne-

tizing efect and á is the demagnetizing energy term expressed as energy per

unit area of the bliste¡. Assurning th¿t the derived dernagnetizing energ5'

equation (eqn 3.i9) is also true for this case, then, ó can be takeu as

22.
-ìb2,

For very small curvature, eqn 3.91 can be expressed in difierential equa-

tion forrn as,

- En vz¡**! ¡z Jz

rl.m. 28

,2
(1 I 6)2"" -'rzya = e - 2HI) - F(t )

(3.e2)

(3.e3)

rvhere
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aìrd

ô22
-c! - aa2

Ðqn 3.93 can be reduced lo a dimensiolless form by the follorving substitu-

tions, rnodified from eqns 3.66 and 3.67.

z=b-iFi.(F_zH\+z

x: I(r + 6)ðl+F+(F -2HI)\t

y=hò)+¡'l(F-zHDIa

The dirnensionless equation is, therefore,

u.,o = I Il_ ltt,+ 6)z!+ 1zl)dæd.u

2. 876, Llteextra field arrd irrteractiou euergS',

Z.rx * Zvt :1- - Zz (3.97)

The activation energy, Eo, required to produce the blister state rvith the

demagnetizing eflect is the surn of;

1. E16, tlie extra rvall and demagletizing energy on blisterir.rg,

(3.e4)

(3. e5)

(3. e6)

(3.e8)

.3 ,t
u"= I:JtrV- *-i¡-2Hlzld.nd.y (s.ee)



i.e. E" = Ers * Ett.

The expressiol for E" in lltis case, can be obtained by (i) reducing

eqns 3.98 and 3.99 to the dimensionless forms in terrns of X, Y ari Z hy

using ecprs 3.94, 3.95 and 3.96. (ii) transforming the sum of Era and E¡5 t'o a

dirnensionless integral in terms of fù and Z. (iii) transforniing eqti 3.97 iuto a

difie¡entiale equation in terms of [ù and Z, and (iv), ir.Ltegrating numerically

as il section 3.6. The total activ¿tion energy required by blistering is then

given by,

E" :Lr^,f+6 + 6)i6z¡1-'ff1 (3.100)

The activation volume of the elongated blister can be obtained from

u: [* [ ,d,du

aud using eqns 3.94, 3.95, 3.96 and d,Td)'- = 2n$ìd$ì, gives,

(3.101)

o: (t * Ðà+ë) l.* 2nfr.zd{I (3.102)

The integral of eqn 3.102 is found to be 31, therefore equ 3.102 can be

re*'rittel as,

, _ 31(r + {)årl¿' qr.ror¡
F

Substiiuting eqn 3.103 into eqn 3.54, ihe rnaximum pinning force per unit
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¿rea ¡ in the deruagnetiziug case is given bv

E1 r! t¡ Pf'tZ, _r,.r,,1 u_ h.,q|y'=br¡;-

and the coercive field is

(3.104)

(3.105)

Recalling eqn 3.90, replace -F rvith Fi in this expression, then the rnaximum

pinning force per ulit area rvithout considering dernagletizing effect, Fo, is

n l? ol?glven DV l- = #.- (.rr1o- l

Comparison of this expression lvitlì eqn 3.104 yields

, For, 1+ 6

r^l (3.106)

To solve for the relationship betl'een F, and F, the follorving procedures

Itave to be takel; (i) nornalize the demagnetizing term, á, (ii) eliminate

ó and obtain arì expressiorì in terms of f; and Efl o"a (iii) solve f
graphically.

Tlre demagnetizing term is giveu by eqn 3.92, and letting q: #,1f
1¡ecomes

- ,:l :l .o
ò = ql,, m 2 h' (3.107)
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Tlre senri-axes of the elJipsoid blister l, nz, h, cant be expressed as,

r= (i)i,' ^:(l)r"t h: (;)," (3.108)

Using eqns 3.94,3.95 and 3.96, eqn 3.107, becornes

6 - s(t + t1i 1I aì ri oi sì ¡"à ,3 (3.10e)

rvlrere p : F - 2HI al.d. uo = 4.79, tt": À" : 1.44[7].

Eqn 3.109 shorvs that iÎ p: F -2HI :0, then é: 0. This rvill

correspond Lo F = 2H"J at absolute zero. If á= 0 or6 ( 7, then Fis
F", the result of eqn 3.90 is recovered, and tlie demagnetizing efect can be

neglected. Eliminating 6 using eqls 3.106 and 3.109, gives the result

ttf; l+ - {f;lrt; = s 14tq4 F:éflîrfft (3.110)

This equation can be solved grapìrically for various values of -ts by

plotling the R.H.S. and the L.H.S. as {unctious of fi; the solution for f,
beiug at the intersectiol ol the two curves, as shown in figure 3.6. The

nraxinrum allorved value of F is Ì|, rvhich occurs *'hen -t| : 2H I, 6 = 0 and

the activation energl' is zero. The minimum value of F and the naximum

vaìue of 6 and E, occur l'hen H : 0, The magnitude o{ the coefficient

of the R,H.S., 9.14[q44'z(Þ)6]à, represents the demagnetizing effect. If this

coefficient is small then the solutions for f are very close to 1.0 for all values



Fig. 3.6. PIol of eqn 3'110 against f . Sotia curve is P(f ) : t(+)+ - (+)tlå
Broken lines are P(f ) = "#" The coefficient 9.14 [qa F", (o)6]å
h¿s been set to 1. The intersections of iines and curve give the
minimum and madmum values of f,.

(å)-*,-"-

J (å)-"",-"-

I
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of 11, alLd the demagnetizing term can be neglected.

The total activation energ¡'required by blistering before the rvall breaks

at,a¡, is given by eqn 3.100, and using eqn 3.106, l(+) : 1'å1"¡ -¡ A;|, eqn

3.100 can be rvritten as,

E" = 3:^tb'z(+)l -Tl (3.11r )

At finite temperalure ?, the activation erìergy required to overcome the

ergy barrier is supplied thermally and eqn 3.111 can be rvritten as,

Tlie coercive freld at temperature ? in the s'eak pinning model is given by

25kr :ll^tb'z(+xt -'#) (3.112)

H.= H"t|-Çxffit (3.113)

3.4 Conclusion

The above rnodels will provide a framework {or the discussion of domain rvall

pinning in FeAu ard FeCu alloys in later chapters. Corlparison o{ the mod-

els rvith the experimental results requires knorvledge of tlie int¡insic magnetic

parameters such as the exchange constant, sportaneous magnetization, mag-

nelocrystalline anisotropy etìergy as u'ell as their variatiol rvith temperature.

The coe¡cive force depends on these properties and on the nature and density

of the pinnirg sites. In this regard, thin foil electron ruicroscopy techliques
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are required to determine the size, delsity, shape ancl dist¡ibution of the

pins. Il addiiion, Lorentz electron microscopy allorvs tlie illteraction of the

donrain rvalls aud pils to be imaged directly ald studied. Whel correctly

assembled, using the described models, the data shouid accurately predict

¡?. and could provide a critical cornparison rvith the experirnental ¡esults.



Chapter 4

Instrumentation and I\4ethods



4.1 Introduction

The irstrun.rents rve employed duriug our studies l'e¡e of three types. The

first type rvas for heat treatment of the rnaterials, the second rvas the appa-

¡atus for magnetic measulements and the last one ivas llte tools to prepare

and perform electror microscopic studies, Most of the instruments ilvolved

rvill be described.

4.2 IIeat Treatment

Our experirnenlal x'ork rvas started rvith the homogeneization and quenchiug

of the FeAu and FeCu alloy ingots from the supersaturated a-phase (b.c.c.)

solid-soiutions. To perform the ltomogeneization, usually at 1000'C for 1 to

2 da¡'s, 11t. ingot rvas kept in an M -1.Vo H2 atmosphere in a vycor capsule.

Alter the ingot u'as l.rornogenized, the furrace ternperature was lorve¡ed to

870'C (for FeAu) or 850"C ({or FeCu), the supersaturated a-phase solid-

soiution rvas then ready to be quenched. The purpose of the argon gas was

to provide faster cooling for the ingot rvhell it rvas drawn from the furnace

and quenched il liquid nitrogen. The purpose of the 1% Ilz was to teduce

oxidation during the heat treatment. In addition, the presence of these gases

prevented the coliapse of the vycor tube during the high temperature treat-

ment. In the quenching process, rve avoided using ice-rvater because these

hot iron-rich alloys are highly afinitive to oxygen.

The ingots t'ere thel cold rolled to sheets and were cut into discs and
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strips for electron microscopic strrdies and magnetic measurement respec-

tively. Hori'ever, it was essential that lhese cut specinerÌs had alnealled

agailL for another 10 to 20 hours to ¡emove the strains incìuced by rolling.

They ri'ere then quenched in the same nanner as described. These specimels

rvere then aged at 700'C for difiereut tinre du¡atior.s.

Sealing vycor capsules rvith specirnens inside a 10-5 tor¡ atmosphere

was time consuming. Titerefore, aging ìvas done by placing the specimens

inside the close-eld of the vycor tube and coluìectiltg tlie other end to a

diffusion purnp. The tube rvas inserted into the furnace after the pressure

inside the tube u'as lor¡'ered to < 10-5 torr. Afte¡ the desigtated aging

time, the tube s'as then pulled out from the furnace and the specirnens li'ere

allorved to cool befo¡e the tube u'as dismounted from the pumpir.rg station.

These specirnens rvere then ready for study.

4.2.-l., Furnace

The furnace we employed in most of the heat t¡eatment is a ternperature

controlled furnace rvith a versicon type 101 current regulator. The block

diagrarn of all the essential components of the furnace are sholl in figure

4.1. In this setup, a platinurn resist¿nce thernometer is placed inside the

coil element and it serves as a feedback probe. A feedback signal sent from

the probe is compared with a reference voltage rvhich corresponds to the

desired ternperature. Their diference, i.e., the error signal, I'ill alter lhe

phase diference between the gate voltage of the Triac ar.rd the a.c. supply.
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In the {ull ¡:orver situation, the phase diflereuce is zero, a maxirnum controlled

current rvill be d¡iven through the furnace coil element lo heat up tlie fum¿ce.

I{o*'ever, t,hen the temperature of tlLe furnace is near the desired range, tlie

error sig al is then small, the phase diflerence rvill be ahnost 180", and little

or rìo porver is provided to drive current through the coil element.

It is essenti¿1 thai the tip of the platinum resistance therrnometer be

placed rear the center o{ the furnace rvhere the temperature is a maximurn

aud is uniform in the vicinity. A sketch of the center portion of the furnace

is shorvn in figure 4.2a. The coil element is the Kanthal A-1 type and is

cornposed o{ irot.r, chromium, aluminium and cobalt, It is protecled b5' a

high-temperature ceramic (silicon carbide) tube of - 5 cm in diameter. To

minimize tlie air-florv inside the tube element, or.Le end is stufed with coarse

grained poivder of alurninia after the thermoneter is inserted at the appro-

priate position. The other end is open to the vycor tube or capsules with the

specimels. Hox'ever, after tliey are irìstalled inside the furnace, tl.re opening

of the furnace should be sealed to minirnize Ìieat loss. A thermal profile of the

furrrace rvas obtained and is shou'l in figure 4.21r. 
^t 

aù average ternperature

of 701'C, tlie profile shorvs that the coil elements rnaintain the tenperature

within *2"C over 9.5 cm of the hottest zone, rvhich is situated l¡etween 30 cm

and 39.5 cnì away {rom the ope!ì end. Tl.ris degree of tempera,ture uliformit¡'

is expected to have no appreciable change over a *300" range.
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Fig. 4.2a. Center portion of the furnace element
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Fig. 4.2b. Temperature profile of the furnace central region
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4.2.2 Thermocouple Calibration

The nertl¡' made platinum versus platinum-13% rhodium tliermocouple, the

sarììe orìe to measure profile of the furnace, rvas calibrated against 3 fixed

points, namely, the boiling point of u'afer and tlie trvo melting points of

aluminium aud sodium chloride. The rnethod tve enployed *'as to find the

difference in voltage reported in a refe¡ence table and one made from the

s¿me rnaterials of Pt and Pl-13% Rh wires.

We assumed that the voltage, i,',, developed across the therrnocouple

used is given by

V -- otT ¡ b1T2 ¡ crTs (4.1)

*'here 7 is the temperature diference across the junctions and a1 and å1 are

constants. The reference voltage, Sp, al T reported from the table can be

represented b¡'

Sa=ozT+bzTz+czT3

The difference,AE, is gi'r'en by

(4.2)

AE =li"- Sn= A,aT + AbTz ¡ AcTs (4.3)

where Aa = a7 - a2, Að : òr - öz and Ac : ct - c2. The diference, AE,

rvas found {or the three fixed points. The results are shown in table 4.1.

Therefore, it is possible to set up three equations and solve for the three

ulknorvns. The values of Aø, Aå and Ac rvere found and are equal to
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Table 4.I. The voltage difference, AE, of lhe three fixed points.

Substance
T ernpet ature

ec)
Theromocouple

(*")
Ref etence

(*")
AE
(*)

Boiling
W ater

Ittt elting
.4lu¡ninium

It[ elting
S odium C hloríde

100

600

800

0.643

6.233

7.930

0.645

6.252

7.924

0.002

0.0i9

- 0.006
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-7.49 x 10-6, 3.14 x 10-7 anrl -3.93 x 10-10 respectivel¡'. For a givel ?, the

polynomial for A-Ð is given by,

LE = -7.a9 x 10-6? * 3,14 x 70-7T2 - 3.93 x 10-1073 (4.4)

To make ternperature measurement with this nev'ly rnade Pt vs Pt -

i3% Rlì tlterrnocouple, the follorving procedures should be {ollou'ed ; (i) take

the reading from lhe obsen'ed voltage sigrLal i/,ö,, (ii) check the terrperature,

4¿", {rom the refe¡ence table, (iii) put 7"r,, into eqn 4.4 and frld Aø, (iv)

add AE to the I/,¡" to obtain the true voltage signal l/r and (v) find the t¡ue

ternperature, 7¿, correspouding to V¿ from the reference table.

The values of AE, at the temperature range betrveen 700"C and 870'C,

correspond to deviations f¡om the standard reference table of about 2'C.

4.3 MagnetizationMeasurement

When a magnetic substance is place in a setsing coil and is then withdrarvn,

tlie resulting change in magnetic flux through the coil generates an electro-

motive force ill the coil. The force, rvhen measured, enables us to calculate

tlie nragnetization of tl.re specimen, This technique is called the extracliou

method, and is fhe method ri'e had been using during our nagnetizatiou

measurernents, it is illustrated in figure 4.3.
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Fig. a.3. Apparatus for magnetization measurements
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Let the specir.nen with magnetizalion I,n has a. cross sectional area A,

\\¡hen it is ilside the sensilg coil, the flux through ,4, is,

ó':(H¿+411,")4"

rvhere the internal (effective) field, experienced by the sample

(4 5)

H;--H"-Hp (4.6)

and //. is the external applied field, ald 11¿ is the demagnetizing fie1d of the

specimen ancl can be u'¡itten as

Ho = NI^ (4.7)

rvhere /y' is the demagnetizilg factor. We can, therefore, rervrite eqn 4.5 as

ö,:lH"+(-¡¿+an)I^lA" (4.8 )

When the specimen is rvithdrarvn from the sensing coil, the flux through the

same ,4, is lou',

óz: H"A" (4.9)

The change il flux, A/, in tire coil is therefore,

Aó=ö,*ór=(N-4n)A"1,.

tl0

(4. i0)



that is Açó is proportional to 1,.. The electromotive force, e¿, gelerated in

tlre coil due to this llux change rvith time ú, is proportiolal to d$f d.t. Herce

li'e can write,

Aþ a .f e;d.t (4.11)

From eqn 4.10 and equ 4.11, the magnetization, 1- is proportiorlal to the

summ¿tion (integration) of the e.m.f. generated in the coil in a certain time

period.

4.3.L Magentization Signal Calibration

Since eacl.L incremental change in rnagnetization in the specimen generates

a 6;) tlìe summation of these e¿'s is proportional to the total rnagnetizatior.r

of the specirnen. This summation can be done by an ilLtegrator connected to

the sensing coil as shown in frgure 4.3. Horvever the voltage signal provided

by the irtegra.tor has to be converted to the correct magnetization unii by a

calibration facto¡.

To determille the calibratiou lacto¡ for the rnagnetization signal, a long

thin piece of pure iron rveighing 0.0153 gm rvas used. \4¡e intended to mini-

rnize tlre demagnetizing field by making the axes,J >> 7n >> å,. The demagne-

tiziug factor of this rvire rvas less than - 0.01. Therefore a field of - 100 Oe

should be strong enough to complete ali the domail n'all motion rvithin the

rvire. We had used a field up to - 700 Oe to saturate the sarnple and obtained

a sigrral of 0.0255 volt (+2%). For I c¡ns of the sarne rnaterial, the signal rvill

be 13.1 volts and ihis 13.1 r'olts per cms corresponds to 1714 erg Oe-lcm-s.
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Therefore, il our particular setup for the magnetization rneasurement, the

actual nragnetization 1-, in etg Oe-l crn-3, is giver.L b5',

sional(uolL\
I^ergOe lcm-3: 

ffi 
x 130.84 (ergOe luolL'1) (4.12)

4.3.2 Field Coil

An air-core field coil was constructed to provide the necessary applied field

for tìre rnagnetization and the a.c. susceptibility measurernert. The No. 18

(A.W.G.) copper rvire rvas *'ould on a plexiglass former. The first layer of

the turls had a radius of - 3.9 cm. There rvere 185 turns per layer and the

length of each layer rvas - 21 cm. A total of 11 la¡'ers of rvire u'ere nounted

ou the former. The radius of the turns on the eleventh layer rvas - 4.9 cm.

A constant current of about - 1.48 amp s'as allorved to drive through

the coil. The field at diferent position along the central axis inside the coil

lvere measured by a Rarvson-Lush Rotatitg Coil Gaussn,eter. The profile of

the field rvas then sketched ald shot'n in figure 4.4. This profile shows that

at a given fleld, it remains constant over a range of 9 cnr near the central

portion of the coil, whicli is - 9 cm to - 18 cm from the specirnen-end of

the coil. It is essential that the sensing coil as s'ell as the specimels, either

inside or outside o{ the selsing coil, shouÌd be positior.Led rvithin this region

of field-uniformit¡' during the rnagnetization neasurernent.

The magnetic field generated by the coil is in the axial direction. Tlie

niagnitude of the field depends on factors such as; the number of turns of
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Fig. 4.4. The air-co¡e field coil and the field profile of the coil
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$'ire and the currenl the u'ire carries. We calibr¿ted the magnitude of field

rvith chaugilg current at the center of the coil in the region of uniforr¡r field

rvhere the sensing unit and the specimens were located. The magnitude of

the field at an ilcreasing currenl wele measured ¿nd recorded. The current-

dependelt field curve rvas plotted and Îound to be linear. The slope of the

line gives the ca.libraiion factor of 109.2 Oe *2.2% per ¿npere.

4.4 A.C. Susceptibility Measurement

The a.c. susceptibility of the samples v'ere rneasured tvith a phase-locked

magnetonreter[16]. In soft maglLetic material a.c. susceptibility measure-

ments, where the coercive forces o{ the materials are lon', the magnitude of

the a.c. field generated in the sensing coil has a significant influence on the

Xo.". signals. If tlie amplitude of the applied a.c. field is near o¡ exceeds the

coercive fleld, the donain rvall rvill undergo irreversibie motiol. The mag-

netization process of the sarnple is a rninor loop process. The X".". sigtlal

displayed is therefore not au instantaneous value bul is larger.

Il is essential to have the applied a.c. field as small as possible, so

that the motion of the domain walìs is reversible. At the moment of the

measurenent, the rvall oscillates, rvith the sane frequelc¡' as that of the

frequency setting of the rnagnetometer, betu'een the pinning sites alld does

uot swing free from them. The rnagnitude of the applied a.c. field provided

by the magnetometer durilg a measurernent can be controlled by tuming

the a.c. freld dial. When the dial is fully turned clockrvise and read '1000/,
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lhe maxirlur.n a.c. field in the sensing coil that can be generated is - 1.38

Oe, - 1.25 Oe and - 0.4 Oe at the frequenc¡' settings of 2600 Hz, 80t) Hz

and 220 Hz respectively. The recorded a.c. field ¿re r.rrr.s. values and u'ere

nteasured by a Bell gaussrneter probe rvith a Hall selisor. \\¡hen the dial is

at the/350tnark, the a.c. field is - 0.4 Oe at all frequencies. When the dial

setting is less than '200', the magnitude of the a.c. freld is less than - 0.2 Oe.

The cl.Lange of the a.c. field with the field dial is illustrated by the curves in

figure 4.5.

\4¡e observed that the X".". signal drops continuously as the dial setting

decreases. To determile the true X".". (i.e. yo.". at zeto a.c. field) for each

sample at a particular fleld, rve therefore started off ivith the measurenent

of yo... al the dial and frequency settings at ' - 200' and 220 Hz respectively.

A ferv more readings were tl.Len taken at the settings of 150, 120, 100, 80, 60

a.rìd 50 at the same frequency. Frorn these readirgs, rve were then able to plot

Xo.c. versus the a.c. fie1d dial seitings, ard the curve was extrapolated to zero

a.c. field to obtaìn the zero fie1d X"... values. The observed Xo.". signals rvere

in voìts. Tlreir correct values in elg Oe-2 cm-s rvere obtained by muliiplying

a calibratiou factor.

4.4.L Phase-locked Magnetometer

A block diagram of the essential components of a phaseJocked magnetometer

is shorvn in figure 4.6. Trvo sensilg coils Lt ald Lz are arralged into trvo

diflerent resonant ZC circuits rvhich are set initially to have equai resonaut
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Fig. 4.6. Block diagran of the phase_locked magnetometer
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frequencies ut: uz. Circuit 2 is d¡iven by the first resonant circuit.

The measurement of the a.c. susceptibility, X..", is based on the inser-

tion of a magnetic sample into coil .L2 alters r..r2 leading to a phase difference

betrveen the trvo.LC circuiis. Tlie phases nay be compared in a phase de-

tector rvliiclr introduces a correction voltage to LC2 to rcslore ø2 to its initial

'value through a voltage cont¡olled reactance. During ihe measurement, the

nragnetic sample is inserted tttlo L2, the sensing coil. The signaì (in volt)

corresponding to the X"... of the sample is displayed in the multimeter. While

measurenent are taken, an external freld coil is used to supply iire required

bias field to the sample. It is also important th¿t the sensing coil be placed

in location ilside the coil at the maxirnuu and unifortn field positiol.

4.4.2 Signal Calibration

The rnea.sured ¡o.". is related to the inductance .L of the sensing coil through

the expressior.r.

AL
X"..e L

(4.13)

t here A.L is the change of tr. The other factor involved is the filling factor

of the sample in the coi1, rvhich is not easy to obtain. Therefore, the X".". (in

volt) signals are usually calibr¿ted agailst a specific calibration factor.

The susceptometer rvas calibrated rvith paramagnetic Gd203 porvder

al 77'K and 295"I{. The susceptibility per unit ¡,olume of this porvder can



be calculaterl b¡,the Curie Larv,

(4.14)

rvhere N = uunber of magnetic atorn per unit volume

g:g-facTor

p,; = Bohr magnetou

J = S = spin of rnagretic atom

fu¡ : Boltzmann's Constant

ald ? = ternperature

Tlre densit]' of t\e Gd2O3 cornpound is 7.407 gm c¡n-3 and its molecular

rveiglrt is 362.498. Therefore, I cm3 ol Gd2O3 contains N : 2.46 x 7022

Gd atorr-rs. The constants þ,8 atrd pB ¿re 1.38 x L0-16ergl(-1 and 9.274 x

10-2l ergoe-1 respectively. For the Gd atom, g-factor is 2 and J is 3.5.

Thus the value of ¡, calculated according to eqn 4.14 is equal to 4.157 x

70-sergOe-zcm-3 al 77'K and 1.085 x 1.0-3 ergOe-z cm-3 al 295K.

We used 0.221 gm ol Gd,zOs porvder to calibrate the phase-locked rnag-

netometer. The volume of the sample was about 0.0298 cm3 and rvas enclosed

in a small glass tube. The position of the tube inside the sensing coil rvas

adjusted to give a maximurn signal from the susceptometer. The signals il
difierent conditions are reported ir tabie 4.2. Corresponding values o{ the

Ng'z¡t'z"J(J +I)
^ SçBT
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Table 4.2. Xo.". signals at different settings and their corresponding
calibration factors.

Temperature

"K

Magnetometer
Setting

frequency a.c. field
(8.) (o")

Total Signai

( voìt )

Signal

per Volume

(u -,-t ¡

Caiibration
Facto¡

"erg6"-zr-r)

77"

77"

77"

295"

9oEo

2600 0.82

800 0.25_0.50

220 0.20

2600 0.10-0.65

800 0.40

0.012

0.010

0.010

0.003

0.0025

0.392

0.335

0.335

0.100

0.084

0.0r06

0.0 r24

0.0124

0.0109

0.0129

lo



calibration factor (C.F.) lyere gi1'erì by tlie follorving expression

(4.15)

and are also listed in the table.

From the results obl,ained, it is obvious that the X".., signal is inde-

peldent of the a.c. fieìd up to the magnitude of - 0.82 Oe. However, at

the high {requency setting of 2600 Hz, the signals appear relativel¡' higher at

both tenperature than the otl.Ler sigrals recorded ilr the lower frequencies.

The difierence is about 16%. Therefore, the calibration factors obtained at

los'er frequencies are larger than those obtained in the setting of 2600 Hz by

also - 16%.

Af 77"K, the calibration {actors are 0.0106 erg Oe-2aolt-l and 0.0124

erg Oe-2uolt-| for frequency settings ol 2600 Hz and belorv 800 Hz respec-

tivel5'. The uncertainty is about 110%. At 295"K, the calibration fac-

tor is 0.0109 erg Oe-2aolt-l for the ltigli frequency setting and 0.0129 erg

Oe-2aolt-l for low frequency settings. And again, the experimental uncer-

tainty of these factors is *10%.

Since the calil¡ration factor rvas shown to be independeut of the tem-

perature, tlie following calibration factors for this phase-locked magnetome-

ter ivill be empolyed; (i) at 2600 Hz, the calibration factor is 0.0108 erg

Oe-zaolt-l and (ii) al 800 Hz and 220 Hz, the calibration facto¡ is 0.0127

erg Oe-zuoh-t. The uncertainty of these factors are :t10%.

-^1^ ' ' '
C.F.(ergOe-2uo¡¿-t7 - 

c!¿cuLaLed x \ergue 'crn " )

signal (aolt crn-s)
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4.4.3 Demagnetizing Effect

The signal from the magnetometer is displa¡'¿f, on the multimeter during the

nteasutentent. Xo,", is given by the product o{ t,he signal per unit volume and

the calibr¿tion factor. However, this observed ¡o.", is not an exact description

of the magnefic state in the sarnple because of demagnetizing effect. A

demagnetizing field, å.¿, r'ill be induced irside the sample in the direction

opposite to the magnetization during the rneasurement. The actual field

experienced by the sample is the interlal (or effective) field, å¡. Recallilg

eqn 4.6, å; is given by, h; : h.-h¿, therefore g'e ca¡ v'riïe, h;fI^ = l¡,"lI^- N

, and the true X".., is given by

-. ^oþ3I _ NX"o"

Electron Microscopy

(4. i6)

4.5

The airn o{ electron microscopy is to produce good micrographs rvhich en-

able the special features of the specimen to be accurately sludied. Tlie

t¡ansmission electrol microscope rve enployed during our studies rvas the

JEMI2OCXIi TEM, manufactured by JOEL Limited. Since good specimen

preparation is the key of producing good electron micrograghs, rve rvill de-

scribe the preparation procedure of the thin foil specimen il this section as

well as a brief description of the essential features of the TEI\{, the aberra-

tions involved during observatiou and the techniques required for magnetic

donain structure observ¿tion.
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4.5.1 Preparation of Thin Foils

The procedure o{ specimen preparation is lìrst involved rvith the production

oI thirl sheet from the bulk rnaterial. For ductile material, this is usuaily

achieved by direct rolling o{ the material. In our case, the iron-rich FeAu

and FeCu alloys were cold-rolled into sheets of - 0.15 mm. SmalÌ discs of 2.5

mm in diameter t'ere punched out frorn the sheets ivith a standard specimen

punch. In order to reduce the possible mechauical defects induced durilg the

rolling and punching operation, rve heat-treated the specimens before they

were as-quelclted. Therefore, upon further aging, the microstructure might

be produced readily in the disc-specirnens and yet remaining representative

of the bulk.

4.5.2 Electropolishing

A Fishione trvin-jet polisher[17] u'as used in the disc thinning process. The

polishing arrangement is shou'n in figure 4.7. The specimen holder, located

at the center of the arrangement, is made of PVC plaslic rvhich is resistant

to most acids. The electric contact between tlie disc specirnen and the anode

is accornplislied by a platinum rvire. At the specimen-end of the Pt rvire, it

is u'ound into a ring ol - 2.4 mm diameter and is secured inside the female

section of the holder, on u'hich the disc is tightly clalnped by a threaded n-rale

section. The area of the specirnen exposed to the electrolyte is - 1.4 mm in

dianreter.

The cathodes in the fo¡m of a.3 rrrn diameter coil of stainless sl,eel
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Fig. a.7. The essential components of ihe Fishione trvin jet polisher.
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rvire are housed inside trvo P\/C plastic hollow posts on both sides o{ the

specimen holder. The separation of the cathodes and the anode is ¿bout 1

cm. A motor drives the pump which forces the electrolyte through the hollorv

posts and ernerge from the nozzles. Tìie electrolyte impinges both sides of

the surface of the specinen during the polishing.

Our ultirnate goal in the thinning process is to obtail a tltin area less

thal - 1500å thick. This submerged jets technique induces preferential pol-

ishing and results ir perforation at the celLter of the specirleu. It is necessar¡'

to slop polishing and rvash the specimen immediately upon perforation be-

cause this point corresponds to the maximun'L creation of thin ¿rea in the

specimen. Further polishing increases the rvedge angle at the edge and dras-

tically reduces the electron-transparent area.

In the Fishione polisher, the automatic polishing current shut-off is ac-

complished by the follorving technique. T*'o light-guide x'ires are subrnerged

separately in the solution ol both sides of the specimen holder. Upon per-

foration light from an electric source is tralsmitted by one light-guide rvire

to the other side of the specirnen rvhich in tum sends light to a photocell

through the other light-guide rvire. The photocell then erergizes a solenoid

t'hich shuts olI the polishing current and ¿ctivates an audio alarm. This

sirnultaneous sounding of an a.larn and current shut-of helps to minimize

the possibilities of contamin¿tion and over-polishing o{ the specimen. Per-

{oration of a - 100É¿ to - 200/, hole normally occurrs in tìre center of the

disc far rer¡rote from the edge lrhich ma1' h¿1's deformation ¡esulted froln the
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punclÌing operation.

To polish the iron-rìch FeAu and FeCu alìoys, rve have a rvide variety

of clroices for the electrolyte solution. The corubinatio¡ oî 5 To perclìloric

acid and 95 % acetic acid was foìurd to be the most satifactor¡' agent for

polishing FeCu. The sarre solution could be used for polishing FeAu discs,

horvever, for proJ.onged age FeAu specimens (> 500 mins), it is essential to

use an electrol¡'te il'hich has a lorv erosion porver. We had found ihat the

conrbination of chromium trioxide (80 gm), 99.9% pure acetic acid (230 crns)

¿nd rvater (170 cm3) l'as suitable for this purpose.

Since the iron-rich allov is easily oxidized, especially after it has been

polisÌred, it is very irnportant to remove the polished specimen to a rinse so-

lution (in our case, nrethanol) as soon as possible to milinize contamination.

The prepared specirnens are then ready to be exanined by the transmission

electron microscope.

4.5.3 Tbansmission Electron Microscope

An elect¡on microscope consists of an electron gun and an assernbly of lenses

as shou'n in figure 4.8. The gun portion consists of a hair pin fllament, acting

as cathode, mounted inside a protective Welurelt cylilder rvhich contains

a small aperture. The tungstel filament is usually employed ou'ilg to its

suitable rvork function, high melting point, lorv vapour pressure and high

mechalical strength.

\\¡hen current florvs through the filament, it is heated up to a
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Fig. 4.8. The essential components of a t¡ansmission electron microscope.
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temperature of - 2700'C and thermionic electrons are enìilted from the

filament tip and its neighbourilg parts. The electrons are tlìerì accelerated by

the electric potential di$erence betrveen the filament and the anode. At the

same tilÌÌe) the \\¡ehnelt cylinder is slightly biased legative to the filament,

therefore, the electrols are concelt¡ated to a point and emitted from tlial

poilt. This electron converging point is called the crosso\¡er point witlL a

dianrete¡ ol 2r" as illustrated in figure 4.9. The 2r" value is about 50pn.r

and through rvhich all the emitted electrons pass and act as a source for the

reuraining optical system.

Electro¡r Lenses

The electron nricroscope uses an electron bean as an illuminating mediunr. It

follorvs that electron lelses ¿re employed to irradiate the specimen and form

the image to be observed. The lens rnay be eitlier of tlie magnetic, electro-

static or quadrupole type. Hox'ever, rnodern electrol microscopes norrnally

ernploy rnagnetic lenses because of tl.Leir smaller optical aberrations and their

{reedorn {rom the usrral troubles associated iviih liigh voltages. The most crit-

ical component of a rnagnetic lens is the soft-iron pole-piece rvhich produces

an axially symrnetric magnetic fle1d for focusilg the electrons. The rest of

the lels is a magnetic yoke containing the u'indings for energiziirg the lens

with d.c. current to varJ' tlìe focal length of ihe pole-piece. A sketch of tlie

rlagnetic electror lens and a diagram shorvs the path of the electrons passing

through the rnagnetic lens are shori'n in figure 4.10.
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Fig. 4.9. Diagranr of an electron gun
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Fig. 4.10a. Magnetic lens, a coil e-nclosed bJ,soft iron plates containing
a gap and internal soft i¡on poie_piece.

Fig. 4.10b. Elect¡on passing through magnetic lens
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Condenser Lens

A condenser lens is required to converge the electron beam enitted frorn

the electroli gun to illuminate the area of the specimeu as desired. In high

r.nagnification microscop¡', the field of view is lirnited to a very small area (ap-

proxinatelJ' Ip,m2 aL i00,000X), hence the illuminated area must l¡e srnali.

If a rvide area is illuminated, the specimen ternperature will be increased.

Hence to obtain a small illuminated area, a trvo-stage condense¡ lens is nor-

mally ernployed ald has becorne a fairly standard design in modern TEI\4.

Specimen Chamber

The JEM12OCXII electron rnicroscope rve used, adopls a side-entry stage

capable of eas¡' and quick specimen exchange. It contains an airlock mecha-

nism, the specimen can be exchalged rvithout breaking the column vacuultì.

A cooling trap is installecl in the chamber to ¡educe specirnen contamination.

The slage is also capable of being moved laterall]' and rotated aloug the axis

of the holder.

Image-Forming Lens System

The in.rage-forming lens s1'stern is cornposed of these lenses: an objectivelens,

an iuterrnediate lens and a projector lens. In the high nagnification case) a

frrsl stage image is formed by the objective ìens located imrlediatell' belorv

the specillLen. The image is furlher etìlarged by the trvo-stage intermediate

lens and the filtal image is {ormed, on a lluorescer.Lt screelì or fihn, by the
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projector lens.

Focusing is acliieved by adjusting the objective lels excitation cur-

reut and rnagnifica.tion is usually a.chieved by the intermediate lens. Typical

magnification produced by the various stages are: objective lens 25X, inter-

nediate lens 8X and projector lens 100X. Thus ¿ total magnification of about

20,000X is ol¡tained on tl.re vierving screen s'hich is a convenient magnifica-

tion for examination of most defects in crystalline materials. In the case

of lorv r-naglification, one of the lens can be deactivated or the excitation

current o{ the projector lens can be altered.

Vierving Chambel a¡rd Camera

Since images forrned by the electron beam cannot be directly observed rvith

naked eyes, they rnust be couverted to light irnages in order that we can select

the field of viewing and perform efective focusing. This can be accornpìished

by mears of using a fluo¡escent screen. To record the inrages, there is an

automatic car.nera, illstalled underneath the vierring charnber.

4.5.4 Diffraction Pattern and Image Formation

The prepared specirnen s'as examined ulLder the electron microscope. \Vhen

a thin and clear area was found, both inage contrast and difraction pattern

rvere recorded.

The l¡asic reasol for utilizing electrol microscope is its superior res-

olution resulting fron the very smail liigh energy electron li'aveìength as
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compared to other forms of radialiolì. The ilfonnation that is obtained by

electron microscopical methods is derived from the scattering process that

takes place when the electron beam travels through the specimen. It is this

scatteriug process that produces the signifrcantl5' info¡mative diffraction pat-

tern. Hol'ever, the forlnatioll of each spot in the pattern is goverled by the

Bragg's difraction conditiol. Bragg's Larv states th¿t constructive interfer-

eÌlce occurs l'hen the path diference betweel u'ave scattered by successive

parallel planes of atoms oI interplanar spacing, d,, is equal to an integral

rruml;er of u'aveJength, that is,

2d" sÁ0 -- n) (4.17)

where) r¿ is tlie order of reflection, d is the iucident angle and À is the wat'e-

length of the electron beam. I{ tlie scattering centers in the specimen are ar-

ranged in ar.r orderl5', regular manner, as in crystals, the scattering is coherent

and results in spot pattern, and if the sample is a fine grained polycrystal,

ring pa ttern.

In a n.ricrograph of diffraction pattern of a binary alloy, it may contain

both ihe primary matrix and secoltdary phase difracirion spots. It could

possiblS' give their orientations and hence thei¡ orientation relationship. The

pattem also could exhibii flne structures that rvould elable us to deduce in

detail crystallographic ilformation about the specimens.

In all cases, the image is a magnified picture of the difraction pattern.

The pattern itself is formed in the back focal plane of the objective lens,
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as illustrated in figure 4.8. By suitable changes in magnification, utilizing

projector lenses of va¡iable focal length, it is easy to obtair images or their

diff¡action pattems on the fluorescent screen.

The contrast of the image depelds on the electroli distribution emerg-

ing fronr the specimen. In the process of image formation, there are tli'o

m¿in mechanisms. If the transmitted and difracted beams are allorved to

recon'rbine and interfere, thus preserving their amplitude and phases, a lat-

tice image of the planes tliat are difraciing or even the structure irnages of

individual atoms rna¡'be resolved directly. Horvever, the spherical aberration

of the objective lens usually make this direct resolution difficult. The image

contrast is therefore usually produced by another rnean which does not aim

at resolving the atomic structure.

High contrast images can be obtained bl'insertilg ¿ suitable size objec-

tive aperture to cut dou'n the Bragg reflections passing through to the final

image, rvhich is therefore forrned only by the transrnitted bearn and some

lorver angle scatterilg. The irnage is called bright-field image. The contrast

is produced b5' the diference in intensities of electron scattered into Bragg

reflectiorìs frorl various parts of thil specimen and is colsequently called,

arnpl'itud,e contrasl.

Images can also be formed by any one strong difracted beam b]' either

displacing the aperture to receive this bearu or by translating the electron

beam so that the required difracted beam is moved to the aperture at the

center and passes dorvn the axis of the lenses systen-r. The resulting image
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Fig. 4.L2a^ Micrograpli shorvs the image of a iarge eAu pariicle. This image
is formed by the transmitted beam and is called 'Bright-field image

Fig. 4.12b. This dark field ìmage below shows the same eAu particle;
it is formed by one of the difiracted beam.
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is known as a dark field image, Figure 4.12 shorvs trvo micrographs that

illustrate the bright-field and da.rk field irnages o{ the same area of an FeAu

specimen.

4.5,5 Magnetic Material Observation Device

It is not easy if rot impossible to observe tlie magnetic fine st¡uctures of soft

magnetic specimens rvith a corrvention¿l transmission electron microscope,

The main reason is that the magnetic field of the objective lels inte¡feres

rvith the magletic structure of the specimen, aud very often, the specimen

is saturated into a single domain. On the other hand, the field of the lels is

often disturbed by the magnetic specimens.

Therefore, the magnetic rnateriai observation device, a special type of

objective lens, was employed during our studies of the FeAu and FeCu spec-

imerls rvith tlie JEM12OCXII microscope. Having this device, specirnens can

l¡e inserted into the specimen chaml¡er from one side of the upper objective

pole-piece li'here the lens nagnetic field is minimurr. The pole-piece and its

field profile are shown in figure 4.13[18]. To further enhance the sìrielding

efficiency, the upper pole-piece is made of permalloy. The magnetic flux then

con\¡erges into the pole-piece leaving the specirnen location mostly flux-free.

The field intensily at the specimel position is kept at less than 5 Oe along

the axial directiol and 0.3 Oe in the lateral direction. Ho'*'ever, it is essential

thal tlie objeciive lens current l¡e turned ofi durilg the specimen exchange.

Since the specimen is held fa¡ from the lens center, the al:erration
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Fig. 4.13. Longiiudinal section of magnetic domain obse¡vation device
(objective lens) pole piece ind its magnetic freld distribution
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corÌstalìts inevitably become larger and hence the resolution claimed by the

nranufacturer is - i2.6å conpare with the claim of - 2À lor the standard

pole-piece.

4.5.6 Lorentz Electron Microscopy

The study of ferromagnetic domains rnake an importalt contribution to the

understanding of magnetization processes and ofher properties of rnagnetic

materials. The traditional nethods of observing domains and domain walls

are the Bitter method and tehniques based on the Kerr and Faraday effects.

A significant addition to the rnethods available for dor:rain observation came

rvith the discovery that rnagnetic structures could be exarnined directly in

the elect¡on rnicroscope by nraking use of the Lorentz force experienced by a

beam of electrols traversing a magnetic field.

Lr a magnetic field, B, electrons are subjected to a force, F¿, the Lorentz

force, given lry ¡r: -elc(a" x B) rvhere o" is the electro¡ r'elocity, and Fr

is acting at right angle to the di¡ection of the electron motion. If the object

is a thin layer of rnagnetic material, in v'hich the magnetic induction is B

(equal to H + 4z-I), the deflection angle resulting from the Lorentz force in

the x-direction, p,, is given by

4e,: ( 

"h-)@"r,^)

where c = speed of light

å" : Planck's co¡rstant

(4.18 )
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fo : thickress of the foil

and À = r'a.r'elengtli of the electron beam.

As shorvl in figure 4.14, the electron beam is deflected in opposite

directiols in adjacenl domaius, leading to a deflciency of electrons at A and

excess of electrons at B. A contrast of rvhite and dark lines would then

be revealed by defocusing the objeclive lens and taking the distribution of

electron intensit¡' at a distance above (at line 2) or belot' (at line 1) tite

specirnen as the object. This technique is c¿lled the out-of-{ocus method.

Figure 4.15 shou's tu'o micrographs of a FeCu specimen, the domain rvall

images recorded by this teclurique are illustrated.

Another technique to reveal magnetic constrast is the displaced aper-

ture method. Since the deflections caused by altemate domains in figure 4.14

are of opposite sign, the ernergent electron beam is split into two parts trav-

e11ing in di¡ections making an ar.gle 2ço, rvith each other. This splitting can

be observed directly on tlie diffraction pattern, botli in the transmitted and

the diflracted beams. By displacing the objective aperture in the back {ocal

plale, it is possible to stop ole of the trvo divided bearns, i.e., part of the

electron beam passing through one domain is elirniualed. Ol focusing the

rnicroscope on the specimen, a region containing a number of 180o domains

rvall appears, by this method, as a series of dark and light bands. An exarnple

illustrated in a micrograph of this type is shorvn in figure 4.16. Horvever, the

intensíty of the dark dotnairs is usually not zero, this is probably due to (i)

inelastic scattering (ii) spherical aberratiol or (iii) the fact that aperture
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(b)

4.15. Magnetic domains and domain rvalls in an aged FeCu specimen
revealed by the out-of-focus metlìod. (a) over-focused image.
(b) under- focused image.
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Fig. 4.16. An example of an image of an FeCu specimen revealing themagnetic domai¡rs an boundaries ùi;il" ãliËl-ri,à¿ ;;il;;"method.
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is not exactly at the back focal plane of the objectit'e lens. The rnajor

advantage of this technique is tliat it is possible for the physical structures of

features of the specimen to be exanined at the same time s'ith the domain

structures.

4.5.7 LensesAberrations

As l'ith optical lens, magnetic lenses are also subjected to aberrations. This

has an irnportant bearing on the resolution and the coutrast of images. The

reason is each point of the object und.er t]re efect of aberration, is not imaged

as a point, bul as a disc of colfusion. There are several kirds o{ aberrations;

they are described as follorvs.

Spherical aberration: it is one of the most se¡ious aberratiolt eucoun-

tered in the lens design. It arises because the further the electrols travel

away fronì the optical axis, the rnore they are beùt by the lens and therefore

are focused at diferent points loììg the optical axis, as shos'n in figure 4.17.

As a. result, each point in the object is irnaged as a disc (disc of confusion)

of r¿dius r, at the Gaussian image plane, and r, is given by,

r" = It[C"a1 (4.1e)

rvltere.À1 : arla, is the magnification of thelens. ar and a2 are the angles o{

the electron path to the optical axis. C" is the spherical aberration constant

aud it increases I'ith focal length. To minimize this aberr¿tion efiect, rve

could use the gun tilt or translation control lo bring the beam of interest to
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the optical axis. In addition, the selected area aperture euables us to limit

the area of illuminatiol to provide bette¡ and distinct contrast image.

Chromatic Aberration: the focal length o{ a magnetic lens depends

upon the electron energy and the lens excitation current. Any variation in

these parameters ìvill therefore result in blurring of the image because the

electrons are no lolìger effectively monochromatic. The radius of the disc of

confusior.L r", iu the gaussian image plane due to chromatic aberration is,

r 
" 
: A,í C .a1Í(AI;" I t/")2 + (2 Ai I i)211 /2 (4.20)

ivhere C" = chrornatic aberration colstant

Ai : fluctuation irì lens currerìt

and AI/" = instability of the accelera,ting voltage

To encounter this aberration, the lens and voltage supplies are required to

be st¿ble.

Astigmatism: it resulted iu the asymmetry of the objective lens field

produced either by defective manufacturing or by impurities in the soft-

iron pole-piece. As a result, the lens has different focal length for paraxial

rays and leads to planes of asymrnetr¡'. Since there is no perfect lens, an

adjustable correcting device knorvn as stigrnator is usually built into the

lens for produciug equal and opposite astignatism to counter-balance the

astigmatisrn produced by the pole-piece.
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4.5.8 Diffraction Pattern and fmage Rotation

The image and difraction pattern are not direct projections o{ tlie specimen

in the electron microscope on the viewing screen, but are images formed by

electrons. The electron beam rotates or its path through the microscope col-

unì1, so tìre electron images in addition to beitg magnified b¡'the maguetic

lerlses, also undergo rotation. The rotation of the contrast image depends

upol the total rnagnification of the final image, rvhile lhe rotatiol of the

diffraction pattern depends upol the camera length, -L. Both of these pa.-

ratneters, i.e. rnagnifrcation and came¡a length, depend naiuly on the setting

of the field strergth of the trvo-stage projector 1ens.

The extent of image rotation at the diferent magnification of our JEM

electron microscope and the rotation of the diffraction pattern at diflerent

camera lengths are deternined experimentally by using a rnolybdenum triox-

)àe M oOs crystal (calibration specirnen ordered from MAR\¡IC). This kind

of crystal is knori'n to have crystal edges perpendicular to the [001] direction

il the orthorhombic crystal lattice. This corresponds to the sho¡t directiol

iu the rectangular arrays of spots in the diffraction pattern for ri'hich the

lattice spacing d¡61 is 3.696 å.

The procedure is to form al image of a large izloO3 crystal il the

calibration specimen at one maglification, record the image photographically,

theu form the diffraction pattern at orìe camera length, and superirnpose the

diffraction pattern on the recorded image. The procedure is repeated for the

full range of ma,gnifications at the saìne camera lengtli. The next step is
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to have the records taken over the rauge of camera lengths maintaining the

image at a converielt magnification.

The rotation diferences bettveen the image at each rnagnificatiorì and

the difractioll patterr at one camera length are easily neasured, as shou'n

in flgure 4.18a. The extra rotation {actor to be aclded or substracted from

the rotation difle¡ence to allow for the rotation of the diffraction pattern

'rvith change of camera letigth can be obtained fron-r the dilfraction pattern

records.

Follorving the above procedures, rve had obtaiued a set of electron mi-

crogra¡:hs for the dete¡mination of inage and diffraction pattern rotatioìr.

The rotation diference between the difraction patterns o camera lengths 72

cm and 180 cm is about 11' + 1', and the two patterns a¡e shown in flgure

4,18. We h¿d also recorded images of th.e AtI oO3 crystals, for a full range of

rnagnification at .L : 180 cm. The rotation difference at each maglifrcation

is measured, and lhe angles the irnage required to rotate to obtain the correct

orientation are listed in table 4.3.

As an example, the micrographs il figure 4.18a, rvere recorded at 6I(X.

It lttust be rotated iu a clockivise sense through 74.5' before an irrmediate

correlation betrveen a direction in the rlicrograph ay be rnade rvith the

parallel direction in the .diflraction patterlì of ¿ : 180 cm (or 85.5' for

L = 72 cn, figure 4.18b).
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Table 4.3. Angles of image required to rotate io obtain the correct
orientation at L: 180 cm and v = 120 Kv:

c.c.w. - counte¡-clockwise
c.u'. - clockwise

* - results provided by X. Chen

lVfi crograph
I{agnification

l\f odel
Magnification

Cor¡ectiou
arrgles

964

965

966

983

985

987

989

99r

ool

996

998

MAG

I\{AG

I\4AG

N,IAG

SAG

SAG

SAG

SAG

SAG

SAG

sAc
SAG

SAG

SAG

SAG

i00 K

82K

60K
44K

3iK
22K
15K
11 K

8.9 K

6.0 K

4.4 K

3.1 K

2.2 K

1.8 K

1.5 K

58.5 (c.l'.)

50 (c.w.)

38.5 (c.u'. )

30.5 (c.u'.)

69 c.c.w.

82 c. c. rv.

85.5 c.u'.

82.5 c.w.

77.5 c.w.

74.5 c'w.

72.5 c.w.

29.5 c.w.

27 .5 c.w.

23.5 c.w.

20 c.w.
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4.5.9 Calibration of the Camera Length

Consider a simple electron difraction c¿unera, with ¿n electron bearn striking

a. specimen and beilg difrracted to form a difi¡actior spot on the screen, at

distance D from the center of the diffraction pattem as shown in flgure 4.19.

The distance betrveen the specimen and the screen, i.e. the camera lengtlr

L, anà D is related b¡' 1lte expression,

tan20 : DIL (4.21)

rvhere d is the incident angle. Recalling the Bragg's Law stated in eqn 4.17,

set r¿ = 1, rve have

À -- 2d." si¡ 0 (4.22)

Since d is very small, using tan2d =2sit0, we can rerrrite eqn 4.21 as,

2si:n0 x DfL

Putting eqn 4.23 ilto eq:l. 4.22, rve obtain,

(4.23)

Dd." = 
^L

(4.24)

lf there are no lenses betrveel the specirnen and the screen, the canera lengtlt

.L is simply the pliysical distance betrveen the specirnen and tire screel. In

the case o{ an elecl¡on microscope, -L, represents a fictitous length rvhich

depends upon the lens magnification. I{ values of D, L and ) for a particuiar
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difraction spot are knou'n, ther the d-spacing of the set of la,ttice planes

giving rise to that s¡rot carL be determirìed.

To ilidex or anal¡'se a difraction patterrÌ of an unknou'l crystal, it

is rrecessary to have the value of À as l'ell as L. I1 is usuai to refer À.L

as the carnera (or dillraction) constant of the electron microscope, and its

value nrust be determined lor each lens settings used and the voltage supply.

To calibr¿te the carnera constant for each diffraction patterl accurately, the

unknorvr specimen is usually coated ivith a thin layer of a standard poly-

crystalline material if the specimen is a. single crystal, or rvith a single crystal

material if the specimen is polycrystalline, so that the À-L value can be pre-

cisely deterrnined and hence ihe lattice spacirg d,, of the ulknorvu crystal.

In our study, rve exat¡ined the iron-rich FeAu and tr'eCu alloys. The

lattice spacings of these elements, namely, Fe, Au and Cu can easily be

calculated from the folloiving expressiou for the cubic system,

saL""- (hr+kr+t)u, (4.25)

rvhere a¿ is the lattice parameler and å, &, I are the Miller indice. The iattice

paranreters for aFe (b.c.c.), eAu (f.c.c.) and eCu (f.c.c.) are 2.87 4,4.08 A

and 3.61 å respectively. We trad calculated the d-spacings fo¡ these three

elements at small lorv-angle diffractiol. The values are listed in table 4.4.

\4rhen the distance, D, betrveen the difraction spot and the center

of the pattern is accurately measured, and the d-spacings of the studied

specirnens are knorvn, eqtt 4.24 can be utilized to obtain the precise camera
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Table 4.4. The d-spacing (in å) of low-angle difraction of aFe, eCu

and e Àu.

lìkl

aFe (b.c.c. )

at = 2.87 À

eCu (f.c. c. )

at = 3.61 Ã

eAu (f. c. c. )

a¡ = 4.08 Ã

i10

111

200

2L1

tt(\

310

31I

222

312

400

2.022

r.430

1.168

1.0t i
0.904

0.826

0.764

0.7r5

2.084

1.805

1.276

1.088

r.042

0.903

2.356

2.04

1.442

1.230

1.178

7.020
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Fig. 4.20. Difraction pattern of an FeAu specimen aged for 570 mi¡rs.
The strong bright spots are the c-iron reflections and the rings
are the e-gold ¡eflection s.
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corìstarìt of tha,t particular lens and voitage settings. An example is illus-

trated belorv.

Figure 4.20 shorvs a diff¡action pattern from a thin area ofan aged FeAu

specimen. The bright spots are contributions from the aFe diflraction aud

the b¡oken rings are the diflraction from tlie snall eAu precipitates. Since

the size of the aFe spots are all broadened by llie intense diffracted bearns,

their D values will have a relatively large uncertainty. The broken rings,

therefore, were chosen to be used to determine the carlera colstant )tr. We

measured the D's of the first four rilgs fron the center, which correspord to

tlre 111, 200,220 and 311 diflraciion of the eÀu particies. Frorn table 4.4 and

usirrg eqn 4.24, we obtained four À.L values, averaging these values, the¡r rve

fourid IZ :2.924 cm. Tlìe voltage across the electron gun and anode tas

100 kV rvhen the diffraction pattern rvas recorded, therefo¡e I should take

the value of 0.037 å. If *" assume that this value is accurate, the canera

length is equal to 78.9 cm rvhich is 8.5 % larger than the predetermined value

72 cm provided by the rnauufacturer.
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Chapter 5

The Binary Alloy Systems of
FeAu and FeCu



5.1 Introduction

The studies of magnetic aging related to precipitation of non-ferromagneti c

phase in an iron matrix had been made on a nurnber of binar¡' alloys such

as FeC[17], FeN[18], FeCull0] and FeAu[8]. They were reported and briefly

discussed bv Dvkstra[9]. The solubiiity of these elements in a-phase iron

is generally small and decreases rapidly u'ith decreasing temperature. Su-

persaturated solutions are readily obtained by rapid quenching frorn a high

temperature region s'here the alloy is homdgeneous. The subsequent ag-

ing at lorv or irterlnediate ternperature rvill lead to precipita,tion and hence

magletic hardenirg.

5.2 Selection of the Alloys

The precipitated phase of ihe FeC alloy is iron-carbide, Fe3C. Aging and

FeN alloy is complicated by the fact thai precipitaiion occurs in trvo stages

related to trvo diferent nitrides, namely, Ie16.1y'2 ald FeaN. These precipi-

tates have liigh irou content and are obviously not truely non-ferroruaglLetic.

Therefore, the interaction betu'een the dornain rvalls and the precipitates in

these two alloys will be of a complex nature, and qualtitative agreement

betrveen experiment and pinning models cal hardly be expected.

There are several reasons to direct our atteution to the studies of iron-

rich FeAu and FeCu alloys.

1. The supersaturatecl solutiols are readily obtained b¡'rapid quenching
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from a not too high temperature near 1000" C.

2. Both FeAu and FeCu do not forrn intennetallic courpounds during their

precipitation.

3. Wiih iron ¿s the background nratrix, domail structures are easily ob-

served by Lorentz Microscopy.

4. Both gold and copper have similar solubilities in a-phase iron.

5. Bolh gold and copper precipitates are f.c.c. e-phase and their chenrical

similiarity may allow one to ignore any chernical interaction efects in

comparative studies.

6. The atomic size ratios of eAu ald eCu to aFe are 1.126 and 1.003

respectiveiy. The difference in strain energy is the only parameter that

is significartlS' difierent in the trvo s)'stems. Hence diflere't forms and

sizes of precipitates rvill provide rnore area for study ald comparison.

5.3 Preparation of the Alloys

Tlre nraximun solubility of e Au in aFe is 2.3 at % at 903' C and the maximum

solubility of eCu in aFe is 2.4 at % 840" C.

An allo¡' containing 7.07 at % (1..22 w1 %) Cu rvas used in our work to

ensure starting rvith a cornpletely homogeneous material. For the FeAu, we

used an alloy tha.t contailed L.IO at Yo (3.79 rvt %) Au.
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In the preparation of an FeCu alloy, appropriate amouuts of Fe and

Cu u'ere vacuum melted and fused in an arc melting furnace. The ingot was

horlogenized at 1000" C for one da¡' ¿u¿ was lllerì quenched at - 850" C.

After the l¡ulk material rvas cold rolled to sheets of - 0.15 mrn thick, it rvas

cut into 2.3 mm discs and 72.7mm x Srnm strips for electron nicroscopic

studies and r-nagnetic measurement respectively. The cut specimens u'ere

quenched again at 840' C to obtain a supersaturated solid solution (the

FeCu phase diagram shown in figure 5.1a) and rvere then aged at 700" C for

different time durations.

The preparation of the FeAu santples tvere basically the sane as that of

FeCu, only thai ihe hornogenized ingot and the cut specimens rvere quenched

at 870' C. A phase diagram of the FeAu alloy is shorvl in figure 5.1b. A

supersaturated solid solutiou rvas expected to be obtained after quenching

and the specimens u'ere then aged at 700'C for difierent time du¡ations.

\{¡e also calculated the densities of the trvo newly macle alloys. The

densities of the FeAu and FeCu alloys are 8.041 gn ctn-ï antd 7.88 gm cm*3

respectively. The saturation rnagnelization is 1678 erg Oe-1ctn-s for FeAu

and 1695 etg Oe-lcrn-B for FeCu.
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Chapter 6

Experimental R esults



6.1- Magnetic Measurement

6.1.1 Introduction

The same apparatus, shou'n in figure 4.3. u'as used to rneasure the ruagleti-

zation of the speciniens. After the specimens rvere aged for the appropriate

tirne durations, the extraction method t'as enrployed to rneasure their mag-

netization. The recorded dat¿ enable us to deternüne or construct; (i) the

demagnetizing factor of each specirnen, (ii) the initial magnetization curve,

and (iii) tlLe hysteresis loop as ivell as the coercive field.

6.1.2 Demagnetizing Factor

Charts ald tables of demagnetizing factors of ellipsoids are readily available

from many sources. Horvever, it is only in the case of an ellipsoid that the

demagnetizing field is uliform for a uliform dist¡ibution of magnetization.

If a ferromagnetic body of irregular shape is brought into an uniforrn applied

field, the induced magnetic field inside the material l'ill difer in magnitude

and vary in direction throughout the body ir.L an unknos'l manuer.

Since all our specirnens are of rectangular shape, the estimated values

of demagnetizing factors from the charts, tables or fornulae may not be

appropriale. Therefore, an alternative approach has been taken to obtain the

demagletizirg factor, u'hich rve l¡elieve is more accurate, as well as simpler.

In tìre presence of an extemal applied field, II", the irternal (or efec-
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tive) fleld, ã;, is given b1',

H;= H"- NI^ (6 1)

rvhere /y' is the dernagnetizing factor and -I- is the rnagnetization of the

specimen. If the specimen contains many pinning sites randomly distributed

throughout the sample, then the domain rvall rvill move freely ivithin tlie

specinìen onl¡' when,

H;: H" - NI^ > H. (6.2)

where ¡1c is the coercive field associated ivith the barriers. For an applied

field greater than the coercive field, i.e. H. > H"., eqn 6.2 gives,

r,.: (H" - H")N-' (6.3 )

Plotting 1- against l1o, the slope of tlìe curve should therelore be .ly'-1.

Values of magnetization at difle¡ent applied field rvere taken for the

FeAu aud FeCu specimens. 1- versus 11o curves were plotted in each case,

a.nd the derìragnetizing factors of all the specimens rvere obtained. Their val-

ues range fronr 0.040 to 0.058 (Oezerg-1cm3), are listed in tal¡le 6.1. \4/e had

also attenipted to calcula.te N for some of the specillrels by using Osborn's

forrnulae[15]. Tlie diferelce betl'eel the calculated r.alues ar:.d the values

obtained by tlie nethod described rvas about 10%.
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Table 6.1. The demagnetizing factor, N, along the long axis of each
specimens of FeAu and FeCu alloys.

1A

2A

4.4

5A

D -¡t

7A

8A

9A

10.4

rlA
T2A

3000

5500

8600

13400

0.055

0.046

0.0581

0.0s45

0.0551

0.0576

0.0555

0.0579

0.0558

0.0500

0.0526

0.0569

0
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600
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1700
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1B
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4B

5B
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0
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2480

4530

8570

0.0465

0.0442
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0.0450

0.0448

0.0436

0.0432

0.0494
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0.0467

0.0483

0.0507
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6.1.3 Initial Magnetization Curves

\\¡lien a ferronaguet is initially in a dernagnetized state, its magnetization

1- is zero. If an exterual fie1d is applied, the magnetization of tlie mate-

rial rvill increase until tìre s¿turation value is reached. This behaviour can

be indicatecl by a curve. The plot of 1- r'ersus 14 is knoivn as the initial

magnetization curve.

The FeAu and FeCu specirnens l'ere demagnetized by inserting them

into a field coil ri'ith an a.c. current passing through it. Magnetizatio nlea-

suretnent n'ere taken at difierenl applied fields for each specimen till they

u'ere saturated. The values of 1l corresponding to any particular magnetiza-

tion r.ere obtained according to eqn 6.1. Initial magnetization curves of 1-

versus 1{ rvere then plotted. Ts'o exarnples of magnetization curve are illus-

trated in figure 6.1 for the FeAu and FeCu specimeus. The figure sho*'s only

the initial portion of the magnetization curves u'hich are of particular ilter-

est. The remainder of the obtained results rvill be utilized in the subsequent

chapter on a.c. susceptibiìity.

6.L.4 Initial Susceptibility

When the field is srnall, the process of rnagnetization is ahnost reve¡sible.

The slope of the initial portion of ¿n initial magletization curve is called the

irritial susceptibilily, y¿^, and is given b¡',

x'" :;:1,.

t20

t
* (6 4)



Fig.6.1. Initial magnetization curves of an FeCu specimen (5500 mins,
ff" = 1.]g Qe) and FeAu specimen (1000 mins, /i" = 5.8r ô.)
ai low field (11).
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For rnaguetically hard materials, tlre slope could l¡e easil¡' measured

froln tlie ilitial cu¡r'e. Horvever, in the case of soft nagnetic materials, the

slope of the ilitial portion of the n.ragletizatiolì curve are usually steep and

large. The uncertaint5' associated u'ith tlie nìeasureme¡t are large. To obtain

the initial susceptibilities ofthe FeAu ald FeCu specimens, r'e, therefore, had

taken another alterlative rather than the traditional use a, rulet, approach.

For a particular specinìer) the data poiuts, i.e., Q^, H) of the inilial

magnetizalion curve \\'ere pre-detemrined. Consider orìly tlìe frrst fir,e or six

initial points, rve found the values of I^l H; for each poilLt. These points were

plotted against the corresponding gi. By constructing a curve through these

points, tlre value of 1-/11¿ aL H;:0 can be extrapolated. Tlie v rcoII^f H;

at zero field represents the correct initial susceptibility of this specirnen. With

this approach, tlie initial susceptibilities of the specimens v'ere determiled.

The results are listed in table 6.2. These rneasurement will be compared u'ith

the a.c. susceptibility r.neasurement in chapter 9.

6.1.5 Coercive Field

If the rnagnetic field is decreased {rom the saturated state, the maglÌetizatio

of the sample gradually decreases, and a,t Ilr = 0, it reaches the rernanence,

-In. Fu¡ther increase of magnetic field in a negative sense ¡esults iu a cou-

tinued decline of the ilLtensit¡' of the magnetization, ivhich filally falls to

zero \\¡her'ì the field is at the coercivitS', 11". The portion of the curve rvhich

descrìbes the c}range of rnagnetizatiorì from 1 = Into I = 0 is called lhe
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Table 6.2. Initial susceptibility values, X;", of ihe FeAu and FeCu
specimens at different ages.

FeAu FeCu

Xi^
specimen age(min) er9 Oe-2 cnt-3

Xi"
specinrerr age(min) erg Oe-2 cr¡1-3

1B
.)Þ

3B

4B

5B

6B

'D

8B

9B

108

118

128

0

10

3t)

60

r20

240

570

r000

1500

2480

4530

8570

5.1

16

I2
10.5

6

5.5

8.0

7.5

9.0

9.5

1.{ o

2A 30

3A 60

4Â 150

5.4 300

6.4 600

7.4 1000

8.{ 1700

9.4 3000

r0-4 5500

11A 86i0

124 t3400

28

40

26

o

6.5

4

6.5

8.5

/.5

5.5



Table 6.3. Coercivities (+2To) of FeAu specimens at difierent aging
times.

Table 6.4. Coercivities (L2%) of FeCu specimens at different aging
times.

sPeclmen age(mins)
-as-queuched

coercivitl' ¡{"" (O.)
aged

coercivit-v ff" (Oe)
H,
E"

1B

2B

3B

4B

5B

6B

7B

8B

9B

108

118

128

U

10

30

60

r20

240

570

1000

1500

2480

4530

8570

0.34

0.36

0.40

0.40

0.44

0.37

0.46

0.38

0.36

0.41

0.40

0.41

0.34

0.45

0.66

0.87

1.86

4.20

5.65

5.81

4.94

4.56

4.45

3.79

I
r.25

1.65

2.20

4.21

11.35

12.28

r5.29

73.72

11. 12

1r 19

o Ð,1

speclmen age(mins) as-quenched
coercivitr ff." (Oe)

aged

coe¡civitv /1" (O.) t-

IA

2A

3A

4A

5A

6A

7A

8A

9A

104

11A

12A.

0

30

60

150

300

600

i000

7700

3000

5500

8610

13400

0.50

0.50

0.48

0.56

LJ. J LJ

0.49

0.51

0.51

0.47

0.51

0.51

0.48

0.50

0.52

0.53

0.71

0.85

1.09

1.01

1.04

1.06

1.16

r.05

7.r2

1

1.02

i.10

1.27

1.70

2.22

1.96

2.04

917

2.r0

2.33
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Fig. 6.2. Piots of 11" against aging time for the FeAu and FeCu specimens
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deruagnetization curve.

The values of ã" rvere determined b¡' interpolation of the dernagneti-

zation curve ¿cross the,I1¿ axis betrveen the positive aûd negative values o{

magnetization. In tables 6.3 and 6,4, the measured values of 11" for FeAu

ald FeCu are listed respectively for various aging times. The plots of fJ"

against aging time for FeAu and FeCu are shorvn in figure 6.2.

6.1.6 Hysteresis Loop

Further increase of the field, along the dernagnetizing curve, in a legative

selse results in an increase of the inlensity of magnetization in a negative

sense aud finally leads to a negative saturation rnagnetization. If the field is

again reversed to the positive sense, performing the sequelce of reducing the

field to zero, and increasirìg it in the positive direction, the magnetization

first approaches ze¡o and then increases again to t1.Le positive saturation. This

path is knot'n as an hysteresis loop or curve. The loop is syrnmetric about

the origin aud is reproducible. Figure 6.3 shorvs a hysteresis loops neasured

{rom a FeAu specirnen.

6.2 Electron Microscopy

6.2.1, Introduction

Specimens fo¡ electrorr rnicroscopy tvere prepared and he¿t-t¡eated in the

sane nìanrìer as in tlte magletic measurement, except that the specimens

are in the form of 2.3 mm diamete¡ discs. After electro-polishing, they rvere
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exanìined t'ith the JE\,I12OCXII electron microscope. Difraction patterns

alolg v'ith the corresponding images l'e¡e recorded for diflerently aged spec-

imens.

Our main objective is to investigate the mechanisnr(s) of domain rvall

pinlirg for a distril¡ution o{ non-magnetic obstacles. Therefore, r'hen the

image contrasts or the difraction patterns are being recorded, rve should

bear the {oìlorving points in n-rind,

1. the size, shape and densit5' 6f the particles.

2. age dependence of these parameters.

3, the orient¿tion of the particles rvith respect to the matrix

magnetic structure in the demagnetized state and ir.L the rnagnetized

st ate.

5. the positions of the domain rvalls relative to the pinning sites.

X4icrographs containing informatioll related to the ansu'ers to the above

questious l'ere taken. Films rvere processed and printed. Difiraction patterns

rvere indexed alld the orientation of the observed area rvas determined. The

featu¡es in the corresponding images rvere adjusted into the correct orienta-

tion according to the irnage rotation calibration table given in section 4.5.8.

The micrographs enable us to determile (i) the thickness of the foil, (ii) the

orienta.tion relationship l¡etrveer the precipitates and the iror-natrix, (iii)
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the size, densit¡' and distribution of tlie precii:itates and fiually, (ir') qual-

itativel¡' describe the donain structure and the piruring mechanism of the

alìoys.

6.2,2 Thickness of the Foil

The electron deflection caused b¡' the alternate donains u'ere discussed in

section 4.5.6. This efect can be used in the foil thickness determination.

Consirler an incident electror travelilg lornal to the plale of a foil (in the

z-direction) in s'hich the magletization -I has components of 1, and 1, along

the plane of the foil. The component 1, produces an acceleratiou il the

x-direction, as shou'n in ligure 6.4, is given by

..  eu"I,
me:D = 

-
c

(6.5)

s'here m" : mass o{ electron

?re : l'elocity of electron

e = electron charge

and c = speed o{ Ii8ht

Let the angle of electrol deflected be ça,, since rp, is small, rve can treat

the electron velocity, rr", as a constalt. Let the thickness of the foil be 1,,

tlren o. is equal to l"ftime ftaveled, therefore rve can rvrite,

. 4n el"I,,

mc

'1 to

(6 6)



Fig, 6.4 Deflection of electron
direction

beam bl' foil magnetized in the.¡'
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Fig. 6.5 . Split spots on difractiou pattern due to magnetic deflection

in domains of an FeAu alloY
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The angle of deflectior in the x-direction is given by,

4nel"Iu)
(6.7)

rvhich is the sarne expression given in eqn 4.20, rvhich implies that the thick

ness of the foil, lo, can be obtaiired by,

, 9,ch,t': 
4""1,^

(6 8)

A diffraction patterlL of an FeAu specirnen (128) l'as examined under

the electrou microscope. The area of particular interest u'as in the vicinity

of a dornain rvail. The camera letgth rvas increased hon 72 cm (for normal

observatiol) to 1030 cm. The splitting of the difracted bearn on the pattern

l'as observed. A set of the spots u'as chosen and recorded. An enlarged print

of the micrograph, as shorvu in flgure 6.5, shou's a separation of - 0.7 crn

betrveen the spots, and the value of g, cal be calculated geometrically, by

ch' oue

, 0.70 7r ..(,- = talì 

- 
-rqdxan2(i038) 180

(6.e )

\\¡e found that rp. is 3.4 x 10-a radian. Substituting this vaiue into eqn 6.8,

rvith À :0.0335å (for u": I20ku), I = 7687 ergOe-lcrn-3, e = 4.8 x 10-10

e.s.u., l¿o = 6 x 10-27 erg sec ald c:3 x 7010 cnt. s-1 , rve determined that

tlre tlrickness of the specirner foil is about - 1800å + 2004.
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6.2.3 Size and Density of the Precipitates

The micrographs have also provided us rvitli information on the size and

derLsity of the precipitates for diflerent aging times. Spherical clusters rve¡e

found to ha.r'e already been formed at zero aging time (the as-quenched stage).

The densit¡' and size of the precipitates u'ere estirnated from the micrographs,

but uncertainties reacli 50% for the size measurenelt and 30% for the particle

counting. In the prolonged aging stage, the uncertainties decrease because

the precipitates are larger and rrore distinct. The uncertainty in this case is

about 20% for both the size and derìsitt' estinÌatiorÌ.

Micrographs also shox'th¿t for prolonged aging, tliere exists trvo types

of particles. The large oles rvhich have grown into a preferred orientation

and the smaller clusters, rvl ch are never large enough to become r.Luclei. The

latter are distributed randoml¡' as background to the large particles. At an

earlier stage of aging, these slnall spherical clusters'rvould act as pinning sites

to pin dorvn the domain rvalls. At the later stage of agilg, t'all pinning is

governed by the larger precipitates. A det¿iled discussion tvill be presented

in later chapter.

Tlie observed paraneters, i.e. size d(.I) and density p(cnr.-3) of the

precipita.tes of the FeAu ¿nd FeCu alloys are shos'n in tables 6.5 and 6.6

respectivel5'. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are the plots ofthese measurernent against

the aging time for the trvo alloys. The last two colunns of tables 6.5 and

6.6 are the fitted values o{ the size and density from the curves constmcted

through the data points in frgures 6.6 and 6.7.
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Table 6..1. Average value-s of size (length/width/thicknes ) d( A\ and
density p(crn-3).of pre.ciþita"tes'i,'' F.A" ;i-ã;fili"ì'r!i"gìt,,.,",

fitted values of d and p oflarge particles 
"r."ot.'o UrtJa.

1B

3B

5B

7B

8B

108

128

0

30

1 tfì

568

1000

2480

8ó70

Smaìl Precipitates

d.(Ð p(c^-')
110

70

100

70

90

100

2.9 x 10r6

5.0 x 1016

3.4x 1016

4. 6 x 1016

2.0 x 1016

0.75 x 1016

Large Precipitate

1700117001200 2.3 x 1gr:
2300/2300/200 3.4 x 1013

420012600/200 2.0 x 1013

4400/2300/g5O 2.6 x 1013

4700122001350 1.8 x 1013

6400120001400 1.2 x 1013

.1) p\cm ' )

frtted va"lue

d.(A) pG^-")

3 x 10r€

1700117001200 4 x 1013

2300123001200 3.4 x 1013

4000123001250 2.6 x 1013

430012300/300 2.3 x 1013

4700123001350 1.8 x 1013

5300/23001420 L.2 x 7013



Table 6.5. Average values of size (length/N'idth) d(.4) arrd densitv p(crn-3) of
precipitates in FeCu at diferent aging time, fitted values

of d and p of large particles are also listed.

Specimen

2A

4A

5A

trA

8A

0^

10.4

114

72.\

Age(mins)

0

30

60

150

300

600

1000

1700

3000

5500

8600

13400

Small Precipitaie
d.(À) pk*-")

120 L x 1016

90 2.9 / 1Ot6

100 1.7 x 1016

120 1.2 x 1016

100 1.2 x 1016

100 1.4 x 1016

100 1 x 1016

90 1.6 x 1016

110 2 x 1016

70 1.6 x 1016

100 1.4 x 1016

70 2.5 x 1016

Large Pre cipitate
dé) pG*-")

1.20 1 x 1016

240 1.6 x 101s

300 1.1 x 10ra

460 1.1x 101a

1200/gs1 3.2 x 1013

22001420 4.2 x 1013

20001450 2.6 x 1013

1850/420 4.4x 1,013

22001551 4 x 1013

226015õ0 3.6 x 1013

20001500 4.8 x 1013

2600/750 3 x 1013

frtted value

d("A) p("*-u)

240 1.8 x 101s

aoO 3.2 x 1014

460 1.1 x 10ra

1200/350 5.3 x 1013

i950/400 4.6 x 1013

2730/470 4.1 x 1013

22001500 4.0 x t0rs

22001580 3.9 x 1013

22001620 3.8 x 1013

22201650 3.8 x 1013

2250/680 3.8 x 1013



Fig. 6.6 Graph sìrorvs the plots ofdensity, size (length/ width/thickness)
of large precipitates of the FeAu alloy against aging time.
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Graph shows the plots of density, size (length/ rvidth) of
large precipitates of the FeCu alloy against aging time.

Fig. 6.7 .
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6.2.4 Shapes of Precipitates

The electron microscopic study has shorvn tliat the precipitates of Cu from

the a-phase supersaturated solid-solution occurs first b)'formation of spher-

ical ciusters l'hich transform into f.c.c. eCu rvhen they becolne large enough.

For tlie particles less th¿n - 400.4, lhey are Cu spheres. These Cu spheres

subsequently transforrn ilto ¡ods upon further aging. The micrographs in

figure 6.8 shorv the shape development of the eCu particles ir the a-iron

matrix upon aging.

In the FeAu alloy study, the electrou micrographs reveal the evidence

that the precipitation of eAu from the or-iron rnatrix occur frrsl in the form

of spherical particles. Among malLy of these particles, hou'ever, only sorne

of theln lvould gro$' large enough to become nuclei. Upon further aging, the

particles rvilÌ grorv ilto very thin rectaugular pla.tes. The ratio of the plate

thickness to the lateral dimension ranges from l : 8 to 1 :20, depending ou

tlie aging time. Figure 6.9 shorvs the shape of the eAu particles in the a-iron

for t u'o diferent aging times.

6.2.5 Orientation Relationship

TIie orieutation relationship between the eCu precipitates and the a-iron ma-

trix rvas determined from the simultaneous electron difiraction patterns of

the eCu particles and tlie aFe matrix ill a thin section of an aged FeCu spec-

imel (5300 rnins). The pâttenìs of diflraction t'ere obtained and recorded in

the micrograpli, a tra.ce of l'hich is shorvn in figure 6.10. The indexed
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Fis. 6.8 a. An as-quenched FeCu specimen Black dots in the micro'
- graph are the eCu Particles.

Fig. 6.8 b. lt{icrograph of an aged FeCu specimen (aged for 3000
mils). The large precipitates are in rod-shape.
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g.9 a. It{icrograph of an as-quenclìed FeAu specimen. The eAu
snall particles are presented as black dois.

f'eÃu /8 (Om;n) *ztoKX

6.9 b. This picture shorvs the shape of the eAu particles in art

FeAu specimen after aging for - i000r¿ins.
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Fig. 6. 10 Diffraction pattern of a FeCu specimen aged for 5300 mins.
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Fig. 6.11 Difi¡acrion pattern of a FeAu specimen aged for 10 mins.
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a-iron diflractiorì pattern shorvs thal the plane of the foil is (fti)a. The

f.c.c. eCu reflected spots are also indexed, The plane of the foil is (011)e.

The superirnposed patterns of eCu and aFe in figure 6.10, shou's that the

direction of[011]o is parallel to [111]e, hence u'e can conclude the orientation

relationship is of

[0i1]cCz ii Ii11]aFe (111-)eCu ll (011)aFe

The orielltation relatiorship betrveen the Au precipitates and the irolr

natrix ìvas determined from an FeAu foil aged for - 10 mins. The sinulta-

neous electron difraction patterns of the Au parlicles and the o-irol rnatrix

rvere reco¡ded arìd traced)as shorvn in figure 6.11. After indexing all the

spots, the plane of the iron foil is found to be (111)a and the plane of the

goid precipitates perpendicular to the electron beam is (011)e. From figure

6.11, rve also observe that the (011)a reflecting plane of aFe is parallel to the

(111)e reflecting plane of eAu. Therefore, the orientation rela.tiorship il this

case, is of

l\llleAu ll [111]aFe (IlI)eAu ll (0tt)ore

This relationship is identical to the one rve obtained il the FeCu alloy
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6.2.6 Tbace Analysis

A trvo dimensiolal rnicrograph shorvs orLly the projection of the precipitates

onto the reflecting plane. Let this plane be (zztr), *'hich is perpendicular

to the elect¡on beam. If a particular feature is il the direction of, say,

<'u.t'u'1.D' >, it t'ill be perpendicular lo < uau ) x < u'atu.s' > and parallel

lo [< u,au ] x < u'u'tu' >lx < uuu >.

Speich and Oriani[21] suggested that in an aged FeCu alloy, copper

precipitates would grorv into rods parallel to the < 111 > a direction. We

Itarl performed trace analysis on the image contrast rricrographs for dille¡ent

aged specirneus. One of the analyses rvas doue on the record taken for an

FeCu specimen aged for 1440 mins. The orienta.tion of the foil rvas determined

from its diflraction pattern and t'as found to be (111)a. Afler the traces of

the particles iu the micrograph, sho*'n in figure 6.12, trad beeu cor¡ected

for the image correction, it is possible to determine if their traces are of

< 111 > a directiorr projected onto the (111)o plane.

If these rods are parallel to < 111 > a, from the above arguement, the

projected traces onto the (1ii)a plane t'ill be in the [112]o, [211]a, [121]a

directions and a-lso perpendicular to the plale of tlie foil. \\¡e ol¡served that

on this rnicrograplì) the traces oI the copper rods are in the [i21]o and

[211]a directior. There are also round dots which indicate that the rods are

perpeldicular to the foil in the [1ii]a direction. Therefore the results here

shows the traces are corsistent rvith the long axes of the rods being parallel

to the < 111 > a direction.
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Fig. 6.12 lvficrograph shows the projection of eCu rods in the < ll1 >a
di¡ection on a (111)a plane.

Fig. 6.i3 Micrograph shows the eAu precipitates in the form of rect-
angular plates on a (001)a plane.

fe flu - 26 K¿(
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In the case of the FeAu alloy, Hornbogenl22] suggested that in an aged

iron-r.ich FeAu allo¡', the gold precipitates in the a-iron matrix ivere thin

plates u'ith (100)a habit planes. The directions of n'Laxinum grou'th, i.e. the

diagonal of tlie plales are the 4 < 110 > a directions. Image and a diflraction

paltern rvere recorded for an FeAu alloy specimel of age 570 nìins. Tlìe

orientation of the foil observerl rvas (001)a. From the micrograph, shorvn in

figure 6.13, it is clear th¿t the thil plates are lyirìg parallei to the plane of

the foil ivith the edges parailel to the < 200 > a directions. The dark short

lines are also observed, indicating that sorne plates are perpendicular to the

foil ir the [001]a direction. The diagonals of ihe gold plates are found to be

in tl.Le ( 110 > a direction.
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Chapter 7

Discussion



7,1 Particle Growth in the Early Aging Stage

When the FeAu and FeCu specimels are quenched fronr tlle a-phase, the su-

persaturated solid-solutions of the trvo allo¡'s may be obtained if the quench-

ing process is dore perfectly. However, we l.Lave found that the precipitation

of the secoldarS' phase occurs during the quencliing ptocess. This high rate

of particle formatioll can be explained by the presence of excess vacancies

rvhich leads to a rapid diffusion and.enhances the rate of precipitation.

Tlre errlrancement f¿ctor ß C(Tr)lCQl) rvhere C(?) : eæp(-QlRf),

?2 is the quelching temperature, fi is the agilg ter.nperature and Q is the

euergy of formation of a vacancy. Therefore, the coefrcient of diflusion D"

can be tvritten as

D.: D"C(Tz)lC(rt) ( 7.1)

ri'here Ð. is the normal diffusion coefi.cient. D", ol copper in o-iron is given

by Speich at al[23],

D^ : 8.6eæp(-59.7 x nB IRT)cm2 se"-' (7 2)

Knorvilg the coefficient of diffusion, D", it is possible to estimate the size of

the precipitates. To describe the grotvth of the particles, Zener's equation[24]

for spherical particles can be a.pplied; the equation is,

d. = a.(D.t)'/'
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rvhere d is the size (diarneter) o{ the particles, Í is the aging time and a,

is a constant that depends upori lhe concentra.tion distribution at the phase

boundary.

In the quelching oI an FeCu specimen, the vycor capsule, u'ith the

specimen inside, has to l¡e removed from the furnace ar.Ld dropped into liquid

nitrogen. The temperature of the specimen drops {rom 840"C to -196"C
in, say 1 to 2 sec. During this process, precipitation of the secondary plLase

occurs. To make a rough estimate of tlie size of the particles forned, we let

tlre quenching temperature be T, - 840'C, assume that the specimen stays

aT, T : 700"C for about - 1 sec, then using eqns 7.1 attd 7.2, rve obtained,

D. x L0-11ctn2 sec-l . Substituting this into eqn 7.3 and taking a æ 0.01 gives

d, = 1,04, r4rich is one order of magnitude less than the observed dimension

- 100å ol the Cu pariicles at the as-quenched FeCu specimens.

In the case of the FeAu alloS'. The normal diffusion coefficient of gold

in a-i¡ou is givel by Borg and Lail25], as,

D" : 37eæp(-62.4 x 703 f RT)cm2 s-l (7 4)

Taking tlre quenching temperature as Tz = 870C, the theorectical estimation

of the size of particles after quenching gives a dimension of - 10å. Compared

rvitii tlie obse¡ved value of the small particles in the as-quenched stage u'here

d is - 90å, tìre¡e seems to be a large discrepancy in the absolute values.

These v¿lues are) lÌowever, within the expected range of agreement for this

kind of estimation.
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hi the early stage of aging, the observed paraneters of the two alloys

appear to be different. The ave¡age size of the Cu precipitates in FeCu are

larger than the Au precipitates in the FeAu by about 15 %. Horvever, the

average density of the Au precipitates are higher thau lhe Cu precipitates by

a factor of - 4. A possible explanation for tire above observation is that the

precipitation of eAu from the supersaturated soiution does uot involve any

intermediate pre-precipitatiol stage because the secondary Au and the a-

iron rnatrix difer very much in volume. This enhalces the ra.te of formation

of the f.c.c. eAu particles in the early stage of aging. As in the FeCu alloy,

the secordary phase Cu ma¡' form b.c.c. clusters in the a-iron rnatrix in

the pre-precipitation stage and transforrns inlo f.c.c. eCu parlicles upon

{urther aging. Tirerefore the nuruber of Cu particles formed in the earlier

aging 6tage are out-numbered by tlie Au particles. In addition, it is easier

to observe the Au particles in FeAu than Cu particles in FeCu because Fe

and Cu atoms have sinilar scattering factors, rvhile tlie Au scattering factor

is quite different. Therefore, the Au particles can readily be observed if they

are present in the a-iron matrix.

Nabarrol26,27] had derived an expression for the strain energy .Ð" in the

natrix witlì the presence of secondary spherical precipitates. The expression

is

En = 6lt"upr" (7.5)

wltere p, is the shear rnodulus, oo is the volune of the precipitates and r" is

defired as (rp-r¡)rj1 , rvhere r¡ and r¡ are the atomic radii ofthe solute and
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solvelt, The atomic size ratios of Cu and Au in a-iron are ?cu/r¡e = 1.003

and r¡,frp. = 1.126. Therefore, the values of r" for Cu and Àu in o-iron a¡e

0.003 and 0.126 respectively. From eqn 7.5, tire strain energy En of t,he FeAu

alloy is expected to be larger thar ð" of the FeCu alloy if the¡' maiutaiu the

same ki1Ìd of shape. This is olie reason why the size of the Au particles are

found to be srnaller than the size of the Cu particles in the early stage o{

The strain energy: ¿¿, ìimits the gro\rtlì of these particles. The max-

imurn size of the Au spheres are about 110 å as observed in the electron

nicrograpits. Many of these particles remain the same size aud shape, and

only sor:re of thern are large enough to becorne luclei and grow into thin gold

plates in the FeAu alloy.

Spherical Cu particles up to - 400å in diarneter u,ere observed in the

electron microscopic study. This probably is the maximum size that the

strain energy allorvs in the FeCu alloy. The ratio of lhe rnaximurn volume of

the Cu sphere observed to the rnaximum r.olume of t1.re Au sphere observed

is - 50. This value is comparable to the ratio of r"(Au) to r"(Cu) = 42.

Prolonged agirìg of the FeCu aJloy rvill allow sorne of ihe Cu particles to

gro\'; lìowever, the particle will no longer adopt a spherical shape but rvill

grorv into a rod shape to minirnize lhe strain energy.
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7.2 Particle Growth during Aging

We had already rneltioled tlia.t the precipitation of Cu from aFeCu solid-

solution occurred first by lormation of spherical Cu particles n'hich trans-

formed into f.c.c. e Cu I'hen they became large enough. Tliese spherical Cu

particles subsequentl¡' transformed into rods upon further aging at the ex-

pense of smaller particles. This indicates that a rod is ihe stable shape for

the Cu precipitates in the a-iron matrix.

It is reasonable to assune that the preferred direction of particle groivth

is parallel to the directiou of the close-packed rorvs. For Cu in tlie FeCu alloy,

this is the 1110]e of Cu (i.e. [111]o of Fe, from the orientation relationship).

Tlie ciose-packed planes of a l.c.c. and a b.c.c. cells are illustrated in figure

7.1a and 7.1b respectively. The interface betrveen the ends of the rod and

the matrix is parallel to (i10)e or (111)o planes. Guided by this condition,

*'e have found that at the side of the rod, sone planes in the two lattices are

parallel, for exarnple,

(311)€ il (i12)a (111)6ll(011)a (0Ii)e ll(t2i)a

Good fltting occurs orÌ these planes because the close-packed ro*'s in one

Iattice fit into the liollorvs fo¡lned by lhe successive close-packed rorvs in the

other lattice. Horvever, the (111)aFe and the (110)eCu planes flt poorly since

the (111)aFe plane cloes not contain a close-packed rorv of atoms. Therefore

ihe better crystallographic fit occurs a,t tìre sides compared to that ai ihe
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!l^"^s¡ l.1te9 plane (111). of f.c.c., arrou, indicates thecrose-packed rou. [110].; (b) .r*" p""t"a pi;n.ìö" ;.Þ.c.c. arron indicates the close_packed ,"* ¡fiii".r" ",

ff o,r, W (no)"

4,u","

Fig. 7.2, Top 
-of 

the diagram.shows the (ifO). and (001)_ planes of b.c.c.and f.c.c. respectively. The directions ¡ttO;.'uná ifiOj" "r. i"a.rt.aBortom of the diagram, shows rhat tf,J lffOi" ìow its the [110]. rou,.

Fig. 7.1. (a)

(b)

(00i )"

Ø&_Ø& Ø&:ö

li1ol.---->

(r1o).
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ends of the rod. The poor atomic fit results in a higher interfacial free energy

at both e¡ids of the rod and leads to the equilibriunì shape of the particle

being that of rods rvith hemispherical caps at both ends. This explalation

is a supplemelt to the suggestion tl.Lat the rod shape is adopted to clecrease

the stra.in energy.

In the case of the FeAu alloy, the orientation relationship is similar to

tlte one obtained in the FeCu alloy. Horvever, the eAu particles grow into

very thin recta.ngular planes, once they are thermall¡' aged. The habit plane

of the precipitates is pa.rallel to the (100)a of cFe, rvhich is not the close-

packed planes *'ith highest deusity o{ atoms. Nevertheless, the Au plates

take the (100)a habit because this is the most effective.n'ay of reducing the

compressive strail energy due to the minirnurn in the elastic modulus iu the

[001]aFe direction.

According to the established orientation relationship of the Àu particles

in the aFe matrix, we have found, usirg the stereographic mehtod, that the

plane of e Au parallel to (001)a iron is very near (110)e, differing by less than

- 3.5". The close-packed rorv on the (110)e of eAu, i.e., the li10]€ direction,

frts better on the [110]o rou' than the 1010]a rorv on the (001)o plane of aFe.

Therefore, the direction of the maximum growth are the fou¡ < 110 > c
direction on the (001)a plane as shorvn in figure 7.2.



7.3 Pinning Force

It is essential to estinate the pinnilg force due to the interactiol betr.een tire

pins and the domain rvall befo¡e the theory of pinning pre.r'iouslS' developed

is a.pplied to interpret the observed electron micrographic results. There are

trvo major contributing effects to the pinning force; (i) the rvall elergy efect,

and (ii) the effect of demagr.Letizing energy.

7.3.L Wall Energy Effect

The domain ivall has a definite t'al1 energy and therefo¡e a tendency to stick

to the ilclusiors (or pins) in order to reduce the total energy. The reduction

in energy of the system in this case is considered to be c¿used simply by

the lorvering of the net rva.ll area (or volume) .n'hen the rvall contains an

inclusion. To calculate this efiect, we assulne ihat the inclusion is spherical

and rve consider tl'o exl¡erne cases; (i) d )) l, and (ii) d << lo, rvhere d is the

diarneter oI the inclusion and l" is the thickless of the domain t'all.

Case (i): d >> f,

Consider a 180' domain wall, the eÌergy pel unit area is ,y. Initially,

the rvall is pinned at the inclusion, as shon'n in figure 7.3a. When a field 11

is applied, the rvall is displaced a. distance z as shorvn in figure 7.8b. The

change in wall area is then,

"rlr -"t.|.1 - "'l:n"'
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Fig' 7.3. (a) Domain wall pinned by an inclusio' in the absence of field
(b) Domain w¿ll has been displaced by the applied field.
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The change in ivall energy , AE,,, is lherefore,

AE.,, : 1n z2 (7 6)

and tlre pinning force is dÙ-ld.z :21¡æ; aT z: dl2, we therefore Ìrave the

rlaxinum pinning force per pil, /-, and it is equaì to,

(7 7)

Case (ii): d << /,

In t1.Lis case, the inclusion is inside the u'all as shown in figure 7.4a. Let

the center of the wall be at z = 0 and .Ð, is the rvall energ)' per unit volume.

Conside¡ the boundary conditions:

E"(t"12):0 at z:t"12

E,(-t"12)=0 at z:-t"12 (7.8)

Assunre thai al z: O, ¿,(x) is rnaximum (i.". t, (nax)). Therefore, lve

can colst¡uct a triangular profile for tire rvall energj¡ across the domain rvall

as in figure 7.4b. We can \rrite,

Eu:rnsz* E"(rnaæ) (7.e)

.¡-=z*1!=ya

and
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u¡lìere ?¿á is the slope of the plot of Ð, against, z. \\¡hen z -- t.12, E" is zero;

llris inrplies L\al m" : -(21t")8,þnøz). Substiiuting this into eqtr 7.9, E,

becomes,

Ð, : E,(rnaæ) - (l)ø,{,""*)z: E,(mac)|7 - (zlt")z) (7 i0)

On tlre otlrer liand when z : -t"12 and r¿ = (21t")Ð"(maa), eqn Z.g be-

colnes,

E, : E"(maæ)[t + (21t")z] (7.11)

To solve for E"(max), u'e ernploS, the relationship,

2 J" E"d.z : 1 (7.12)

Putting eqn 7.10 into eqn 7.12, rve obtaÃ E,(maæ) : Zllt". The average

energy per unit volume across the entire rvall is therefore,

u _ E"(maæ) _1-r+ (7.13 )

The wall elergy taken bv a particle in the domain rvall is therefore,

Eu x u olunze of particle: (7.14)1*r-
t"
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A

to

and the m¿ximum pinning force per pin is, helce,

r-:(+)(,i?t:*" \='tÒ uzzcteness'

^lup

t"d.
(7.15 )

7.3,2 Demagnetizing Energy Effect

uon-magnetic inclusion presenl in the nratrix, shorvn in flgure 7.5a, leads

the existence of the rnagnetostatic energy is

Eo= (7.16)

tvhere ø, is the volume of tire particle, N is the demagnetizing factor and 1

is the spontaneous magnetization. As soon as a particle is partially or com-

pletely enclosed by a dornain wallr a redistribution of the internal magnetic

poles rvill take p1ace. This results iu a lorvering of the magnetostatic energy.

\\/lren tlre dor-nain rva1l thickless is smaller thar.L the particle, i.e., d, )) 1",

this efect is illustrated in figure 7.5b. In such a case, the 180' domain rvall

passes through the cente¡ of the inclusion ald E¡ is reduced l:y half of its

original value.

The case in which d << t" is shoryn in figure 7.5c. Tlie change of

magnetostatic energy in this case is estimated in the following way. For any

poinl z inside the wall, the magnetization vector /,, makes a certain angle d

rvith the rnagnetization, 1, outside the rvall. In a srrall region about z, rve

splii f., into trvo components: .I,, and 1o, normal ald parallel to 1.,

!NPo^
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Fig. 7.5. (a) and (b) demonst¡ate the redistribution of internal poles
which are created t'hen a domain wall passes the inclusion
in the case oÍ d > 1", (c) for the case d i ú".

'1

(b)

'1
(.)

^'l I'
J
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1, = 1-sirrAá = r-l\z(#)l

Assume that Ad is small and the average values of 1o and I^ over Az

respectively,

, t ^,/dt\\2t,: lJ^"r_Í - \î:]El) þAzl(Lz)-1 = 1_lr _

respectively. Therefore, rve cau rvrife,

and

and

ald

Ip = I.cosAd = 1,,[1 _ 'Utxt)'l= 1,,11 - 'Uf"<ffln

-- , Lz2d0 Azd.OI - I 

-- 

I _'- 2dzAz - '- 2d."

ar'('#)',

-;-| tl

(7.r7)

( 7.18)

(7. ie)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

For a. particle rvith center located at z , the cornponent 1o gives rise to dipole

energy and 1", to quadrupole energy. Lel Az = d,12, and square the trvo

terms, we have,

lo':13[t-ff1

r_, = n(#)(#r

I{errce, tlre magnetostatic elergv associaled u,ith lo ard .I,,, i.e. Eo alnð. Eno
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are given by, substituting eqns 7.21 anà 7.22 into eqn 7.16,

ar.Ld

E^ = 
r_ 

N trt¡rt _ r {y do ¡rr
¿ iz az

E-^ : 7- ¡¡ ¡z1r¡¡ 
d' 

\(do ,',

fo: o.o2612Nt't*f fll

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.26)

rvliere tlre al¡solute maguitude of f., is identical to 1, (i.e. I3: I,).

The change of nagnetostatic erìergy, Að, betweel the case where the

particle is inside the I'all and the situatiol rvhere the particle is outside the

rval1, is given by,

LE = En -(Eo* n^.¡ = )urv t$ ll a,tff (7.2s)

Therefore, the maúmum piruing force due to the denagnetizing effect is,

Here, we had replaced '# AV î,. To estimate the total maximum pinning

force per pin, /, due to the above trvo efects, rl'e must sum up the values o{

f- and fp, f¡orn the wall energ¡'efect and the dernagnetizing energy effect

respectively.
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7.3.3 Calculation of Pinning Force

The size ¿nd dimelsions of the precipitates are recorded in tables 6.4 and 6.5

{or the FeAu ard FeCu alloys respectivelr'. The volunes of these particles can

be readii¡' obtained. Holi'ever, the demagnetizing factors of these particles

can olly be evaluated mathematically. The fort.nulae provided by Osborn[15]

rvere employed. As {or fhe thickness of the domain rvall, úo, and the domain

t'all etrergy per unit arca, 1; t" is taken as 1000 å and 7 is - Terg crn-z,

similiar to the vaiues of pure iron. Tlie saturation magletization, .I, are

1687 erg Oe-lcm-s and 1695 erg Oe-|cm-' for the FeAu and FeCu alloys

respectively as reported in chapter 5.

It is also found that the pinning fo¡ce due to the small particle is very

much less than tliat generated froln the large particle. Therefore, when both

kinds of particles appear in the specimen, the pinning {orce generated from

tlie large particle are only cousidered. Pinnilg forces, /,, and /¿, of the

aged specimens of the trvo alloys tvere calculated. Their values and the total

pinning force, /, are tabuialed in table 7.l attd 7.2 for the FeAu and FeCu

allo¡'s ¡s5t..1;t.tt.

7.4 Experirnental Errors

Tìre micrographs provided us with iuform¿tion on the size and density of the

precipitates for diferent aging time. Holever, uncertainties reach S0 % for

the size measuremeut and 30 % for the densit¡' estir¡rates for small precipi-

tates. For extetìsively aged specimens, the ur.Lcertainties decrease, since
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Table 7.1. Pinning fo¡ces of diferent aged FeAu speciniens

sPecrmer age(mins) N

Pinning force (dvue per pin)

f,,,fof
rlD

3B

5B

7B

8B

IOB

128

0

30

120

568

1000

2480

85?0

0.99

0.76

0.52

0.5 7

0.59

0.59

6.34 x 10-8 2.35x10-6 8.2 x 1g-s
2.89 x t(r-s g.36x 10-6 B.Z x l0-s
5.29 x I0-5 I.lZx I0-5 6.5 x I0-5
9.20 x l0-5 2.t8xl¡-s I.t4 x 1g-a

9.89 x 10-s 3.7x 1¡-: 1.36 x 10-a

1.08 x l0-a 5.7I x lO-s 1.65 x 10-a

1.22 x t0-4 9.2? x lo-s 2.I5 x l0-a

Table 7.2. Pinning forces o[ differelt aged FeCu specimens

age(mins) N
Pinning force (dyne per pin)

J- Ío f
IA
2A

4^

5A

6A

7A

8.4

9A

104

114

72A

0

30

60

150

300

600

1000

1700

3000

5500

8600

r3400

4.2

4.2

4.2

4.2

1.16

0-72

0.80

0.83

1.02

f.it
r. i6

T.2I

7.54 x t0 -B

3.02 x 1(t- 7

4.71 x I0-7

t.I I x 10-6

3.30 x 10-6

6.13 x 10-6

7.86 x 10 -6

8.61 x t0-6

1.0 x 10-5

I.07 x l0 -5

I.13 x I0-s

1.20 x l0-5

3.36 x 10-6

5.38 x i0-7

I.31 x 10 -6

7.26 x t0-6

3.46 x 10-6

5.20 x I0-o

i.02 x llJ-i
1.32 x t0 -5

2.54 x i0-s

3.3 7 x 10-5

4.t19 x 10-;

4.96 x 16-;

1,09 x 10-?

6.40 x 10-?

1.78 x 10-6

8.37 r. 10-u

6.76 x 10-G

l.13 x l0-5

I .81 x 10. 5

2.19 x I0-s

3.54 x 10-5

4.44x i0-s

5.22 x 10-s

6. i,6 x 16-s
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Table 7.3. The estimaled uncertainties for different parameters

Particle Type Size Density f^"" Calculated ã"
strong pinning)

Calculated 11"
(rveak pinning)

small < 300Å

large > 400å

50% 30% 20070

20 % 20% r00 %

100 %

200 %

400 %

200 %
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the precipitates are large and rnore distinct; the uncertainties are approxi-

mately 20 % for both the size an<ì the density measurement.

According to eqns 7.15 and 7.26, r,r'e are able to calculate fp and f-,
and helce the rnaximur.n pinuing force per pin, /, if the size and shape of

the precipitates are knorvu. The uncertainty in / due to t]re small particle

size reach 200% l'hile it is about 100% for the large particles.

The densit5' and the calculated naxirnum pinning force per pin, /,
elable us to deterrnine the coercit'e force for the strong pinning case, accord-

ing to eqn 3.34 and for the rveak pinning case, according to eqns 3.104 and

3.105. In lhe case of small precipitates, lhe values for the coercivity from

tlre calculatious may have an uncertainty of 400%. For the large parlicles,

the uncertainty is about 200%. The uncertainties o{ these parameters are

sumrnarized in table 7.3.

7.5 Dernagnetizing Effect

Recall the condition given in expression 3.40, according to rvhich the dernag-

netizing effect can be neglected for strong pinning, if # << 1.

In the case of rveak pinning, the condition is governed by eqn 3.105.

When 6 <<.y, (+)' becomes 1, the demagnetizing effect can be neglected.

Since the values of density, p, and / are readily available, we are able to

apply these. conditions to determine if the dernagnetizing eflect is necessary

to be considered. Usually rvhen one deals rvith irol, or iron-rich alloys, the

demagnetizing efect has to be taken into consideration because of the large
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vaìue of spontaneous rnagnetizatiol of iron. For the FeCu aud FeAu allo¡'s, rve

had found that # r.r,as larger than 1. Therefore, all the calculations based

upon tlte strong piuning theor5' lyill illclude the dernagnetizing effect. At the

same time, *'e also found that (f )'z is larger than 1, rvhich indicates thal the

dernagnetizilg eflect cannot be ignored in the rveak pinning calculations.

7.6 Experimental and Theoretical Compar-
ison

The measured coercive force, 1/", at roorn temperature, of diferent FeAu and

FeCu specirnens has already been presented in tables 6.2 and 6.3. With the

values of the density p and the maxirnum pinning force per pin, /, obtained

fronr tables 6.4, 6.5, 7.1 and 7.2, it is possible to estimate theoretically the

coercive force of each specimen according to tl.Le pinning theory that rvas

given in Chapter 3.

To calculate the coercive force, assuming that the pinnir.rg process is

strong, rve v'ill utilize eqn 3.34

-4 17

H, = 0.35(P=J.=)i
'l'1 '

11,, is the coercivity of the specimen ivithout the consideratioll of thermal

activation energy. And eqn 3.52

H. = 0.35t-? r-ilpn Í, (t- 4.51 x tO-s7-3¡21å
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wlìere ll" is the coercivitJ' at roorn letnperature. To calculate the coercive

force, assuming the pinning process is rveak, the folloiving equations are em-

ployed, i.e., eqns 3.105 and 3.113

and

H"- H"rr rfitrffi|
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 shorv the values of II. and ,I1" from the strong and

rveak pinuiug calculation for the FeAu and FeCu alloys respectivelS,. The

observed coercive force fI" (obs) at room ternperature are also listed in the

trvo tables for comparison purpose. The pinning index, p', defrned by eqn

3.38 is also calculated for the specimens of the two alloys. The results are

also slrou'n in the tables. Since B'depends on both f a:nð p, the estimated

uncertairrty of B' is - 200%.

Tlre resulls tabulated in tables 7.4 and 7.5 give us additional guidance

in searching for the possible rnechanism(s) of pinning for the FeAu and FeCu

alloys.

For the FeAu specimels, after prolonged agilg (ú > 30 mins), the

theoretically calculated coercive force at roorn temperature) I1c, predicted

by the strong pinning theory is in better agreernent ivith tlie measured 11"

thal the values of -ll" tire rveak pilning theory provides. The difference in

the rnagnitude of 11" from strong pinning theory and the nteasured.H" is

E"= *
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Table 7.4. Values o-f the_measured, calculated coercive force and 6,
. r'atues of rtre FeAu .p".í..ìiälä-ii"r-"ìit';;"i;;';;::'" "

Table 7.5. Values of th.e measured, calculated coercive force and B,values of the FeCu allo-v specimens at difereut aging time

specinren(age) observed
I{.(Oe)

Stronø
¡¡"(oð

Pinning
H"(o.)

\{¡eak Pinnins
H.(oe) ¡¡"(ö") B'

1B(0)

3B(30)

5B(120)

?B(s68)

8B(1oot))

108(2480)

128(8570)

0.34

0.66

1.87

5.65

5.8 r

4.56

3.79

0.003 0

0.64 0.58

r.93 1.81

5.01 4.79

6.43 6.17

7.28 i.02

7.86 7.63

0.07 0.06

8.38 4.36

21.9 10.30

5 i. ? 21.7

65.1 27 .3

7 4.9 30.7

84.9 33.9

0.10

0.94

0.98

0.93

1.02

r.20

1.34

specimen(age)
observed
¡1.(o") Strong

IJ"(oe)
Pinning
H"(Oe)

Weak Pinning
1J,(O"¡ r¡.16.,

iA(o)
2A(30)

3A(60)

4A(150)

5A(3oo)

6A(600)

7A(1000)

8A(i7oo)

eA(3000)

10A(5500)

r rA(8600)

r2A(r3400)

0.50

0.52

0.53

0.7r

0.85

1.09

1.01

1.04

1.06

1.I6

I.05

I.I2

0.001 0

0.02 0.003

0.01 . 0.004

0.01 0.06

0.02 0.0I

0.05 0.04

0.12 0.r0

0.19 0.17

0.56 0.5r

0.91 0.84

1.33 1.23

1.96 1.83

0.02 0.02

0.37 0.26

0.15 0.11

1.17 0.?4

0.37 0.26

0.89 0.58

2.05 r.2r

2.92 7.64

7.44 3.79

11.41 5.77

15.76 7.72

21.95 10.r0

0.08

0.1 r

0.12

0.34

0.16

0.24

0.38

0.45

0.72

0.86

r.07

r.22
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acceptable and u'ithin experimental uncertainty.

The B'r'alues in these prolonged aged specimens are also calculated.

They are very close to or larger than 1. Hot'ever, it is found that for the as-

quenched specinerì) rvitli f = 0 rnin, the strong pinning calculatiol suggests

a zero coercivity tvhile the rveak piruring calculation gives a coercivity rvliich

is stnaller than the nleasured H"l:y a factor of 5. Ai this stage, the B, r'alue

is found to be 0.1.

We also notice that in the last trvo results, i.e., rvher.L the aging tilne is

over 2480 rnins, theorecticai 11" calculated frorn the strong pinning theory <le-

viates signiflcantly from the measured fI", though stiil ivithin experimentally

uncertainty. Nevertheless, the difrerence appears relatively larger than the

deviation {ound in the stages wlien time is under 2000 mins. The reason is

that after proloìged aging, the Au particles have grown so large that closure

dornains are forrîed in their vicinities in favour of reducing the demagne-

tizing energr'. The pinning force required to resto¡e the wall to the particle

is also largely reduced, hence also the coercive force. Therefore, there is a

groÌvi g discrepancy betrveen the theoretical values and the measured values.

A detailed discussiou of the forrnatiotì of closure domains rvill be presented

in the next sectiol.

Figure 7.6 provides a good graphical cornparison l¡etrveen the .H" values

for the trvo theories and the neasured fI". The flgure indicates that ri'eak

pinning theory is a better choice to describe the pinning process u'hen the

FeAu specimen is at ihe as-quenched siage. When the specimens are aged,
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Fig. 7.6. Figure shows the coe¡cive fgrc_e, I/" versus aging time of the
FeAu alloy, o is the I/. calculated f¡om the"rvåak pinnrng 

-

model, A is the II. calculated from the strong pinning moäel,
and o is the I1" recorded from the measu¡ement.

Coercivitl' 11.(Oe)

o ¡Ic from Weak Pinning Theory

A I/" from Strong Pinning Theory

o /1" from measurement
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strong pinning theor¡' provides a better prediction of their coercivities, For

specimens rvith age over 2000 rnins, strong pinning theory alone is not suffi-

cient to predict an accurate l/", and has to be niodified to accomodate the

presence oÍ the closure dorn¿ils inside the iron matrix.

In the case of the FeCu alloy, rvhen specimeus rvere aged under 600

rnins, strolg pilning fails to predict values of 11" close to their measured

values. The calculated l/" are nearl¡' equal to zero. When the aging tirne

of the specirnens reaches 1000 mils, the predicted 11" frorn strong pinning

theor¡', though still small compared rvith the measured 11", is net'ertheless

converging to the measured values. At agilg time of 3000 rnins and above,

the calculated 11" from the strong pinning theory are close to the measured

lJ.. Their differences are within acceptable experimental uncertainty.

On the other hand, rveak pinning theory provides a better prediction

of 11" rvhen the specirnens are aged under 600 mils. The predicted and

measured values are difrerent, but *.ithin acceptable error. The B, values in

this range are very much less than one. When the specirnens are aged for

3000 nrins and above, weak pinning fails to predict acceptable fI. values in

agreemerìt to the measured .F1.. The values of Br of these specimens are close

to or larger than 1.

Figure 7.7 provides a clear summary of the above discussion. It is

e¡'ident that the FeCu specimens a¡e not confined to only one unpinning

mechanism. In the early stage of aging, the unpinnirìg process of FeCu alloy

can be fulll' described by the rveak pir irìg theory. When the specimens are
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Fig. Z.Z. Figure sho. ö 
*ðrfïti, iJi:,.:3;*,,åiti*ä*1T'Jr.':ffiåi,îi;
and . is the r/" recorded fromrfte ,""r;;:it:Ír:truing model
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aged bet\\'eerì 1000 to 1700 mins, the uupinling process carì be of either a

rveak or strong nature. Ili this intermediate state, the p' value is non-zero

but less thar 1. Afier prolonged aging, the unpinning process of the alloy is

definitely strong with p/r'alue close to or la.rger than l.

7.7 Thermal Activation and the Pinning Mod-
els

\\¡e have mentioned earlier that the coercive force .FI" rvas temperature de-

peldent. The coercive fleld 11" is equal to llo u'hen the thermal activation

energy is zero, i.e., T = 0" I{ . Horvever, at temperature 7, the coercive force,

11", required for unpinning of the domain rvall is less than fI, because the

balance of the energy is supplied thermally. Recall the relationship between

the absolute temperature coercivity II, and the temperature dependent co-

ercivity -F1", given by eqn 3.15 for stong pinning.

,H".t .751(T.z\a.),=1-l +tl )"

and eqrL 3.113 forrveak pinning

F. 25KT
r - (¿x 

s1"ó, ).

The observed 11" values at room temperature are readily available for

the FeAu aud FeCu alloys; rvith these two expressions, it is possible to find

the critical fieldl?,, at the absolute zero as given by the two pinning theories.

H.
.nñ
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The results o{ the calculated .ä. from the measured ä" are listed in table 7.6

and 7.7 for the FeAu and FeCu aìloys respeclively.

The tables also shorv the ¡atio of ihe Il, r'alues frorn the trvo pinning

theories to their 1I. values at room temperature for the two allo5's. The

results of the FeCu alloy can be cornpared rvith the experimental results

obtaired by Qureslii aud Chaudhary[28]. Thev had found the ratio of the

coercive field 11" at various ternperatures to its value at 293"K for some iron-

rich FeCu alloys (up to 3 rvt % Cu). The alloys ivere aged for - 1000 mins at

700'C. Further analysis of their data gives the ratio of the absolute zero Ho

to the room temperature, 11" io be - 1.08. Tliis experimental value agrees

very rvell rvith the H"f H. ratío calculated from the strong pinning theory for

the prolonged age FeCu specinÌerìs (age > 3000 mins), and agree fairly rvell

rvitlr tlre H"f H. vahes obtained for the FeCu specirnens aged for 600 mins to

1700 mins, *15%. The H"f H. ntio obtained from the strong pinning theory

{or the FeAu alloy ranges from 1.11 to 1.03 once the alloy rvas aged. The

maximurn diferelce bettveen these figures and 1.08 is less than 5 %.

The results presented also show a comparison of the absolute zeto co-

ercivities .FI,(s) and I1,(*,) calculated from the measured IJ" at roorn ternper-

ature according to eqns 3.51 for strong pirlning ald 3.113 for lveak pinring

respectively. We liotice that iu the as-quenched FeAu specimen, i.e., 18,

11,(s) is greater thar.L /1"(rv). Hoivever, after the specimen is aged, the cor.L-

ditiorr reverses, i.e., H"(s) < H,(-) A sirnilar situation occurs in the FeCu

alloy. The //"(s) is greater tharì f1"(u') in specimens rvit,h age less than 150
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specimeÌì(age)

Table 7.6. g:i:"1r"4 å, "."i::, f¡om rhe.measured ff" usirg both rhesr¡ong and weak pinnins .råaålîlïäå iL.Äu .p".i*"nr'L'.he ¡esults o". aompor"d.

1B(0)

3B(30)

5B(120)

iB(568)

8B(1000)

108(2480)

128(8570)

().34

0.66

1.87

o.0.1

5.81

4.56

3.79

Strong Pinning Theorv
11.(Oe) E-

H,

>> 0.73 >> 2.15

0.73 1.11

2.00 1.07

5.91 1.05

6.05 1.04

4.73 1.04

3.91 1.03

Weak Pinning Theory

i:, H"(oe) *

0.82 0.41 1.27

rì <9 1.)7 10t

0.17 3.98 2.1J

0.42 13.45 2.38

0.42 13.83 2.38

0.41 11.12 2.44

0.40 9.48 2.50

H,(s) > H"(w)

H.(s) < H"(u)

H"(s) < H"(u)

H"(s) < H"(u)

H"(s) < H"@)

H.(') < n.(-)
H"(s) < H"(u)

weak

sttong

strong

strong

st¡ong

strorg

st¡ong



specimen(age)

Table 7.7. Calculated ff.
ra'eak pinning

1A(0)

2A(30)

3A(60)

4A(150)

5A(300)

6A(600)

7A(1000)

8A(1700)

eA(3ooo)

104(5500)

11A(8600)

12A(13400)

values f¡orn.the l¡easured -H" usin& both strong andmodels fo¡ the FeCu specimËns. îhe ¡esults ,ieîåîopar"d.

0.50

0.52

0.53

0.71

0.85

1.09

1.01

1.04

1.06

1.16

1.05

1.1.2

Strong Pinning Tìreory
Ë"(o") E

It.

2.71 5.42

2.71 5.2r

I.2i) 2.36

n 02 1 o1l.rJ.L

1.16 1.36

1.36 1.25

1.18 I.t7
1.20 1.15

I.t7 f.io
7.26 1.09

1.13 1.08

1.20 1.07

\\ieak Pinning Theory

+, ä,(oe) ,4:

0.88 0.57 1.14

0.71 0.73 1.40

0.76 0.70 t.32

0.63 1.13 1.22

0.?0 1.20 1.41

0.65 1.68 i.54

0.59 r.77 1.69

0.56 1.86 7.79

0.51 2.08 1.96

0.50 2.30 1.98

0.49 2.r4 2.04

0.46 2.43 2.1.7

x. lntermediatepinning

Comments

ä.(") > 11,(u) | u,eak

ã,(,) > ã"(u) | weak

H.(') > tr"(u,) | *eok
ã,(") æ fI"(r¿) I inte¡*
å,(s)=ff,(u)ltnte,*
fl,(s) = fl,(rrl) | inter*
fi"(r) < ã,(a,) ] strons

¡f,(r) < 11"(zr) I strong

¡r"(r)<ä,(trl)lstrong
¡1,(,) < ä,(-) I .tror,g

¡f"(r) <,Y,(zr) | strong



mins. For FeCu specirnens age for 300 to 600 mins, the values of /J"(s) and

11"(rv) diller by < 18%. ll¡hen tìre specinìen is aged for 1000 mins or more,

the calculated 11"(w) is larger than the II.(s).

hi the previous section 7.6, rve clairned that the pinning regirne in the

FeCu alloy u'as rveak when ils age was under 600 mins, the pinning rvas

intermediate rvhen its age \vas betu'een - 1000 to - 1?00 uins and rvas

strorìg at age 3000 mins or above. This claim is consistent rvith the results

u'e have preseuted in this section.. With tlie FeCu specimens aged ulrder 600

nrins, tlre H"lH. ntio is not equal to 1.08 and 11,(s) ) -É1"(zr), u,hich suggest

rveak pinning. For specimens t'ith age betrveel - 1000 to - 1700 mins, the

H"lH. ntio is near 1.08 and 11"(s) smaller but close to 11,(w). Lastly, when

the FeCu specineÌ is aged over - 3000 mins, t\e H"lH" is equal to 1.08 and

f[,(") < fI.(tr.') rvhich indicates strong pinling.

In the case of the FeÀu alloy, rve clainred in the previous section that

the piuning regime in tl.Le as-queuched FeAu specimen 18, was weak and

it became strong once the specimen rvas thermally aged. The results here

indicate that strong pinning theory in the as-quenched case predicts a very

much higher coercivity than the prediction from the rveak pinning theory,

i.e., rY"(s) > H"(.). Therefore, the unpiuning process is rnore probably weak

than strong. In the prolonged aged case, slrong pinning theory predicts a

lorver 1/"(s), and therefore the utipinning process is strong rather than weak.
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Chapter B

Secondary Domain Formation



8.L Matrix and Inclusion

We had mentioned earlier in sectiou T.3 that u'hen a non-magnetic inclusion

is present in the matrix, the appearance of free poles is inevitable, as shou,n

in figure 8.la. The corresponding dernagletizing energy, -Ð¡, has been given

by eqn 7.16,

1

Ee = ,N lzuo

rvhere .lÈ is the denagnetizing {actor, 1is ihe spontaneous magnetization

and oo is the volume of the inclusion. However, the formatior.r of local

¡nicr ostructur es, i.e. secondary domains around the inclusions can lead to a

considerable reductiou in their demagnetizing energ¡' such as those il figure

8.1b rvhere the free poles are spread out over a larger surface than those in

figure 8.1a. It does not follor', hoivever, that these secondary domains would

appear around any inclusions inside the matrix. It is because the forrnation

of the secondary dor¡ains involves the additioll of rvall energy and anisotropic

energy. Nevertheless, if the energy correspolding to the inclusion rvith the

secondary domails is less than the demagnetizing energy E¡, given b5, sq¡1

7.16, secondary domains are likel¡'to be found around the inclusion.

It is possible to calculate the critical size of the inclusion for the for-

mation of secoldar¡' domains. To ease the complexity of the calculation, we

ryill assume that the shape of the inclusion is spherical .rvith diarreter d and

let the length of ihe spike of the second¿ry dornain be I", as shorvn in figure

9.1b.
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The dernagnetizing energ¡' iuduced by a uon-nagletic spherical ilclu-

siol of diameter d is therefore, according to eqn 7.16, equal to,

(81)

The energy involved in the case o{ a non-rnagnetic spherical inclusion

rvith triangular spikes at the top and botton o{ the inclusion consists of tl.re

follorvilg terms; (i) the demagnetizing energy, (ii) domain tvail energy and

(iii) anisotropy energy.

To calculate the dernagnetizing energy in such configuration, again,

eqn 7.16 is used. Horvever, in this case, the demagnetizing factor, N, is given

byIi5]

t .4r . -.4¡. .d..^ED: ;(;)r'(; x;)" = !.1t2d3

N = (+)(t" hn1 - r)
mí

rvlrete tn 1 = 2l"ld, therefore, Iy', ca' be rervritte' as,

-)2 ltN: ( ;){¿,¿(+)- liL;a
(8.3 )

The total volurne of the configuration z¿ is the sum of the volune ol

the spherical inclusion and the volune of the two triangular spikes. We

have approximated tlie total volurne to the volume of trvo triangular cones

of radius d,l2 a:nd heighl 1,. Therefore, tlie total volume o¿ is,

(8.2)

",=rrix*Yu: ([)a'u
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As shorvu il flgure 8.1b, the magnetization inside the secondary donain

is 90" to the naguetization o{ the matrix. Tlierefore, the conponents of

magnetization, 1¿, along the long axis of the spike is approximately,

I¿ = I¡ cos 45o + I- cos 45" : /i,I (8 5)

rvliere 11 arìd 1- are the magnetizatiol parallel and perpendicular to the

magnetization outside the secondary domain. Therefore, the der.nagnetizing

energy of the configuration such as shou'n in figure 8.lb is,

E, -- 1s¡,, x Area (8.7)

l'here Jso" is the rvall energy per unit area of a 90" domain rvali and the area

is approximately the same area o{ the curved surfa.ce of the trvo spikes (or

cones), and is equal to

Ea = 
1-1¡ 

7,u, - ta+1fyt"ç!1 - t1r, (8.6)

The domain wall energy, Er, invoh'ed ir this case is simply,

t,e,: 2,1¿r¡1(f;Y + 4ll (8.8)

Subslituting eqn 8.8 inlo eqn 8.7 and assume that ?so" æ 1.5.hs0" (= !.\ergcm-2),
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we lrave obtairred Er, and is giverr b¡',

8., x 7.íhss"T d.l 
" = 4.7 1 dl 

"
(8.e)

The anisotropy energy is of the order of the product of the anisotropy

constant, If, and the volume, ot E. : I((i)d'|". For iro¡, 1l is - 4.7 x

705 ergcrn-s. Therefore, the alisotrop¡' eltergy irì this case, 8.", is given by

8"" = 2.46 x 705 ¿121" (8.10)

Putting eqns 8.6,8.9 and 8.10 together, it is possible to find the energy E,¿

involved il the case of the inclusion rvith secondary donain spikes,

(8.11)

Cotnparing eqn 8.11 rvith eql 8.1, it is possible to obtain a critical diameter,

d.. Lel l" be - 5d, rve obtained,

d" = 25,000å

Therefore, if the diarneter ofthe inclusion, d, is larger than 25,000 å in an iron

natrix, secondary dornains in spike forrn ma¡, appear around it, because the

total energy in such colfiguration is lorvered than the demagnetizing energy

associated rvitli an inclusion alole in the lr-ratrix, (i.e. Ð,¿ ( E¡r). Horvever,

if illclusion has size less than d", it tvill be energeticall¡' unfavoural¡le for

E"d = 1.64(lþnt*l - l)I'z + 4.71dt" + 2.46 x 105 d2t"
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secondary domains to be formed beca.use of the iltroduction of extra l'all

energv and anisotropy elìergy. This is a reason wlìy we *'ere not able to

observe auy seconda.ry domains associated rvith the inclusions (or pins) in the

irol matrix durilg our studies because the sizes of gold and copper particles

in the FeAu atìd tlìe FeCu alloy respectively are very much smaller than d".

8.2 Domain \Mall and Inclusion

Another situation is, l,hen a donrain rvall iltersects an inclusion, the dernag-

netizing energy due to free poles reduces because of the redistribution of tlie

free poles. Further reduction of the eììergy rnay occur if secondary domains

appear in the vicinitS' of rvall-inclusion interaction. The latter could only

happen if the inclusion reaches a certain size. To reduce the complexity of

the problem, we l'ill assume that the size of the inclusion d is greater than

the thickness of the domain wall, úo.

Tlie domain wall cuts across the inclusion, a quadrupole is formed as

shown in figure 8.2a. The energy involved in this case, En, is given by

n, = 
r1ff;ur,) * t^,,qf;¡' :0.5bt2d3 - 0.7sd2 (8.12)

If secondar¡' domails ¿re formed during the interaclion betrveen the

domain rvall and the inclusion, as shown in flgure 8.2b, the total energy of

this configuration rvill consist of the doruain wa.ll energy and the anisotropy

energy. Tlie demagnetizing energy iu this case can be neglected because the
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Fig. 8.2. Diagram (a) shorvs th¿t a domain rvall cuts across an iuclusion
and the quadrupole configuration is {o¡med. (b) shou's that
secondary domains are formed during the interaction between
the wall and the inclusion.

(al

domain u'all (180")

1,
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r.n¿glìetization across the domain rvalls is continuous, there is no {ree pole.

The total surface area o{ the secondary domains {ormed can be approx-

inrated to the curved surface of tÌie tn'o cones l'ith the 1¡ase of radius d,f2 and

lreiglrt of - 1.5 d. The a¡ea is therefore equal to - 7.6rt12. Since a portion

of the rvall area is eliminaled because of the presence of the microstructure,

therefore, the domain rvall energ5', E, is given by,

E^, = 1s¡"(I.6ti d") - r"o"(0.7 5n d2) x 6.75d.2 (8.13)

According to our previous assumption, i.e., radius = dl2 a , height : 1.5d,

rve found thai the volurre) r,,¿, of the secondary domains forrned is given by,

", 
: rtilrf,y rr.ld.) - É)"ef = 0 26d3 (8.14)

Tlrerefore, tlre anisotropS' energy, 8o,.,, is equal to - 0.26K d,3 and fhe total

energy in this configuration is given by,

E"¿ = 6.75d3 + !.22 x 7os d3 (8.15)

Cornpare eqn 8.15 and 8.12, it is possible to postulate a criticai dimension

for the size of the inclusioll, beyond rvhich seconda¡y dornains rvill be formed

during the domain tyall and inclusion interaction. We have obtained,

d" x 520:4
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X,Iicrographs from the electron rrlicroscopic studies of the FeAu and

FeCu specirnens do not shol' any tra.ce of secoldary domain formation rvith

particlesof size - 520åin tlie cu-iron rnatrix. Hotever, when FeAu specirnens

t'ere aged for more than - 2000 mins, rve obsert'ed that the¡e rvere secoldary

domails formed around some of the gold precipitates. These Au particles

t'ere of size - 5000å or above as sho\l¡n in figure 8.3. The calculated d. in

tltis c¿se is probably uuderestinrated.

Recalling ou¡ first assumption, i.e., the iuclusion u'as assurned to be

splrerical and the demagnetizirlg factor, 1{, used in eqn 8.12 rvas 4nf3 = 4.2,

n'ltereas, in the actual situation, the inclusion, the gold precipitate, is a. thin

plate, Il - 0.6. The volume of a gold particle is also smaller than the

assumed spherical sliape. ?herefore, u'e believe that the Ðo in eqn 8.12 was

overestirnated 10 tinres, and therefo¡e the d"(t 520å), I'e had found, should

be 10 times larger.
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Fig 8.3. Micrograph ¡eveals the formation of secondary domains
a¡ound the e Au.particles in ¿n FeAu specimen.

Ío.2778 qþ\
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Chapter I
A.C. Susceptíbility and
Ðomain Wall Pinning



9.I. Introduction

Bv using the a.c. susceptil¡ility measurernent lechnique, it is possible to

obtain inslaltaneous values of susceptibility of nagnetic materials at any

stage of their rr.ragnetization process.

\\¡hen a ferromagnet u'ith a randol¡ array of inhomogeneities is in a

dema.gnetized state in the ¿bsence of an extern¿l field, the domain rvall tends

to rest al the inhomogeneities to minirnize the domain u'a1l area; hence the

energ¡' is reduced. At, this stage, u'hen a small a.c. field is applied, the

domaill rvall oscillates al a frequency the same as that of ttre a.c. fie1d if
tlte relaxation time of the tvall is no longer than the reciprocal of the field

frequelc;'. The donain rvall, therefore, rvill expand arìd contract betrveen a,

volume ?, * Aø and u - Ao where z and Ao are the originai volunre and the

change of volurne of the domain respectivel¡'.

In lhe ¿bseuce of an externaì bias fleld (D.C.), if the a.c. field is sm¿11

enough, rve may able to obtain a zero field susceptibility, rvhich is equivaìent

to the i¡ritial susceptibility obtained from the direct slope measurer¡ent of

the initi¿l portion of an initial r.nagnetization curve (or from the method

described in section 6.1.4). The values of the initial susceptibility and the

zero field a.c. susceptibility are shown in table 9.1. Horvever, ifthe magnitude

of the a.c. field is significantl5, large, the magnetizatior process does involve

not only reversible process, but irreversible ones as rvell. The a.c. field l'ill
brirg the rnagnetization process ilto a minor loop and the a.c. susceptibility

'rvill appear larger aud incorrect. Tlierefore, our objective is to obtain a.ll the
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Table 9.1. The values of a¡,, and the zero field X"... of the FeAu
and FeCu specimens.

etg Oe-z c?n-s
specimen age(min)

Xr,, X.-.c.

erg Q ¿-2 ¿*-t
specinreu age(min)

Xi" X"...

1B

2B

3B

4B

5B

6B

7B

8B

9B

IOB

rrB

r2B

0

l0

30

60

120

240

570

1000

1500

2480

4530

8570

s2 39.1

54 30.3

16 18.3

t2 I2.0
r0.5 9. t
6 7.6

J.J O.,5

8.0 6.7

7.5 6.7

7.5 6.6

9.0 7.4

9.5 7.8

l.{ o 28 go.2

2A 30 40 26.2

3.4. 60 26 2o.g

4.'t rso 9 8.0

5-4 J00 6.5 4.s

6.{ 600 4 4.1

7.4 rooo s 9.4

8-{ rZ00 6.s 3.9

9.4 3000 8.5 4.0

10.4. 5500 7.5 4.2

lIA 8610 3.7 4.2

l2A 1J400 5.5 4.7
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a.c. susceptibility measurenents as close to zero a.c. field as possible. The

tecl:.nique described in section 4.4 rvere employed during our a.c. susceptibil-

ily measurernent.

In the preseuce of a bias field 11, u'lien -H < I1", the coercive force,

the major portion of the dolnain ryall remail attached to the pilning sites.

As 1l > I1", the dorrain ri'all rvill be detached from the pins, the unpinnirg

process is governed by its pinning regime) eitlìer of strong or *'eak nature.

The relatiolships betrveen the a.c. susceptibilit¡, and the extemal bias field,

-É1, are derived from tlie theory of the strong and rveak domain rvall pinning

gi r.en belorv.

9.2 A.C. Susceptibility and 'Weak Pinning

As rve had described e¿rlier in section 3.5, {or a random arra]¡ of individual

rveak piuning sites, of density p, the pinning force comes from the statistical

fluctuations of the pil dislributiol. When ¿ fleld, ,l/, is present, the domain

rvall borys out. The profiÌe of the boived portion, i.e. the blister, corresponds

lo a maximum energy position u'here the pin density in the region shows a

fluctuation belorv the mean density. The volur¡e of the blister is given by,

u =3l.yb2 lF (s 1)

Eqn 9.1 is identical to the eqn 3.88, if ihe dernagnetiziug effect is absent

and F rvill become F'o. This equatiol inclicates that ø is independelt of the
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appiied field and depends otìly orÌ 7, ö and F. Horvever, the height of the

blister Az decreases and the base exteùds as 11 is inc¡eased. The domain rvall

peels away from the pils untii Az becomes zero at H : H". It rviil then be

unpinned and released simultaneousl5' froln this region of pinning sites. The

domain rvall, horvever, rvill again cease motion rvhen it comes across another

region of dense distributed pils corresponding to a coercive force larger than

the originaJ II".

As the dornain rvall is peeling arvay, the planar portion of the rvaÌI

rììove orì to new position as shorvn in figure 9.1. Since the volume of blister is

constant, the only portiou. contributing to the chalge of rnagnetization as 1{

increses, (H < H"), is the volume of plane rvallmovedt', rvhichis proportiorral

to the decrease in the heiglit of tlie blister Az. We can, therefore, employ

the same treatment as in the plane u'aìl case, assur.ning that the rvall moves

in the z-directiol. The maximun and minimum elergy positions of the rvall

lvere given by eqn 3.57

z"= i:b(I -'41+ : -øç - !7+r ñ"

The separatiol bets'een the rnaxinum and r'ìli inlunì energy positions at

given -Il is gii'en by,

Az=z^ -z^ :2b(1 * (e.2)

hi the absence of the activaiion erìergy and the applied fleld, Az is equal

H.,
H"J'

1(l.)



Fig. 9.1. Diagrams show the profrles ol maximum energy position for
fields Il, 1/r, If3 and Hn (H, < Hz 1 Hz < Hs _ H").
Az's a¡e the magnitude di{f erences betrveen the rnaúmum
and minimunr energy positions for different fields. The volume
of the blister @ rcmains unchanged.

Azt = 2b

J,

o", I

Azn=g

¿=0

He=H"

¡¡ z(Hr)

I z( H"\

| "@ò, t... a .'.." " 
' . .'.. :

orrgrnd ---+ ,. .. , a . '. - 
-domain wall position



to 21.¡. \\¡hen the field is nou-zero, the ivall bol's oul and the height of the

bliste¡ is also Az, i.e. 2å. Consider a domain rvall segrnent of area,4' ( a

field ildependent pararleter), at fleld ll, this segmenl nol¡es a distance z.

Tlre change of volume is therefore, u = A'2. The number of efective pins in

t, is then (.A'zp)i atd the i,olume per pin is (A'lùi z+ .

z is a function of field 11. Ai H :0, Az = 2b lltet z: 0. At H = H",

Az : 0 then z - 2ò. Therefore, we can express, z, the distance the tvall

segnrent ll'ro \¡e as, z : 2b - Az, l'hich is equivalent to the decrease in the

lreight of the blister. We found nurnerically thal z is proportional to H lH.
when 11 < 0.811, and can be ivritten as,

(e 3)

For larger If, close to 11", some portior of the domair l'all segrlent rnay lìave

already been unpinned, and eqn 9.3 u'ill not be valid in this situation.

Therefore, r.her 1l ç I1", the volume (per pin) of the domain *'all

segtnent moved, in the presence of the applied field, fI, can be rvritten as,

"=2b(#)

AI , H
u(per pin) = 1-- ¡å1201 - ¡t;pn. (e 4)

Eqn 9.4 indicates that o is proportional to l?à. The change of z rvitli respect

to a small a.c. field, À", i.e. the a.c. susceptibilitv (per pin), can be obtained
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by differenliating eqn 9.4 rvith å,", and is given by

x".(per ei") = 4#)('fff <ftit

X... (per etl : rq!¡:, 1ålt *IP \'/ z nc

X"..(per uotume): nç!¡î1L¡f f I ,, n" , q+ "

On sirnplifying eqn 9.6, I'e obtain,

The a.c. susceptibilitl', Xo.c,1 per volurne, is the product of X",., (per pin), the

urmber of dornain rvall per lengtli lr'" and the numl¡er of ellective pin per

ulit area, ¿nd it is git'en by,

(e 5)

(e 6)

X".".(Per tolume) - (s.7)

From eqn 9.7, we see that the a.c. susceptibility is inversely propor-

tional to the coercive force, i.e. the pinning force per unit area F, but remains

independent of the bias fleld, 11. As fJ increases and exceeds 11", the domain

rvall l¡reaks arva.Y cooper¿tively and moves ol to meet another region ol pitts,

tlre coercivity rvill then be äj, and H'. > H.. The tLerv pinlilg force per unit

1 I.lor -ìçt/
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areâ is theu -F'. Eqn 9.7 becomes

x|..".(p", uolume) - (e 8)

for11"<H<Hl

The nerv X!.". is tlien srnaller than tlie original X.."., bul remails con-

slant in the fleld range of H. < H ( IIj. Therefore, the change of X".". with

.[1 is not a smooth process) but takes place in discontiuuous steps. Hol,ever

in a rnacroscopic X@.c. l'ersns fI curve, rve should observe that Xo... is constant

wlren -I1 < 11" and X".". - H-t when 11 > f1".

9.3 A.C. Susceptibility and Strong Pinning

Unlike rveak piuning, strong pinning is due to discrete individual pin. Ini-

tially, the domain rvall is attached to some pins in the mat¡ix to milimize

the energy. The dourain rvall area per pin is Ao rvhen H < H.. As fl in-

creases, the rvall boivs out betrveel the pils. When .É1 ¡ I1", the domain rvall

ulpins from the pin and propagates. It rvill then attach to another neu, pin.

The uerv established area per pil is ,41, associated s'itli a new coercivitS' 11",

and ,41 < ,4o. Horvet'er, ,41 rer.nains constant until 1l reaches I1"1; then tire

rvall rnoves on to rneet alother nes' pin and establish -42. The char.Lge of the

pinning area -4 is therefore a disc¡ete process. Hon'ever, at the macroscopic

level, rve had alreadv derived, in Chapter 3, .4 is constant (i.e. ,4 : ,4,) rvhen

11_ (or _ì
lIr ' Ð¡,
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H < H", and rvheu ¡¡ s H.,,4 is givel by equ 3.10, i.e.

.t Í'l'.'* (sHIù+

\\¡itliout considering the demagletizing effect, the ¡'olume of the domain rvall,

u, su'ept out by the applied field ff, is given by eqn 3.4. Using the surface

tension tlreor5', H I : 1lR and eqn 3.5, rve obtain

(e s)

When a small a.c. field, å", is applied, the doma.ir ri'all oscillates, but there

is no change in ,4 since the rvall is pivoted at the same set of pins. Hor¡'ever,

tlre volume cltanges betrveen z t A¿, and u - La. Tlie a.c. susceptibility per

pin at a bias field, I/ is therefore given by

.A2..HIu: (. x-)+7f ')

.d,u. .A2..12
X"..(PerPin): ¡ç'- 7 =(. X-)Ift" .t1i 'l

x"...(per uotume)- t{ltIlt* ): o:""
+1f 1 A 47f1

And the a.c. susceptibilitl' per unit r.olume is then git'el by

(e.10)

(e.11)

Ðqn 9.11 ildicates that ¡..".(per volume) is directly proportional to the rvall

¿rea per pin, -4. \\/hel the applied If is less than the coercivitl' 11", i.e.

H < Il., A = A", the nean area per pin and is independent oI .H. Therefo¡e
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Xo.c. is ¿r consta t for ll < 11", Wher the applied field l1 is larger than 11",

,4 is a function of -FI and is gii'en by eqn 3.10 rvl.rich shows lltat A - H-i.
Tlris inrplies that X,.". is proportional to H-L ior H > H". We can lherefore

summarize the derivation as follorvs,

yo.".- constant H<H.

x".".-H-i H>H"

The demagnetizilg eflect t'as r.Lot considered in the above discussion,

lf rve take it into account, the volume of the elongated blister is then defined

by

u:tlVrnn:fLll'2', '2', (e.12)

as discussed in section 3.3, r'here å, is the height of ihe blister and ,4 is the

area of the b¿se of the blister. Accordilg to eqn 3.35, ,4 is proportional

1o H-i. From eqns 3.27, 3.33 and 3.34, å, is {ound to be proportional to

H+ @ < I1"). Therefore, in the dernagnetizilg case, tlìe volur.ne of the

l¡lister and the applied field is related in tlie follo*'ing form,

a - HiA (e.13)

On diflerentiating z rvith respect to a snall a.c. fleld, å,", we obtain,

x"...(Per Pin) * U-i I
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The a.c. susceptibility per volurne is again given b¡',

x....(per aolutne) - H-+ '4 x N" x ph

X".!per uolume) - Hi A (e.15)

The clrange of the pinning area,4 t'hen H > Hc, is a discrete process. At

the macroscopic level, tve derived A - ã-å (eqn 3.35), rve can, therefore,

conclude thal in the presence of the demagnetizing efect, the relationships

of Xo.". ald the applied field, ,FI, can be described as,

x".". - Aniç- a constant) H<H"

x."-eíi-n-i H>H.

9.4 Experiments

The phase-locked magnetometer, sholn in figure 4.6 rvas used to measure

the a.c. susceptibilities of tlie specimens. The specimens of the FeAu and

FeCu alloys of diferent ages \\'ere inserted iuto the sensing coil tr2. \Àlhile

measurements u'ere taken, an external field coil rvas used lo supplv the re-

quired bias field to the specinens. TlLe correct value of efiective bias field I/,

experienced by the specirnens at an¡' given external freld, -É1o, can be obtained

fronr eqn 4.6, i.e. H : H" - 1{1",. The values of 1-(11) are a.v¿ilable fronr

the initial magnetizatiol cun'es obtained. The observed a.c. susceptibility
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siglLals rvere recorded, calibraied and corrected for the delnagnetizing effect

according to the procedures described in section 4.4, before the true values

of the a.c. susceptibility u'ere obtained.

It is essential to derna.gnetize the specirnens before the measulernent

are taken. We had dore this by inserting the specirnens in al a.c. field

generated by driving a.n a.c. field through the field coil. The measu¡ement ol

Xo.¿. u,ere then taken in the applied bias field. The field s'as increased fronr

0 to - 150 Oe. These raw dala obtained u'ere processed and converted to

true a.c. susceptibilities at diferenl efective bias field.

It is possible to plot a".". agailst 11 on a double logarithmic graph.

Tlie slope (at I1 larger but near 11. ) of the plot rvould allorv us to determine

tlte exponent, {, for the bias field fI, aud the relationships of X,,", and -H (for

H > H") derived in tlie previous section g.3, could l¡e verified.

9.5 Results and Analysis

Exaurples of the double logarithmic plots of a".". versus .[/ of an FeCu and an

FeAu specimen at trvo aging times are presented in figure 9.2. The exponent,

{, in each case was obtained 'bv e1'¿lnrlittt the slope from tl.re plot. The

results are tabulated in table 9.2.

hi the slope determinatiol, ri'e should bear in lnìnd that only the slopes

at 11 slightlS' larger thau H" are useful, because for 1I )) 11", the domain

rvall motion lna.v have beel corlpleted.

The model presented in this chapter, derived from the theory of the
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Figure 9.2. Examples of double logarithmic plots of X"... as a function
of IJ for (a) FeCu(2A) and (b) FeAu(8B) specimens.

X....(erg Oe-z cm^3)

FeCu(2.43¡ 
)

1{.=0.52 Oe
sìops=-l.Qi

Effective Bias Field, 11 (Oe)
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b

FeAu(8B1soo)

H. -- 5.81 Oe
slope_-0.66

€ = 0.66

' '-þ¡..

Ooor €= l.0i
o.o\

\
\o
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Table 9.2. The exponent, {,
FeCu specimens.

at dife¡ent aging iimes for the FeAu and

FeAu FeCu

)peclmelì Age(min) Specimen Age(miu) f

!

I

I
I
I

!

IB

2B

!D

4B

õB

6B

7B

8B

9B

r0B

1lB

128

0

10

30

60

120

240

570

1000

1500

2480

4530

8570

1. r4

0.79

0.48

0.90

0.68

0.66

0.54

0.65

0.63

0.6i

0.66

0.73

1A

,^
3A

4A

5.{

6.L

7.L

8A

QÁ

10A

ltA
1?t

0

30

60

150

300

600

1000

i 700

3000

5500

8600

13400

1.14

1.07

t.05

0.6 7

0.44

0.46

0.48

n 19

0.53

0.45

0.4 5

0.60
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strolg and rveak dolnain rvall pilning enables us to characterize the pinning

regirÌre irì these specimens according to the rnagnitude of {.

In the case of the FeCu alloy, the { values ol the specimens under 150

r.nirìs of therrnal age âre - 1, this implies that ¡"... is proportioual to H-l .

This indicates th¿t the pilling process in these specirlens is rveak. Ho*,ever,

u'hen the age of the specirnens is above 150 mils, the { values drop from l to

an average of - 0.48. This drop of the {'s corresponds to a shift of pinning

ptocess from rveak to strong. This result is consistent n,ith the conclusion

rve had drarvn in sectiol 7,6 that the FeCu specir.nens are nol confined to

only ore pinnirrg rnechanism, but to q'eak pinning (ú 1600 ¡nins, þt 1
0.25), internediate pinning (600 mins < ¿ < 2000 rnins,0.25 < B, < 0.50)

and strong pinning (ú t 2000 rnins, þ' = 7) according to clifereut agilg

conditioÌLs.

In section 7.6, we also reported that the pinning regime in the as-

qrrenclred FeAu specimen , r.e. lB",l'as rveak (Bt = 0.1) and becornes stro¡g

once it l'as thernially aged and B' = 1. The results in this sectiol seem to

support this claim. We found th¿t { is 1 .14 for 18, X"... is proportional to

I1-1, therefore, the pinning tegime in this specimen is tveak. Upon aging,

{ drops to an average of - 0.64, it is obvious that the pinning is no longer

rreak. With tlie proposed X"... - H-+ rela.tiouship derived from the strong

pinning theory, the pinning regime in this case is probabl¡' strong, aJthough

the observed { (average) ancl the predicted value 3/7 differ by 40 %.
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Ckrapter 10

Magnetic Viscosity



l.0.L Magnetic Viscosity Coefficient

The magnetization o{ a ferronraglet does lot obtain its equilibrium value

instantaneously rvhen the applied field is suddenl5' changed. The tine it takes

is much lorlger thal the short time associated u'ith the eddy current efect.

The magnetic viscosity is to be accounted for this time lag. It arises rvhen

the activatioll energy, ,Ð", required to produce a cha.nge in rnagnetization is

provided therrnally.

In rnosd ferromaglets, it is found experinentally [29] lhat

I:Constant-Sln(t) (i0.1)

where á is the elapsed tirne since changing the field and .9 is the maguetic

viscosity coeficient. ^9 is a positive number for increments in freld and a

negative uumber for decrements. This logarithmic change lvith time can,

hot'ever, only be predicted if a range of activation energies present in the

rnaterial is taken into consideratioll30]. Tlìe energt' barriers are assumed to

have an energy dependent dislribution function f(E), such that,

l*- røtot = t (10.2)

u'here /(E)dE is the number of the elementary regions *'hich have activa-

tion errergies in tlie rauge ol E + dE. The magnetization of an initially
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der.nagnetized salnple, 1-, in a field 11, is given by,

r., = 2r l* r@)dE - l (10.3 )

OI

r^ = 2r l.- eæp(-^")Í(E)dE - r (10.4)

rvhere .Ðo : kT In(Ct), 
^" 

: Ct ery(#) and C is t,he frequency factor.

Diferentiating eql 10.4 rvith respect to Jnl, rve obtain,

,-**l= ,t l"- ), e.rp(-),) l@)dE (10.5)

Tlre m¿xinrurn value of )"eøp(-)s) occurs ri'hen ), : 1, and ø : kf h@t).

It falls to - lTo of its rnaxirnun value at À, : 0.00369 and À, : 7.64 which

correspoud to a barrier energy rauge of

E : kr[In(Ct) - lz(0.00369)] = 30kT

to

E : kr[In(Ct) - tn(7.64)] = 23kT

IÍ u'e assurne that /(E) is a slorvly varying function compared to À"eæp(-À,)

ove¡ this barrier energy ra.nges, then /(E) can be taken outside the integral
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of eqn 10.5, and we cal theu s'rite,

( 10.6)

where .Ð' : kflnQt) is the activatior energy ol lb,e actiue regions of |lte

saruple rvhich changes their magnetizatiou in the nerv fixed field. For these

active regions, taking ú = 1 sec and lhe frequenc¡' factor C of - 7.2 x

1010sec-1, then .D is - 25kT. Charging the variable d,E to dÀ", and tlìe

Iinits fo, oo] to [a, Cf], eqn 10.6 becomes

,#r¡, = - uf@) l"* À" eæp(-À") dE

ffi = 2r f@) kr l.c' eæp(-À") il"

t : #ä: zrkrr@1

(10.7)

Tlre integral in eql 10.7 is equal lo IL - eæp(-Cú)]. If we assurne Cú ¡¡ 1,

i.e. eæp(-Ct,) approaches zero, then eqn 10.7, x'hich gives the value of the

magnetic viscosity coefficient, ,9, becomes

(10.8 )

This equation shori's that 5 will be a naxirrum if/(.Ð') is at the peak of the

distribution functiol close to E - 25kT. The required field for .9-", i¡'ill

therefore be close to the coercive field ol tlie sample.

After 1 sec at the net'field, the magnetic viscosity coefficient, ,9 rlay

remain const¿nt over long time periods if tlie ratige of activatioti energies

present ir the sanple is ) 25k7. For exarnple, if the field ä1 is left for
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- lQmins¡ then the mzrguetization jumps in the field direction, of activation

energy Irom 0 to - 31k7, rvill have taken place. In arLolher nerv freld 112

(H, > Ht), tlie peak of the distributioin function will be moved to E - 27kT,

and tlìe energy barriers from zero lo - 27kT rvill be overcone rvithin 10 sec

after changing the fleld. Therefore, raising the fieìd, lorvers the activation

energy barriers (i.e E"- E" - AE), alìd also shortens the rvaiting time for

t'all escape.

Lr eqn 10.3, the rnagnetization of al ilitially dernagnetized sample, -I-,

in a fleld 1/, rvas described. If the field is suddenly changed to I1 14I1, the

energy distributior:. function l'il1 be changed to a new f1(E) af E" - AE, so

that

r-:2t [* fi@) dE - r
J 8,,_AE

(10. e)

rvlrere A.Ð : -(#)LH After furthe¡ waiting time, f , the limits of eqn 10.9

convert to [¿,, -], and the equation becomes,

(10.10 )

Therefore, the change in rnagnetization after changing the field and rvaiting

for tirne ú, is given b5,,

AI- fi@) dE

LI^ = 2¡¡,18'){ orq)nn

¡8"
- tr I

JE,,-AE
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This leads to

(10.12)

The subscript I indicates that all magletization measurernent are made fol-

lowing the same rvaiting time after changing fI. Using eqns 10.8 and 10.12,

it is possible to elirninate the /(Ð') terrn and oblain,

xt,:(#),=-21Ít(E\#)

^ -kTx¡," (#)

LO.2 Fluctuation Field

Recer.Ltly, Wohlfarthl3l] had directed attention

as being of more fundamental significance than

field, can be rvritten as

^ ,) K.r

xi,. (ffi)

( 10.13 )

to t,he parameter .Ç" = --s

,9 itself. 5,, ihe fluctuation

(10.14)

and can be determined from experìmentally accessible quantities or from

differentiation of the field dependent activalion energies de¡ived in the strong

or t'eak pinning models.

Recalling the rveak pinnir.rg theory, the activation erìergJ¡ required to

overcorÌre the energy barrier at a field 11 is given by eqn 3.111, that is,

E^ = sttb2(&\(t -2HI \IF" F'
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Il diferentiating this equaiion rvith respect to the field 11, rve obtair.r

d E^ .37tb2 . . F^ .

dH = -(t)(;lzr (1015)

h rveak pinning, the volume srvept out betx,een the minimum and rnaxinunr

energy positions of the donLain rvall is given by u: !f#, so that eqn 10.15

can be written as,

dE" ^,.4. ^, ,Fo,,
dH = -z1r\ F)=-¿tu"\T)- (10.16)

wlìere u : ,.(+), is the volume of tlie blister rìeglectirìg the demagnetizing

efect. Putting eqn 10.16 into eql 10.14, rve obtain,

'.:r#xir (10.17)

rvhich has the exact same form as eqn 7 of Gauntl32] except for tlie factor of

(fi )' "'tt"n 
tlte denragnetizing efect is considered.

Cor.rsider the activation energy required to overcome the energy barrier

in strong piruring, E" is given by eql 3.45 and simplifying lhis equation,

gives,

n": ¡lp¡¡t -'ztit1+ (10.18)
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Diferentiate this expression, then ffi is given by

dE- zHl A.,
7u = 4br.4(r_ i); (10.1e)

Eqn 3.43 gives the rnaximurn and minimum energv positions of the dolnain

rvall as a function of the applied field,fI, narnely,

z" = -.b(r -'H !A $'j

l'here the '+' and '-' signs correspond to maxirnum and minimum energy

positions respectively. Hence, eql 10.19 can be rervritten as,

dE" 
= zt A( ,^^- - z-.- l : 2I AAz

¡]'H_.'''t.^"î.m|fl)-z
( 10.20)

The activation volume u of the borved position of the dornain rvall is, to a

good approximation, - f ; this leads to,

#=n," (10.21)

It therefo¡e foiloivs that,

^KTKT" (#) 4Iu
(10.22)
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1-0.3 Application

The fluctuation field, ^9,, de¡ived from the *'eak pinning theory or strong pin-

ning tlteory are obviously diflerent. For samples in the active ti'eak pinning

regime, the u'eak pinning theory should be employed to calculate its fluctu-

alion field, S,.,. Horvever, if strong pinning theory is used, the calculated

5,, rvill not be corrected and rvill deviate fron-r the observed result. Ol the

other hald, calculations usilg strong pinning theory give the correct 5," for

sample in the active strong pinning regirne. Therefore, it is possible to uti-

lize this fluctuation fleld calcualtion to characterize the pinning mechanism

of samples.

lO.4 Results

From eqns 10.17 and 10.22, it is possibie to calculate the values of .9, if o, and

f;; o"d ,, have alread¡' been deterniled accordir.Lg to the rveak and strong

pinning models respectively. The expression for the blister volume to, in an

active weak pilling regime is given by eql 3.88. The values of fi are readily

obtainable from tal¡les 7.4 and 7.5 for the FeAu and FeCu alloys.

The activation volume u, in an applied field -Il, in an active strong pin-

ning regine, rvitli the demagnetizing efect considered, is given by, combining

eqns 9.12, 3.27 , 3.32 ald 3.36,

L r1.33^.O.38

, = ( rla = o.tst(',,"**)H+
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\4¡e h¿d calcul¿ted z, anrì (f)'?, and heuce u.,. The fluctuation fleld,

S,-, for the FeAu ald FeCu alloys by the rveak pinning theory are obtaiued.

The values of u and 5,, are also obtailled from tlie strong pinning theory

{or the two alloys. These calculated values together ivith their corresponding

observed coercive flelds, 11., are listed in tables 10.1 and 10.2 for FeAu antl

FeCu specirnens respectively.

L0.5 dnalysis

Barbierl33] gave a plot of .9, against the coercive field 11" for a variety of soft

and hard maguetic materials, rvith .FI" in the range of 0.6 to 1000 Oe, and

5" in the range o{ 8 x 10-a to 10 Oe. The original plot of Barbier is shou'r

in figure 10.1. This plot also contains two experimental points, one fronr

Wohlfarth[34] and other from Ram, Ng a.nd Gaunt[35]. Frorn the Barbier's

plot, t'e c¿n dratv tlLe folloiving expression,

S,- H: j =Ls1+a0% (10.24)

And from eqns 10.17 or L0.22, u'e have , - S, t, therefore,

u-Slt-H-i-H-r.3i

H" - v-l -,ota

(10.25)

(10.26)
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This general result from the Barbier's plot can be compared rvith the results

obtained fron section 9.2. hl the rvea,k pinning case, the r.ertical displacement

oI the clomain *'all z, a function of the applied fielcì as rvell as the coercive

field f1", is stated in eqn 9.3, that is,

z:26¡L1'H.'

The clrange of volume at an applied field iI, is given by u: Az, r'here,4 is

tìre area of the base of the bou'ed segment oI tlie domain l'all and is defiled

by tlre fundamental equation(eqn 2.10) A: #. Tlierefore, the volume, zr,

is givel by,

(10.27)

and is proportional to I1;2, i.e. H. - p-o s.

In strong pinning, the maxirnum and minilnum er.rergy positions ol the

rvall are given by eqn 3.43,

u=Az--zuH tr f l-rll'H."2H"1', 'H:'

z"= xb 1-?44!¡t = +å {1 - {fr1+f ;

The separation betrveen the rnaxirnum ald milimum energy positions is

therefore given by

ù--
Az = zo(naæ) - z"¡min) : 2b{j - ( - )i}Ë (10.28)
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z = 26¡ !. ¡oao (10.30)- --, H",

Tlte volume changed (swept out) il an applied field 1l is therefore,

Ard the vertical displacernent, z at an applied field rY is

z:2b- Az (10.2e)

Putting eqn 10.28 into eqn 10.29, and rve had found numericallv that

a = Az : zu{f"r ! -L - ri .l (10.31)--\ H,t , 2H"I , \ H1.6 /

and is proportional to /fl 6, i.e, H" - p-o'63.

To surnmarize our qualitative findings, rve have

1. rveak pinning

2. strong pinning

u - H"''u; H" - u-ou"; S, - //j u

3. Barbier's Plot

, - il. t tui H" - r-o'n; S,, - i].t 'u
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The qualitative results of (i) ald (ii) are in agreement rvith the results

clailned by I{ilzinger and Kronm'üller[36]. In their rve¿k iuteraction pinniug

nrodel, 11" - ptr 11.e. H. - u-o s¡, and they also found tha.l H. - pî 1i...

H. - z1-o'ez¡ for the slrong interaclion pinning model.

The calculated valued of ,S,., and ,5," in tables 10.1 and 10.2 for the

FeAu and FeCu alloys respectively rvere added olto the Barbier plot of figure

10.1. This lew plot is shot'n in figure 10.2. Some of the calculated 5, values

are obviously contradict to the general behaviour. For example, ,9,, for 18,

1A and 2A are particularly significant. However, the .9,- of 18, 14, 24,

3-A., 44, 5A and 64, are fouud close to the general results provided by the

Barbier plot. \4¡e have const¡ucled a line (lile 1) through these ,9,* r'alues

and the Barbier points, the slope of the liue is - 1.65 * 0.5, and that gives,

5, - 17c1.65+0 5 or H. - ?J0.61+0.o15.

For tire specirnels after prolonged aging, the calculate.S., values by the

two pinning theories sliow that lhe S"" of the FeAu specimens aged over 30

l.l.rilìs r are closer to lhe Barbier's results than their counterpart ,9,- values.

And for the FeCu allo5', specimens 74, 84, 9A. and etc., their 5", values ale

found to have better agreet.nent iviih the B¿rbier's Plot than the .9,., r'alues

ivould have. A straight Iine (line 2) constructed through these 5," points

and the Barbier's points has a slope of - 1.25 + 0.6. This slope gives the

relatìonship S, - 17c1 
25+0 6 or II. - ?r0 8+0 25.

The results presented here lead us to believe th¿t the lon aged speci-

ne1ìs of FeCu and the as-quenched FeAu speciniens are in an active weak
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Fig. 10.2. Calcul¿ted .9,- and .9,, of FeAu and FeCu specimens by
rveak. aud sirong pinning theory are plotted against 1i"; the
prot rs supenmposed onto the Barbier plot of flgure 10.I.

(slope = 1.65 * -5)line I
/ Barbie¡ Plot

//
/,,. line 2
, 
"lop" t.Zi + .6

ol
a2 ""{e..to

FeCu

o s,,
lz

r.53^

3¡!
3A

FeAu

A s,,

A s,,,
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pinnirg reginie. The calculaled 5", of these specimens by usilg rveak pinning

model is closer to the Barbier's general results than lhe ,9u I'alues obtained by

using strong pinning model. For the specimens rvitli prolonged age, the calcu-

lated ^5, by applying strong pinning theor¡'appears reia.tively rnore appropri-

ate, and this suggests strolg pinning in these specimens. These conclusions

are colsistent t'ith the claims rve had made in the previous chapters.
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Chapter 1- 1

Conclusion and
Comments

Final



LL.1 Conclusion

All tlie results gathered in Chapters 7, I and 10 point torvard a. unique

conclusion about tlie pinning mechauisms in the i¡on-¡ich FeAu and FeCu

alloys. The piuning regime il the as-quenched FeAu specimen and the 1o*'-

aged FeCu specimels is t'eak. Upon further aging, the pinniug regime in

these specimens become strong. This conclusion has been verified by our

electron rnicroscopy studies.

To make direct observation of donain rvall llotion such as the reversible

or ulLpilnilg processes) a magnetic stage is required for the specimeu cham-

ber of the TEI\{. Our JEM12OCXII transmission electron microscope is not

equipped with this device; nevertheless, the study of rnagnetic domain struc-

ture of the FeAu and FeCu allovs is still possible by eurploying the Lorentz

Microscopic technique as described in Chapter 4.

The rnicrographs of the as-quenched FeAu specimen and a lorv aged

FeCu specimen in figure 11.1 and 11.2, respectir.ely, shou' tliat the donain

rvalls appear to lie randomly arìrorìg tlìe small particles u'ithout being dis-

torted by their presence. There is no obvious discrete interaction betrveen in-

dividual pins ald dornain wall. It may be, perìraps, concealed by the average

effect of the large number of inclusions on both sides of the wall. Therefore,

rve expect, for a sufficiently high field applied 1o the specimen, thal is larger

than the critical field, the clomain u'all v'ill cooperatively breakarvay from

tltose pins sinultaneousll'. The pinning regilrre is therefore rveak in these

specimens.



Fig. 11.1. Domain boundary stations anong the snall e Au particles

f¡ tåþe'
s+t . '*ê
I r* n 

1-rl

o .{, t tl i. .-",å r

:"-":*.ï

Fe flu / I (o mín) - ?'t Kx (oat )4

Fig. 11.2. Domain wall (whiie line) cuts across small particles in an

as-quenched FeCu specimen.



Fig. 11.3. lomain rvalLappear as white aud bìack lines a¡e pinned at
the eAu precipitates. -

11.4. Domainloundary stations at some holes (wheree Cu particles hadfallen of after polishing). The specimen'i;a|;;iJ. _ 13400 mins

( /31oo mìlrr) ,- 2Z Kn

Fe/l,a 8B (tooo tt¡ns) ht<x--@
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Iu the prolonged age FeAu and FeCu specimens, micrographs shou'

that the domain u'alls are attached to tlLe large particles as shorvn in frgures

11.3 and 11.4. There are also evidence of disturbarce in the rvall slructure

by these particles. The pinning regirne is definitely sirong.

Lt.z Final Comments

Predicted magnetic behaviour from the strong and rveak domain wall pilning

nodels t'ere critically tesied by using tlie binary constituent, magletically

soft ma.terials, uamel¡', the aged FeAu and FeCu aJloys. Descriptions of the

pinning regirne in these alloys were presented and colflrned by tlie higli

resolutiolt Lorentz electrorr nricroscopy.

Horvever, as with other existing models, these models have not been

criticall¡'tested in aly practicai magnets because of tìreir rnulti-phase metal-

Iurgical complexity and a lack of knowledge about their individual intrinsic

magnetic properties. Recent work by Rau et. al[35] attempted io apply the

sinilar pilning model to the description of the pinning regirne in the MIAIC

permanent maglet. Their approach rvas to obtain magnetic viscosity data

from the experirnents and then calculate tlie coercivities, density of the pin-

nilg sites and the pinning parameter p, according to the strong and rveak

piuring theory. Hon'ever, no clear conclusion rvas drawn ¿nd the results ryere

not colfirrled bJ' ¿ny electron microscopic rvork.

The rvider application of thin foil Lorentz electron microscop¡' and elec-

tron rnicroprobe analysis of the inclusions or phases in the mat¡ix rnaterial
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has resolved many of the dificulties. Hou'ever, readers sitould bear in milld

that there is ahvays roon {or improvernert for an5' proposed model.

In the preseuted rnodels, rve have assumed that multi-donains were

all'ays formed rvithin the grains ald the pinning efect cones mainly from the

pinnilg sites rvithin these grails. The existelce of tl.re grain boundaries and

their contribution to the maguetic hardness rvas neglected. The descriptiorr

of the irteraction betu'een the rvall and the inclusion in Chapter 2 did not

lake the ternperature factor into account. Also diflerence in rvidth betrveett

the potential rvell rve ernployed ald the potential well if liigh-order tetns

rvere included is uo less than 6 %. In addiiion, the ralge parameter å (4ö is

the rvidth of the potential), the domain rvall energy 7 and the pinning force

/, are known to be temperature dependert paramelers, nonetheless, tve have

rnacle the assumption that the poteltial and these parameters are constant

at ternperatures far below the iron Curie temperature of - 770"C.

Future work should be concentrated on the temperature dependence

of these pararneters and horv the ternperature factors rvill alter the predicted

rnagnetic behaviour, and the diflerences with the observed results. For the

pirysicist, the goal is to develop, modify and testify the models.
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